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ABSTRACT

The UH-1H helicopter test bed program was accomplished at the US Army

Aeronautical Depot Maintenance Center (ARADMAC), Corpus Christi, Texas,

during the period 4 October 1970 through 17 December 1971. The program

objective was to determine the feasibility of state-of-the-art hardware

to automatically accomplish inspection, diagnostic and prognostic main-

tenance functions on selected subsystems of the UH-lH helicopter. The

Hamilton Standard hardware for the program is identified as Airborne In-

tegrated Diagnostic System. Helicopter components, both serviceable and

degraded, were run and monitored for malfunction discriminstion by the

AIDS in ARADMAC test cells and in two UH-lH aircraft. Tre•ing for prog-

nesis was attemnted while accumulating flight time on tvo .ýCditional UH-IH

aircraft utilizing serviceable components. The test resalts demonatrated

the objectives of the test bed program.
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FOREWORD

The UH-1 Helicopter Test Bed Program was conducted for the US Army Aviation
Systems Command under a contract (No. DAAJO0-70-C-0827(P3L) with Hamilton
Standard Division of United Aircraft Corporation. This program is a sub-
element of the Department of the Army RD&E project (1F164204DC3201) to
develop an Automatic Inspectioci, Diagnostic and Prognostic System (AIDAPS)
for Army aircraft. The overall program is in respcrse to a Qualitative
Materiel Requirement for an AIDAPS which was approved by DA in October 1967.

GOVERNMENT ASSESSMENT OF PHASE E VERIFICATION TEST

Section 10 of this report documents the accomplishments under Phase E of
the program. Phase E was a test of the Accuracy and Repeatability of the
Hamilton equipment. Page 10-18 of Volume I summarizes the Hamilton Standard
diagnosis of the helicopte- components (both serviceable or good and degraded
or bad) which were implanted by the Government in the UH-lH aircraft.

The table below lists the actual conditions of the test components irm-
planted in the UH-IH aircraft monitored by Hamilton Standard:

Conditions Date Engine Tranmission 90* Gear Box 420 Gear Box

1 19 Nov 71 Bad Bad Good Bad
2 24 Nov 71 Bad Bad Good Bad*
3 3 Dec 71 Good Bad Bad Bad
4 7 Dec 71 Good Bad Bad Bad
5 9 Dec 71 Good Good Bad Bad
6 10 Dec 71 Good Good Bad Bad
7 14 Dec 71 Good Good Bad Good
3 16 Dec 71 Good Good Bad* Good

*The component conditions noted with an asterisk (above) were revealed to
the contractor prior to his final analysis and are not included in the
percentage scores shown below. The remaining component conditions had not
previously been identified to the contractor.

An overall diagnostic accuracy of 90% was obtained by Hamilton Standard in
determining the conditions (Bad or Good) of the implanted engines, trans-
missions, 900 gear boxes and 420 gear boxes.

Although the Hamilton Standard equipment did achieve objectives of the Test
Bed Program to demonstrate state-of-the-art capability, the foregoing re-
sults are not satisfactory for immediate hardware implementation.

The efforts expended by the Hamilton Standard Corporation and assigned per-
sonnel were very commendable. The above efforts and the knowledge accumu-
lated will be used in subsequent steps during development of AIDAPS.
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ftens=Sit, =d~ ~si s3~SU Ia-I to a Z=2 f~ctlml i ~

lb P P t~e abee mml , anlt= st~ bas wake ul A7S:

th."ae tbe Test Be rq~a tc genrate toe recess-ny svTfrore to zerffo

diiastis ana !ticp tsp co mjwo scit r the iW-lZ vehdcle.

neueof a Sanltc Stacard eILtcxre system vlth co-bmr real-time

pr~esir a~~ orda, 1;,P'=x:!e ew9Iztion of total systemD

~a~bltisto f~nlfu1 PA-n rveqnI-e~tS.

~eapvýOcb in thoe Tlest Bed Progmn MS to coILect data on pertinent

a.rwreters of the IE-LE subsystemrs a) -4hile the sz~systtez Is Operatiag

SOrniraaU3-, 2=d b) ubile kmm~ degx-Aded p.ert Lraae been insplanted 1;itbi~n

the subs*ystezx. The above t.-a groups of datla are then coupared ai

diffe-re.naes noted for generation of tne proper fault isolation cessage.

By 1patn mown, degradedU z~rs miiic more perti..L..nA dat can ro

gene-rated and fault isolation solft-ware acccxplished during a given period

of tine. Hor-.ever, Implementation of this approa~ch engenders such

problems as:

1. TYhe degradeS pairts chosen are not really functional degraded, or so

slight so as not to cause differences from normal signatures.

2. During the buiid-up of the subsystem with the degraded palt5, the

signature changes because of the build-up.
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1. -s mI.Itzoi Standwd Erfectivelv M~et AUl Goals

The p•rps of the West Bed t ore-

1. To Sevelop logic that will Isclte onfit~~ Ubte URAN aircraft.

2. To deteml-e the capabiUity ef wi tUig stIte-of-tbe-at hurdiee.

3.- To coaezt sufficient data to be use4 as a data base.

A.To berfox i •_u.t detect-ic and verification tests a a tH-lH

aircraft.

5. 7o wedlct thr• trending teeiqs the romining tfr before

coment removal is reqOired.

Faullto Standsrd, in its perfoumance daring the progra, has

ef•ectively met all the gcals.

Tbe use off the modified system derelcped by Hamilton Standard for

the KSS (KMJ BoyaI Duc Airlines, Scandinavia Airlines Systeman

SwIssair) grcip of airlines on their DC-9 aircraft provided readtily

available existing hardware for the progrm.

The folloing soft-w-re logic was developed, proved out or Implemented:

1. Gas Path Analysis

2. Lycoxing Logic Package

3. Other Mechanical Logic (Hydraulic system, electrical)

4. Vibration

The Gas Path Analysis developed from Hamllton's extensive fuel

control experience was shon.m able to detect the implanted degraded

thermodynamic parts. The Vibration Analysis concept and results are

1-4
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S 1.3 Ccustimed

very proising in that a logic approac has been eused wbich has detected

1) the degraded parts with a hIgh 4egree of confidence. Tz performing

Pbmses B, D and E, a 1ur•e , ,.i . of properly documented data vas

taker. This has assured a suffur~tent data base. M•nlfuction detection

jwd verification was successfully performed in Phases D and R. Trending

ws aeccuplished, but the accue led flight time was not high enough

to confirm the rewf le p2,We.4tioes.

I
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2.0 PROGRAM CON1TICT AND ACHEVD4MT HIGHLIGHTS

2.1 Program Conduct

The Test Bed Program was structured to achieve the following

objectives: (1) automation of inspection methods, (2) fault isolation

via diagnostics, and (3) life remaining predictions via prognostication.

The program scope included use and evaluation of state-of-the-art

equtpment, non-interference with test vehicle subsystems, use o1

existing sensors to maximum extent possible, development of data base

for this and interim programs, and determination of AIDAPS potential

as a maintenance tool.

The program plan involved four basic phases plus the addition of

Phase E. Phase A allowed three months for the preparation and delivery

of two "off-the-shelf" state-of-the-art hardware systems. Test cell

basellne malfunction signature data was gathered and analyzed during

the 2 month Phase B period. One month was provided as Phase C to

install the AI.DAPS sensors and hardware in two UH-IH helicopters at

ARADLAC. Flight testing of AIDAPS with known good and bad parts

occupic-d 6 months of Phase D. Two more months were added to Phase D

by verification flight tests with unknown bad parts implanted. Phase E

Included a two month period for rotor monitoring and worse degraded

parts flight tests plus transmission testing to failure in a test cell.

The program phases are summarized in Figure 2-1.

2-1
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2.2 Pr9ogrui Highlights

2.2.1 Phase i,

- 178 test runs were achieved insttau of the planned 142. 28

engines. 63 transmissions, 52 900 gearboxes, and 35 420 gearboxes

were Instrumented and analyzed.

- Signature analysis verified ability of diagnostic techniques

to discriminate between good end bad parts.

- AIDAPS hardware and instrumentation successfully performance

tested.

- 100% detection of bearing and gear faults by vibration analysis

technique.

- 80-9W% detection of engine cbmp-essor and turbine section faults

by Gas Path Analysis.

- Existing Gas Path Analysis method successfully applied to

T53-L13 engine.

- Extensive test cell data base obtained.

- Test cell environment enabled detection of minor component

failures haviag very low detection threshold.

2.2.2 •li.s,, i

- 2 UH-lH's Instrumented as indicated in Figure 2-2.

- AIDAPS installed and tested for no interference with aircraft

systems.

- AIDAPS given flight safety approval.

2-2L
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2.'.3 Phase D FLligt 'rests

- Provided flight refinement of software limits and data recording

criteria.

- Obtained trending data for prognostication. Initial trend data

(245 hours) within norms expected.

- Verified test cell gas path analysis conclusions.

Indicated refinements necessary in vibration anaysis to

account Vor transmissibility, aerodynamic noise, and mounting. Baseline

menn data scatter was higher than in test cell runs.

- 74-81'4 malfunction detection (6 borderline cases) in 80 vibration

test cases with known bad implants including engines, transmissions,

420 and 900 gearboxes.

"- "Degree of badness" of vibration causing implants generally low.

- Vlidity of diagnostic methods to detect marginal parts

indicates capability to track part deterioration while in service.

2.2.4 Phase D Verification Test

- Six sets of unknown implanted bad parts test flown.

- On July 23, 1971, AIC 61011 was flown with unknown bad engine

co mpr'essor, bad 420 gearbox input roller, good 900 gearbox, and good

traznsmissionI. All degraded LRU's were correctly diagnosed and no

good LRU's were judged faulty.

- Overall diagnostic fault isolation score calculated by

Hamilton Standard to be 884.

2-3
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- Hotor out of trnck und out of balance disgxostics found

re-sible for integration within A-IDPS.

- Data fro. first transission test to failure indicates vibrat•zi

ana! 4sis -uld have predicted fun-tiom! failure 40 hours before

oceurence.

- Worse degraded parts testing gve more pasitive oeasure ofIAIDA•P diagnostic effectivity. Eight flients accomplished instead of

6 projected.

2.2.6 Overall Hionliahts

- Over 4000 vibration narro- band spectrum analyses -'ere performed

oci moore than 1,264,000 data inputs.

- About 60 rolls of magnetic tare were utilized with three-quarters

of . mile of data or each.

- Approximately 5 miles of computer printouts were generated

an:d an~olyzed.

- Demonstrated AIDAPS feasibility for helicopters through

Hiamiltoin Staundard's airborne digital processor approach.

- Developed and verified software techniques such as limit analysis,

vibration, and gas patn application remired for AIDAPS implementation

DlOW.•
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1. Automatic data semdng and sisl - ewrsim

2. Easy aoificatio of diasgmotic limaits

3. Autecatic data ca=-ression th-Mro flgbt nde recOMtic a-d digital

re,-, -Iing of airborre data.

4. Flexibility and ease of znodificatico througfl prcgrz software.

The fHamlton Stan-ard airborne AIDAPS precessor has a fully

programnable magnetic core memory and a high speed 16-bit pezlLel

"airithmetic unit which vermits timely and complete system flexibility.

From an operational standpoint, the system's airborne operation was

fully automatic and did not require any flight crew attentior.. The use

of such items as a Flight Data Entry Panel allowed for instaut read-out

of parameters to check data validity and system operation before the

test flights. Via ground memory loader, the system oper-ation was altered

in a mariner of minutes from a prepared punched tape. Due to the tight

schedule and quantity of parameters used, the choice of an airoorre

digital processor -was particularly advantaigeous in meeting the objectives

or n trial program because the expected changes could be implemented

readily through software modification rather than hardware revision.

The hardware included an airborne go/no go ualntenance Action Annunciator

Panel (MAAP) to display in real time aircraft system redlace or

tdjustment m.essages generated by the processor output.
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* 6~e~s Pa•

N eeftwica1l~Vlectrical Limit MeWER~

The S•s & lgic -as erated by Eit Staer it d t mY taIr

3-3 to !I the ered w ittiin tbe nS torbim- Iatr f•• -3n AsyseItI.

aeope= to wredieti• g the 1mzoasible to e e parsaeters that effect

IF engide hea~lth sumh as efficiency c!:Pnges, areas rr-Aes cCREressor

pumiping capecity changes. and tiubire inlet teC!Mtr chne. Early

in t~he wzrcan, the enralie equations were fitted to the Lycoming

Yr53-L13 engine and incorporated within the airborae system.

The dev~elopment of the vibration software, as illustrated in

Figure 2-3, was nore emperical in mture. It becne apparent early

in the evolution of the Ramilton Standard vibration ap.proach that the

problem of applying vibration analysis to a heliccpter propulsion system

had never before been treated in depth or successfully achieved. Much

original creative work was carried out during the Test Bed Program

which for the first time brought helicopter power train system health

analysis through vibration to the point of practical feasibility.

The steps involved in arriving at the Hamilton Standard vibration

atalysis technique are outlined in Figure 2-3 and fully explained in

2-6
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TFe~ZE!.c~S appiued tq 5Eii7t~c Standard In IZ iCUi-tin the 1Icc

pmra-Liocaa cmarecL-eristics.. Aulti-~anzaneter cros-s-comrelaticc to'

.t- iewe a nigber degree cg- failt isc~lati~c and verifaticm swes also

eirploved. Ptxa~eter !Innits ue-re establis.hed- =A verified. PAct flipht

;et- s A~thbiu the ezceec3Ace Uinits si~ce the *sJtems mitored wrere

wbt deiicerately rendered! papationaI17y faulty.

Trend soft-ware wc-* deý:ise' t.o pe~for= health prognostication an

tue ramitored tpar.-=eters. The tize hbi*tory of the individual praimeter

was ext'ra'o1-ted to vredict the life remaining ux~tU exceedance of

uiauaiostic limit. A large nir~ber of these plots and predictions are

inc~luded in Section 5. 'The initial trend data for the 2415 hours of

flight testing just ov'erhauled systemo. was vith.LD the norms as would

be expec:ted.
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&MC cd--t; re7-.1red to rer-emm Me:52Mfieal =5 7SPc- _65ts Tbe

jzumcc.ý uet to twz c--±es. The ffirst 2CS tc a tdIZEValre==dr

fC= =e L-_~ cff-SIte- 4-_ý aS a1 K 370 f!M =VfLrE-1 C_

tae s.caftwam; the second ;.-s to the ; LztIC= A~a Panel

Mne ajrbozrne recareed digitai taves were ret~r,-d to EamidLtet Starzad?-

-trter a reie. f th~e taness -,as n'd-e om tbe On-sItee DDJP-lI6 =rOzess0r

for zcr-pleteness or da-ta--, -MTese tapes were th~en proc-essed at Hamilton

~t~nd~'d c, nfir= ant-d I=rvro-e Vie on-boeard Softi-are. Th at gS

iloused for th~e trejAiing (prognostication) softvaare. Oitput of thke

pr-cw-essin, -,as standard 134N Iard copy' pr~int-out.

2.5.3 Vibr-atioz. Data Analysis

The vibration data -was airborne recorded using tetrorary analog

cquipmcisL. Vnis analcg data was tL'er digitized to allow. the use of an

of-site orocessor to perforx the manipuiations required. Comrerisor

suia.-.try shects w.hich comtpared each transduccr's output for -. particul-3.r

fliglit. t~o t~se generated mean of' the good flIghts were generated as the

nutfli;t of thie vibra-tion data aialysiz.
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3.0 THE PROGRAM

A.1 Program Tasks and Organization

Section 3 explains hov the Test Bed Program was conducted to fulfill

the goals outlined in Section 1.2. These goals can be considered in terms

of their inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic impact on Arny airmobile

operations. The relation between furthering these goals AIDAPS and the

structure and operetion of the Test Bed Program is initially expanded upon

in Sections 3.2 - 3.5. The various program tasks carried out to achieve

and verify the goals are then detailed for each of the Phases A through D.

Phase E is treated separat'ely as an Appendix in Section 10. The Test Bed

Program was strongly goal oriented, and this eatphasis on results and

evaluation set the program theme.

3-1
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?b Melt= Su~dA O systm wwddw to sf=iti ay12r a

SY-i -e f "_=s aft-- the 81-- 01.t _ i rafj Ie to takeof P

t~~flLGCC we boe rý PH5 v~isTa n i apct~ the

=se of a Ea ted date f•=a the nie fewa

Itt ertI= & ta we n tbcir(1ed) at~icrn of IeSPectJ

Anothr =es; (2) as p reit in i hrcti s ting timis; md (3) s

reitored pers ee skill opei2 s

3-2- n spection os !isiectim rcdet~ er

Pte insaetion at& the cI AnflS syster is fhUlu are tic

pran es mt reqydrn e any ith t crew at rtion. Also, since it is = airtarne

systemi, the AecamiPC8 3yCsiti' a of the aircraft. is caistrt being ys itoe ed

duering foigset; i.en, the aircraft inspectihm is capleted during the flgheat

aa-d diagrnostj c ssages vill be outputted in a cornise zmner and displayed

on a Maintenance Action A*=zweiato- "Panel. Thie i. formatico is thus available

to the ground crev immdiately after landing.

Arnother important aspect is that. each parameter is being continuously

monitored once every two seconds for proper operation. N~ormally, ground Crew

inspection is limitsd to discrete preflight inspection and post flight checks.

These inspections cennot practically check =any paraneters which are coam-

prehensively included within the AIDAPS airborne sys tern.

3.2.2 A Substantial Reduction in Inspection Times

Since the AIDSAPS system is a completely automatic airborne system, in-

spection is continuously accomplished during the flight of %.he aircraft.
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3.2 Inspection ImDatct

The Hamilton Standard AIDAPS system yas designed to significantly improve

the efficiency with which maintenance personnel routinely accomplish aircraft

systems inspections after the aircraft has landed or prior to takeoff. Present

turnaround procedures are based upon performing a visual inspection or the

use of limited data from the flight crew.

Inspection advantages are achieved through (1) automation of inspection

procedures; (2) a substantial reduction in inspection times; and (3) decreasing

required personnel skill levels.

3.2.1 Automation of Insuection Procedures

From an operational standpoint, the UK-1 AIDAPS system is fully automatic

and does not require any flight crew attention. Also, since it is an airborne

system, the mechanical condition of the %ircraft is constantly being monitored

during flight; i.e., the aircraft inspection is completed during the flight

and diagnostic messages will be outputted in a concise manner and displayed

on a Maintenance Action Annunciator Panel. The information is thus available

to the ground crew immediately after landing.

Another important aspect is that each parameter is being continuously

monitored once every two seconds for proper operation. Normally, ground crew

inspection is limited to discrete preflight inspection and post flight checks.

These inspections cannot practically check many parameters vhich we com-

prehensively included within the AIDAPS airborne system.

3.2.2 A Substantial Reduction in Inslection Times

Since the AIDSAPS system is a completely automatic airborne system, in-

spection is continuously accomplished during the flight of the aircraft.

3-2
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:3.2.2 Continued

Many routine ground inspection tasks are eliminated vith attendant time savings.

Because the various aircraft systems are monitored during flight, the changes

in parameters analyzed, diagnostics perfrmed, and mesagnes read out on the

Maintenance Action Annunciator Panel, the aircraft inspection health status

is i mediately available to ground personnel. This method of airborne inspec-

tion eliminates the need for an extensive postflight inspection. Postflight

inspection can be confined to inspection of aircraft structure, other visual

damage, etc., that cannot be monitored utilizing the AIDAPS airborne system.

In some cases, the AIDAPS airborne system may not fully diagnose a subtle

mechanical problem, but can help the ground personnel pinpoint the problem

by selecting an area for further troubleshooting.

The airborne AIDAPS system, in addition to reducing inspection time,

is more thorough than manual inspections; i.e., many more parameters are

monitored than is possible by manually reading the available aircraft in-

strumentation. Therefore, a more thorough preflight, during flight, and

post flight inspection is accomplished using the airborne AIDAPS system.

An inherent advantage of the AIDAPS system in reducing inspection time is that

the difficult task of duplicating flight problems on the ground is no longer

necessary since the AIDAPS system is constantly gathering data during the flight.

3.2.3 Decreasing Reguired Personnel Skill Level

Various types of inspections are performed on aircraft by assorted maintenance

personnel of different skill levels. For example, daily preflight and postflight

inspections are normally performed as indicated by the crev chief. These checks incluc

checking fluid levels, plugged filters, foreign object damage, etc. The AIDAPS

system will perform most of these inspections and permit the crew chief to perform

3-3
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3-2.3 Cctined

trooblesbooting fnctims that were normlly perftz-ed by specialists.

The use of the airborne ATDPPS system tends to reduce the required skill

level of zaintenance perso-rmei engaged in line maintenance activities. Each

cre- chief, by utilf.zing the A!DAPS systems, can effectively troubleshoot

the various aircraft sys-tems without outside assistance. The use of specialists

for line mafntenance activity can, therefore, be reduced to the troubleshooting

of =ore difficult and subtle maintenance problems that are beyond the scope

of the AIDAIPS system.

Also, peri-odic inspections and intermediate inspections are normally

performed by qualified mechanics. These inspections include visual exernal

inspection of engines, borescope inspection of internal engine sections,

hot section inspections, calibration of somze sensors, inspection of accessory

systems, etc. Using the AIDAPS system, these inspections are quickly and

accurately performed by mechanics with a lower skill level than would be

required if they were done manually.

Various different configurations of automatic inspection aids and displays

can be incorporated into the AIDAPS system to evaluate and display selected

parameters so as to most effectively help maintenance personnel do their job.

Typical of the maintenance interfaces available are:

1. Visual indicators readily visible from ground level.

2. Information recorded and displayed on-board whenever aircraft electrical

power is actuated.
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3.2.3 Continued

3. Information recorded and stored on-board and displayed by ground

support equipment.

4. Inclusion with visual indicators of an integral engine-mounted

""Iuae and abuse" history recorder which manually displays historical

data.

I

3

!I
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3.3 Diagnostic Impact

The Hamilton Standard AIDAPS system is designed to have a direct and

immediate benefit to all forward operational organizational level units. This

benefit is derived from increased operational availability of the aircraft,

decreased requirements for maintenance diagnostic skills and time, and a

decrease in spare parts usage. The Hamilton Standard AIDAPS system provides

to the using organization capabilities that do not now exist or that require

extensive skill development and time to acquire. This is especially relevant

due to rapid turnover of personnel in the military. At the same time, the

system will furnish the operational commander a real-time status report for

each aircraft and increase the operational availability within his present

resources.

3.3.1 Increased Aircraft Availability

Aircraft availability is primarily determinel ',,y the maintenance time

to: (a) conduct periodic maintenance inspections, and (b) trouble shoot,

isolate, repair, and test to inbure correction of failures by unscheduled

maintenance.

Probably the most significant improvement attributed to an airborne

diagnostic system is the increased availability obtained by reducing the time

required for both the above maintenance actions in data compression and

immediate on-the-spot diagnostics. The reduction of maintenance man hour per

flying hour associated with the reduced time for problem identification and

components isolation; added trouble shooting capability of each crew chief;
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atun redut-tion in scope of periodic maintenance adds up to a 15-20% improvement

in availability of operational aircraft considering only the maintenance action

aspect. Improved spares level through reduction in false removals and improved

data base for overhaul and repair will further oontribute to the improved avail-

ability.

3.3.P Decreased Maintenance Time

Crew chief experience will in many cases pinpoint a failure and identify

corrective action based on repeated cases. However, if an airborne AIDAPS

system is installed on the aircraft, the crew chief can use this system f&s a

tool to troubleshoot maintenance problems. The system not only identifies the

discrepancy, but it also details the corrective actions by drawing upon the

built-in cumulative wisdom of many human experts. This maintenance aid, there-

fore, decreases the requirements for maintenance diagnostic skills.

It is a well recognized fact that the major portion of troubleshooting

time on jet engines is spent in identifying flight discrepancies and trying

to duplicate these problems on the ground. If an airborne AIDAPS system is

utilized, diagnostic information is immediately available when an aircraft lands

which will identify the malfunctioning system component and furnish recorguended

maintenance actions. In addition, these maintenance actions can be performed

by the crew chief and should not require specialist help for pinpointing prob-

lems. Maintenance time is thus basically reduced to repair and re-inspect

time.
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i. D. • l)ecreaesed Spare Parts Use and Operational Cost

In rmany toltses trouble shooting by maintenance people with limited

(diag;nostic skills is done by the process of elimination; i.e., removal of

various parts in the system in a sequential manner until the problem is

resolved. This type of troubleshooting plus the need to "time change"

certain components requires that a large amount of spare parts be kept in

readiness. These spare parts stocks and costs will be minimized through the

abilities of AIDAPS to accurately diagnose malfunctions and permit implemen-

tation of "on-condition" maintenance.

Fuel costs constitite another important part of aircraft operating

expenditures. The USAF estimtes that AIDAPS can save 5% on fuel use while

commercial airlines generally estimate higher than-the 5% figure. This saving

is reflected through identifying high fuel flow engines and initiating

corrective action. Such savings can be reflected in added flight time or

reduced operating costs.

3.3.4 Mission Effect

The airborne AIDAPS system can also provide, if so desired, a cockpit

display of real-time information enabling the pilot to judge critical conditions.

This will permit the pilot to evaluate the condition versus the mission and

take precautionary action when necessary. For example, if a serious condition

occurs over a combat zone, the pilot may choose to reduce power or maintain

a higher altitude on the trip back to base. If a serious condition occurs

shortly after takeoff, tht mission may be aborted in the interests of flight

safety.
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3.4 Prognostic Impact

The ability of the Hamilton Stt.4lard A-DAPS system to collect and

analyze trending data and perform prognostic functions will produce long

range improvements to two difficult maintenance problems that have long

hampered aircraft operatlcl availability, both military and !ivilian. These

are TBO (Time Between Overhaul) and Maintenance Scheduling.

3.4.1 Increased TBO (Time Between Overhaul)

Currently, overhaul periods are predetermined based on statistical

maintenance data which results in LRU removal from the aircraft on a "time

change" basis. Many items are thus removed at prescribed time intervals

regardless of the fact that they may still be serviceable and, conversely,

degenerating items may not be detected until severe malfunctions occur.

Since the AIDAPS system monitors the performance status of all major

W'RUs during all phases of flight operations, a constant knowledge of sub-

system and component health condition wi" h respect to allowable tolerances is

available. This continuous on condition monitoring will reduce time changes

to a minimum and will ultimately eliminate time change requirements, thereby,

substantially reducing the amount of spare parts required. Thus, an LRU will

no longer be removed from an aircraft solely because it has accumulated a

prescribed ajiount of flying time, but rather beca'ise it shows signs of wear

and impending failure. This on-condition method, when applied to all the

aircraft systems, will serve to increase the average time between overhaul

(TBO) of the major LRU's in the aircraft and will -esult in lower spares

stocks, lower overhaul costs and high availability.
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3.4.2 lyroved Maintenance Sched-ulim

Use of the AIDAPS system win increase (TBO) and give advance notice of
4

overhaul nwed for all of the major aIU's in the aircraft as explained above.

As a result, scheduled maintenance operations will occur less frequently,

and can be grouped for an aircraft, thereby permitting maintenance officers

to more efficiently plan their scbeduled maintenemce activities. AEssming

that a maintenance officer is working with his present resources, %e can more

effectively perform scheduled maintenance operations since his specialists

are unburdened from the normal trouble shooting functions which the crew

chief, with the aid of AIDAPS, can now accomplish. Therefore, due to the

more effective utilization of personnel, a rediction in required manpower and

t.raini.g costs is possible to accomplish the same maintenance tasks.
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I period of one (1) year. The pr! az was divided into four (h) phases as

follows:

Phase Start Date CmveinDt

A 7/1/70 9/30/71

3B 0o/1/7o 1/30/71

C 12/1/70 12/31/71

D /1/n1 6/30/71

Phases A, B, and C were completed as echeduled, however, Phase D was extended

to accommxodate a change in scope of the program. Originally, two (2) UK-i

aircraft were to accimylate flying time at Fort Rucker, Alabama, with two

(2) AIDAPS systems aboard. Since the flight test location was changed to

ARADMAC at Corpus Christi, Texas, it was decided to expand the Phase D

program to fly one aircraft with various discrepant components. Also, six

nominal Pots of components (engine, transmission parts, 420 and 900 gear

boxes) were flown to establish baselines for verification testirg. This

program expansion extended Phase D into the first part of October, 1971.

3.5.1 Location of Work

The following major tasks in the UH-I MfDAPS program for each phase were

accomplished at the following locations:

3.5.1.1 Phase A

1. Fabrication of AIDAPS hardware - HO1.

2. Installation Analysis - HSD, BclI Helicopter, and Ly•_oming
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3.5.1.1 Ctiom

-' 3. Sensomr Selectiouz - EM amd Lycaadig

4. Enine Sensor Fabrication - Lyc]uzi

5. Generation of Software, MI anA otter dz ta~tio53 - E

3.5.1.2 Fhzase B

1. Test Cell Installation - AYRMW

2. System CaUbration - A.RADIVIC and ISD

3. Test Plans - OSD

':. Test Cell Tests - ARADMAC

i . Test Cell Data Analysis - ARADMAC and ISD

3.5.1.3 Phase-$

1. Fabrication of bracketry, etc. - RBD

2. Fabrication of harnessing - ARADMAC and HSD

3. Helicopter Installation and Checkout (2 aircraft) - ARADMAC

3.',.1.4 Phase D

1. Flight Tests - ARADMAC

2. Klight Test Data Analysis - ARADMAC and H9D

3. Calibration of Equipment - ARADMAC and 1SD

3.')'.2 Manpower Loading at Test Site

The manpower requirements in terms of full time personnel for Phases B,

C and D were as follows (no test site activity during Phase A):

Phase B

Four (4) Engineers

1 - Project Engineer (Spent time at test site and HSD as required)

1 - Programmer/Analyst
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IL - lfranqter

I - Project Engineer

2 - Test Engineers

Tw Technicians

Phase D

I - Project Engin.eer tSpent time at test site and RSD as required)

2 - Test Engineers

1 - Technician

It should be noted that throughout the program additional part time

manpower was used within budgetary limits to support the program. PAditional

manpower was needed especially during initial installation of the equipment

in the test cell and then on the aircraft.

3.5.3 Role of Bell Helicopter and Lycoming

Bell. Helicopter Company (BHC) was chosen as consultant to AVnCCM for the

purpose of assisting and advising Hamilton Standard in all technical areas

associated with the AIDAPS Test Bed Program. When required, Bell Helicopter

Company obtained support from Lycoming. In addition, Lycoming was also

selected under separate contract as a vendor to Hamilton Standard to supply
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two rts of engine transfucers ami h-rmesses for test cell testing and fLight

te-tiag.. Lycoming also, provided to Hamlton Standard. a disgmwstic atu

packsrx for idaptation within the eirtorne sof tuare proga.

3.5.3.- Bell Helicopter Campany Suport

Bell Eelicepter CcmzwW su~port dmrfrg the 1)3-1 Test Bed ProgrMa inzIlnded

the following activities:

3.5.3.1.1 Phase A Irstallation Liaison Support

During Phase A, BeUl Helicopter support was drawn on extensively in

establishing various transducer locations throughout the aircraft. HemiltonV• Standard engineering personnel worked closely with Bi to deteruine location

and method of attachment of transducers. Also, BBC provided all needed

drawings, sketches, etc. to aid in the -esign of various brackets for

transducer installations. BHC also assisted in solving problems associated

with transducer and AIDAPS hardware installation.

3.5.3.1.2 Phase A Flight Test Plan Consultation

BHC was contacted to aid in the preparation of a Flight Test Plan to

be followed during the Flight Test Phase of the program. The combined efforts

of Hamilton Standard and BHC were used to generate a Flight Test Plan most

suitable for the UH-l aircra±t and its use in the AIDAPS Test Bed Program.

3.5.3.1.3 Diagnostic/Prognostic Data Consultation

BHC efforts were utilized in the refizrement of mechanical diagnostic

software during the course of the program. BHC reviewed the mechanical

diagnostic logic generated by Hamilton Standard and advised changes in certain
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also sogosted chaaes to the repmts.

3.5-3-1-4 Additicna1 Bell ffe~iccyter Capi S4Rm-rt-

3W provided the fdflorvi-% saitio-nal support to Hand~toni Stasdard:

i) Suppiied a two-volzme data pmckWg which provided infarmtion required

to initiate Phase A activity

2) Reviewed and apnroved hardware installation plans during Phase A

3) Provided consultation during Phase B data analysis with regard to

transmissions and gear boxes.

4) Provided consultation during the Installation Phase C regarding

implerentation of the approved installation plans for AIDAPS hardware

and transducers

5) Provided consultation during Phese D and belped resolve problems en-

countered during the Flight Test Phase of the program.

3.5.3.2 Lycomtn& Support

Lycoming support during the UH-1 Test Bed program consisted of assisting

Bell HeW icopter Company where required to complete support described in

Sections 3.5.3.1.1 through 3.5.3.1.4 of this report. In addition, Lyccaing

supplied two sets of engine transducers and harnesses complete with installation

plans and photos for install ation in the test cell and UH-l aircraft. Lycoming

also provided a diagnostic software package that was partially used in the

final airborne software program. Lycoming also provided support in maintaining

this hardware during the Test Bed Program.
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Fertabl WokAea (Tom)

The .,&b~e wk area Vat was usel dzrir Rms 3, C, an3 D of the

I-l- M•.••S is a McCart]W Mobile Off Ice ]Io. W--36, i6f••ied to be

uased as a cakibition office nan laboratory.

The ?Wbile Office (Van) is 36 feet in length of izch 32 feet is usable.

The van is divided into two sepeaate areas (refer to Figure 3-1, 3-lA, 3_-1B)

designated the Software Office ani the Xqui•u•nt Maintenance and CaLibrat.on

Office each having timir own entrance. The rear portion of the Van houses

the ecouiment reauired to contuct the software portion of the progr= in-

cluding the Digital Processor, Tape Readers, etc. (equipment, listed in

Section 3.5.4.2). This software section has a separate entrance and office

area containing a desk, filing cabinets, and overhead storage cabinets. Like-

wise, the forward section of the van is suitably equipped to perform hardware

ser-ice and calibration. The equipment in the van was not built-in but rather

the van and the contents were shipped to ARADMAC separately and assembled on

site. This approach minimized shipment damage and facilitates disassembly

and economical disposition of the van at the completion of the AIDAPS program.

3.5.4.2 List of Equipment in Van

3.5.4.2.1 Software Support Equipment

1 DDP 116 Digital Processor

1 Teletype; ASR33

1 Magnetic Tape Reader

2• High Speed Paper Tape Reader
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;> Ufilfvult Supplies

;~ D igital Volt *~ter (MM)
1 Four-Ciaxmwl Scope and Secopenobile

1 F requency Coner

1 Function Generator

1 Analog Voltneter

1 Variable Transfo-mer

1 iMegohE Decade Box

Various assortment of Scope Probes, Test Leads, Coaxial Cables, and

connectors, etc., to support airborne hardware and calibration activity.

3.5.1.3 Van Power Requirements

The power requirements for the van are as follows:

115 VAC; 60 Hz - 120 amp service

115 VAC; 3 0; 400 Hz - 750VA

28 DC - 50 amps

The 120 amp service is required to accommodate all the test equipment,

lighting, air-conditioning and other utilities. The 115 VAC 30 power is re-

quired to provide power for the airborne hardware during calibration and

maintenance.

The 28 VDC power is required to run the airborne inverters for system

testing in the van.
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Tie wuan -omes equipped with standard telephone jacks approved by the Bell

System for telephone installation. Two telephones were installed in the van;

i.e., one for the Software Office and one for the Equipment Maintenance and

Calibration Office. The same extension was used for conference call purposes.

3.5.5 ISD Computer Support

All recorded data that was taken during test cell and flight testing was

processed via an on-site ground based computer for preliminary analysis. This

computer (the DDPll6) was used to confirm that valid information was being ob-

tained for the detailed off-site analysis and verification studies that were

completed at the Hamilton Standard computer center.

3.5.5.1 Off-Site Data Analysis

The off-site data analysis utilized an IBM System 370 Computer located at

Hamilton Standard. The major tas3:s that were accomplished by this computer

included verification and refinement of the diagnostic logic and data inter-

pretation for trend analysis. The input to the IBM 370 computer was the

mai.netic tape data obtained from the airborne computer and reviewed by the

DDP 116 computer.

The detailed analysis program included the following tasks:

1. Present the recorded data in tabular form in engineering units or the

raw data on request.

2. Conduct trend analysis and investigate the feasibility of predicting

the life of the components.
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3.5.5.1 Continued

3. Store the data and update the trending files as indicated by the trend

program.

4. Verify or refine the diagnostic analysis of the airborne computer.

5. Prepare and format the recorded information for final display.

The verification and refinement of the diagnostic logic was an iterative

man-machine process. The initial IBM 370 program was a FORTRAN version of the

airborne computer program. The airborne-generated action messages were then

verified by the ground programs. The tabular data presented by the computer

was also analyzed for simplified means of arriving at the same action

messages. Second generation programs were devised and checked out to reducR

the task of the airborne computer. These second generation programs were

incorporzt.ed into the airborne computer at opportune times.

3.'.j5.2 Data Analysis Flow Chart

The flow chart shown in Figure 3-2 illustrates the procedure followed

for •r, ,,iagnei. °' thFd: ".s generated during the Test Cell Phase B and

the Flight --t "_ase D.
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J.6 Phase A Taaks

Phase A activity was conducted at Hamilton Standard during the period

from July 1, 1970 through September 30, 1970. The major tasks involved

modification of existing hardware for use on the UH-1 aircraft, a diagnostic

logic analysis, installation analysis and sensor selection. Two (2) com-

plete shipsets of hardware were prepared during this phase of the program.

3.i.0I Hardware Modification and Fabrication

The major portion of the hardware used during the UH-I Test Bed program

was redeployed from the Hamilton Standard KSS-DC-9 Airborne Integrated Data

Systems (AIDS) program. NOTE: Refer to Section 4.0 for hardware description.

The Main Electronics Unit (MEU) and Data Entry Panel (DEP) were modified for

adaptation to the UH-I aircraft. All new signal conditioning circuitry was

incorporated in a separate Air Transport Rack (ATR) box called the Auxiliary

Box which was interconnected to the MEU and DEP. This auxiliary electronics

box was used for expediency recognizing that the MEU had more circuitry than

was need~ed because of the complexity of the DC-9 system. This extra

capability could have been removed and the new UH-l signal conditioning

circuitry could have been added to the existing MEU, but this would have

resulted in extensive MEU rework. Therefore, it was decided to incorporate

all r, w circuitry into the Auxiliary Box and merely deactivate the circuitry

not required in the MEU.

Other hardware was also fabricated specifically for the UH-l. A "brass-

board" MAAP (Maintenance Action AnrmzPanel) was fabricated (see Section 4.4).

Also fabricated were all the brackets, fittings, etc. that were required to

mount the sensors and electronics hardware in the UH-l aircraft. ,"ertain
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* itLeros such as the digital magnetic tape recorder did not have to be modified.

Also items such as the two (2) 28 VDC to 400 Hz inverters required per ship-

set were purchased for installation in the UH-1 aircraft. Certain ground

base hardware had to be fabricated such as magnetic tape to DDP 116 interface

circuitry, etc.

During this phase, Lycoming prepared all the transducers interface hard-

ware that was required for the engine. They also fabricated all engine

harnessing that was required. Additional harnessirg to interconnect the

ele-tronic boxes was also fabricated during this period for test cell and the

UH-1 aircraft installations.

All sensors that were selected for use on the UH-1 aircraft were ordered

and received during this time period. Certain long lead time items that

were not required until the Flight Test Phase were not received until Phase

B or Phase C.

3.6.2 Diagnostic Logic Analysis

All government furnished data was reviewed and analyzed and a diagnostic

logic analysis was performed. Extensive work was conducted on generating the

software that was required for test cell running and the Flight Test Phase.

This software was refined during, Phase B and further refined dutring the Flight

Test Phase.

During this time period an On-site/Off-site Data Analysis Plan was

prepared, and Quick-Look Van analysis equipment was specified. Also a

sample simulation tape was prepared. The software that waa generated included:
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1.(,.2 Continued

(a) Recommended parameter limits

(b) Recommended parameter interrelationships

(c) Recommended preliminary diagnostic/prognostic logic

(d) Output data and display formatting

(e) Internal system supervisory program.

3.t(.' Installation Analysis

A detailed installation analysis was performed during Phase A which in-

eluded trips to Bell Helicopter Company and Lycoming for consultation. All

detailed drawings and sketches that were required for equipment installation

were prepared during this period. This work culminated in the preparation of

the "'light Hardware Installation Plan for UH-1 Test Bed Program," Document

No. Il-AIDAPS-O-18, dated 17 September 1970. Details regarding installation

are also covered in Section 3.8 of this report.

.(6.)i Sensor Selection

During Phase A, a detailed sensor accuracy analysis was conducted and

sensors were selected that would achieve the accuracy requirements of the

AIDAPS system. It should be noted that a large number of parameters were

chosen using the philosophy that "it is easier to remove items than to later

add them." Throughout the program, the contribution of each sensor to the

total diagnostic system was reviewed periodically to determine if that

particular parameter would be retained or dropped at the end of the program.

A detailed sensor and parameter description is given in Section 4.10 of this

report.
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tfher Aince A Activities

i.,.',.1 Program Implementation Plan (PIP)

Besides the activities discussed above, other contract requirements were

completed during Phase A such as the generat-on of a "Program Implementation

Plan for UH-I Test Bed Program", Document No. H-AIDAPS-O-14, dated October,

19'70. This plcn detailed the Phase B and Phase ,D test operations.

The Phase B segment included:

(a) Schedule of Activity

(b) Equipment to be tested

(C) Facilities and test equi.pment to be utilized.
ki

(d) Equipment set-up and sensor installation procedures

(e) Test run procedures

(f) Sensor remcvabl procedures

(g) Documentation plarns

The Phase D segment included:

(a) Flight coordination procedures

(b) Flight debriefing procedures

(c) Flight conditions to be evaluated.

i.(,.1.2 Procurement of Portable Work Area (Van.)

Phase A activity also included the search fo- a suitable Portable Work

Area to be utilized during Phases B, C, and D. It was decided to procure a

standard mobile office and prepare the work area cn site. This item is

discussed in detail in Section 3.5.4 of this report.
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Inlitial Airborne System Checkout

Following the fabrication and individual testing of each electronic

component, the entire AIDAPS system was checked out during Phase A with

certain portions simulated as required prior to shipment of the two (2)

systems to ARADMAC. The initial airborne softwere program was used during

the initial system hardware run-up and performance vr-rification.
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3.7 Phase B Tasks

Phase B activity consisted. of nonitorirg enginn.. transuissicns, and gear

boxes using the two flight hardware systems prepared during Phase A. During

this phasS,, a test gosl of 38 engines, 40 transliLaions, 4 0•°9  gr -boxes8,

and 24-4?° gear boxes was, establishtd. Te above to'laas consist of both geod

(nominal) and disecrepant parts. Ow actual total nuber of components monitored

duriw Phase B was 28 engines, 63 transmissions, 52-90 gear boxe3, and 35-le

bear box-es, for an actual total of 178 components •a4ei agatRst a design goal

A of I4. A min objective of this pbase was to per.oLmmnce test the eutire

AIDAPS System and prom these techniques .oul.I actu&ly detect known d~lacrepaat

parts.

34.1 Test Ce~l Installation

Th3 test cell inst,1lation activity was started or schedule (10-1-70)

baaed on preliminary Uiaison effort conducted during September betwcen HSD

personnel and the ARAIMAC Test Cell Engiueerlng Gz.,vL1 . Delivery o:, the N4cCarthy

W~bilc• Office was accepted in late September 1970. Work to transform the

Mobile Office into a suitable pop-table work are• (Van) rs.s laitiated during

the lisst week of September 1970 and completed duriW tVe first ýieek of

October 1970.

3.7.1.1 Test Lell Wirin

Die Tes-c Cell wiring installation -as desl4ned to minimize the titme

requti.eY for hoolt-up cnce a coiponent (ergzne, transmission or geaz tox)

wus instzl.>.d in its appropriate Lest ce.1, Wire bundles were routed througha

the tebt col' walls via existing conduit snd large eleetrica.7, qutck-discornect

,coanecto.s we:c. -Asea At both ends oi tne wire bundle. This facit.tatcd a
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quick electrical book-up al a ccoponent (engine, transmission or gear box)

that was prepared for test outside the test cell and also enabled quick

change of the flight hardware system for calibration, troubleshooting, etc.

The harnesses used on each particular component (engine, transmission, or

gear bc..) were also designed for quick change. Each leg of the harness for

each sensor location was lengthened and draped over the component with mini-

mum tie-down to the component, thereby expediting the iustallation and removal

,>f the particular harness.

If a sensor sigual was shared between the regular test cell instrumenta-

tion and AIDAPS instrumentation, the electrical connection was made at the

sersor location. This wiring method minimized the interference with stand'%rdI test cell instrumentation and expedited troubleshooting of either an AIDAPS

System wiring problem or a standard test cell instrumentation wiring problem.

3. .1.2 Test Cell Sensor Installation

Two sets of sensor hardware were utilized during the test cell phase of

the program. This enabled a component (engine, transmission; or gear box)

to be prepaied for test while another component was being tested in its

respective test cell; i.e., sensors were installed and quick-change harness

wes ccrgncted to each sensor outside the test cell. When the test cell

was available, the component was mounted in the test cell and the only

further requirement was to hook up the electrical quick-disconnect connector

to the test cell harness and proceed with the testing. This procedure

considerably minriized any interference with the normal activities of the

test ce.
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3.7.1.3 Electronic Hardware Installation

Tht. electronic AIDAPS equipment including the vibration instrumentation

was mounted on a portable cart complete with an interconnecting electrical

harness. TIhe harness had a quick-disconnect electrical connector to facili-

tate quick removal and hook-up to the permanent test cell harness. This

feature expedited the removal of AIDAPS electronic hardware and vibration

instrumentation from the test cell for checkout in the portable work area

(Van). This procedure also made it possible to time share the electronic

equipment between the gear box test cell: and the transmission test cells,

as required.

Upon completion of the test cell testing (Phase B), the test cell harness

was left intact for possible future testing during the Flight Test Phase.

This proved wise since the test cells were utilized during the Flight Test

Phase.

3.7.2 System Calibration

The AIDAPS System has been periodically calibrated to insure that no

unknown drift has taken place in the system electronics and sensors. If

drift has occurred it may be trimmed out or accounted for in the data

analysis.

After test cell installation and prior to data gathering, the complete

AIDAPS system was tested for proper operation, and all hardware and wiring

discrepancies were corrected. The vibration instrumentation was set up to

be completely independent of the AIDAPS hardware; that is, all vibration

sensor inputs were directed to an analog recorder where data was recorded

and consequently analyzed as a separate entity. This equipment was also

calibrated as a separate entity.
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3.7.2.1 AIDAPS Equipment Calibration

All electronic equipment and instrumentation was calibrated twice during

the 7est Cell Phase. The method of calibration used for the AIDAPS equipment

is as follows:

1. StAlate all sensor signals using voltage sources at the inputs

to the signal conditioning circuitry in the Min Electronics Unit and

Auxiliary-Box, which are described in Section 4.2.

2. Select approximately 6 different inputs for each sensor simulation

range and input these known signals into the electronics units (Mb--J and

Aux. Box). The output readout is obtained at the Data Entry Panel (see

Section 4.3 for description). The output and input values are tabulated

for future processing.

3.7.2.2 Sensor Calibration

All sensors used in the system were calibrated once during the test cell

phase. These sensors were calibrated as separate entities; i.e., each

sensor was sent to its respective calibration lab (pressure, temperature,

etc.) and calibrated alone rather than calibrated with the electronic

equipment. The method of calibration used for the sensors is as follows:

1. Input actual pressures, temperatures, positions and flows, etc., to

each respective sensor via lab standards test equipment.

2. Select approximately 7 different value inputs for each respective

sensor and input these physical paramters to the sensor. The output is

read in voltage at the output of the transducers. The sensor is electrically

loaded to simulate the actual loading conditions in the test cell or aircraft;

i.e., the parallel impedance of the electronics unit and aircraft gages would
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3.7.2.2 continued

! l~~e simnlated and the transducer loaded with the simlated impedance during

calibration. The output and input values are tabulated for future processing.

3.7.2.3 Calibration Accuracy

A general rule regarding calibration equipment accuracy was adhered to

during the calibration of the AIDAPS equipment, sensors, and vibration

equipment such that all calibration equipment used should have accuracies

greater than airborne equipment accuracies by a factor of 10.

3.7.2.4 Computer Processing of Calibration Data

All calibration data obtained from AIDAPS equipment and sensor calibration

was tabulated and transferred to IBM cards. An IBM 370 computer was used to

process the calibration data obtained from the AIDAPS airborne hardware. This

processing included a program to integrate the calibration data obtained from

the AIDAPS airborne electronics and sensors with the data actually obtained

from the same during each flight. Therefore, the IBM printout of all para-

meters that is obtained for each flight is automatically corrected with the

latest calibration data that is obtained from either AIDAPS System #1 or

System J2.

Rigid control of calibration records was maintained throughout the Test

Cell Phase and the Flight Test Phase of the program. For example, every time

a sensor was changed or recalibrated, the calibration number was changed on

the flight log sheet and a new calibration sheet was forwarded back to HSD.

This data was transferred to IBM cards and inputted into the IBM 370 computer

when the data for that particular flight was processed. This procedure was

also followed when the AIDAPS airborne electronics was recalibrated.
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3.7.3 Good and Discrepant Parts Test Plan

A large portion of the data was obtained during norna- test cell operation.

A review of the norma.l test run-in procedures indicated that many of the

operating conditions and transients are usually investigated and did not

require special planning. A certain amount oE monitoring uf the AIDAPS data

was done periodically during the normal compo,,ent testing while additional

monitoring was accomplished as special conditions were obtained during a

post test run.

3.7.3.1 Test Procedure for Component Testing

The basic procedure for component testing is as follows:

a. Turn on equipment and perform Van Test (Section 3.7.3.2.1)

b. Prepare the component for sensor installarion

c. Fill out HSD data sheet on the component

d. Attach sensors to brackets and install harness

e. Install component in test cell

f. Turn on equipment and perform Test Cell Test (Section 3.7.3.2.2)

g. Run tests per specified Test Plan

h. During steady-state operation, verify that data is entering properly

i. Remove sensors and brackets after component testing

J. Fill in HSD data sheet

k. Verify the data on the magnetic tape with the DDP-II6 ground base

computer in the Mobile Office

1. Fill in HSD visual displays at Mobile Office at end of day's activities

m. Route magnetic tape back to HSD

n. Revise diagnostic software as a result of data from previous test runs
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3.7-3.1 continued

If an abnormal condition occurs during (f) above, an additional period

of running time (3 minutes) would be required to allow the development ofV signature. Note: TIhis extra data was taken only if a safety hazard does

not exist.

3.7.3.2 AIDAPS Computer Pre-Test Checkout Procedure

3.7.3.2.1 Check In On-Site Mobile Office

1. Connect MEU, EEP, Auxiliary Box

2. Connect Sensor Simulator to Auxiliary Box

3. Turn on power

4. Interrogate sensors using IEP for correct value

5. Record data on tape

6. Input magnetic tape to Van computer

7. Verify that data was recorded correctly

Note: This check was completed weekly as a minimum.

.7. 3.2..2; Check-In Test Cell

1. Connect all AIDAPS components per installation instructions

2. Turn on power

3. Interrogate selected sensors using DEl; pressures and temperatures

will read ambient; speeds, fuel flow, temperature differential will

read zero

4. Record data on tape and repeat steps (6) and (7) above

Note: This check was completed before each run. If the equipment appeared

to have a malfunction present prior to or after the test cell run, the equip-

ment was returned to the Mobile Office and the test specified in Section

3.7.3.2.1 was performed.
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3.7.3.3 Test Cell TeLst Plan (Gear Box & Tansmissions)

SThe 90 gear box, 429 gear box and transmission tests presented in the

U. S. Army• Tst Data Sheets, WR55-1560-127/-128, WR55-1560-123, and WR55-

1560-202/-203 were adequate and were used during test cell testing of the

subject components. The only additional testing that was required was a

slow RPM sweep of the first five (5) traismissions checked. The purpose

of this test was to identify transmission housing resonances.

3.7.3.4 Test Cell Test Plan (Engine)

The engine operating conditions which are tabulated below were monitored

during test cell operation. These conditions are needed to confirm the

normal and malfunction signatures of the engine for use during the flight

test phase. The test conditions have been extracted from Chapter 1U of

WR55-28 40-113 and the appropriate section is identified with each condition.

The sequence of encounter was not critical for AIDAPS. The time at condition

as presented in Chapter Ul was adequate. Additional required operation for

degraded engine components is specified in Table 3.1.

Engine Condition Section

1. Start Up 11-38

2. Ground Idle 11-39

3. Military Rated Power 11-54

h. Flight Autorotation 11-51

5. Acceleration/Deceleration Transients 11-52

5(a) Flight Auto. to Military Rated and Return 11-52

5(b) Ground Idle to Military Rated and Return 11-52
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3.7.3.), contLnued

E'ngine Condition Section

6. 75 Percent Normal Rated Power 11-53

7. Normal Fated Power ii-54

8. 90 Percent Normal Rated Power u-44 (Note 1)

9. Wave Off Test 11-58 (Note 2)

S9(a) Military to 90% N1 and Return 11-58

9(b) Military to 75% NI and Return 11-58
9(c) Military to 60% N, and Return 11-58

9(d) Military to 55% N1 and Return 11-58

10. Shutdown 11-59

Note 1:

A specific test at 90 percent c.' Normal Fated Power is not defined in

Chapter 11. However, the Vibration Test of Section 11-44 is conducted at

several settings of N1 and N2 speeds which should cover the desired operation.

No additional tests would then be required to cover this condition.

Note 2:

The Wave Off Tests (Section 11-58) are presently conducted at two

levels of ambient or P1 pressure. The AIDAPS monitored both of these

pressures initially with the objective of eliminating one of the levels.

3.7.4 Baseline Establishments

The objective during baseline testing was to attempt to e•tbh!•eh base-

lines for nominal LRU's to use as a reference to distinguish discrepant

parts from nominal or good parts.
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3.7.4J continued

The procedure used in establishing baselines for nominal LRU's was to

gather test data on as large a number of engines, gear boxes, and transmissions

as was feasible within the scope of the program. The data was utilized as

follows:

1. To determine whether normalized baseline data or customized base-

line data could be used during the flight test program; i.e., normalized

data being an average band of values for each parameter obtained from testing

a large sample of components while customized data is the data taken for

each parameter from testing each specific component.

2. To determine the nominal spread of data for each component; i.e.,

engine, transmission, 420 gear box, and 900 gear box.

3. To determine by comparison of the baseline data taken in the Test

Cell and baseline data taken in the Flight Test Phase P. what baseline data

to use in a deployable system.
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S~~~ A IoVoia

lb-tu, C racttvLty cansisted primrily of flIW- zardware installation on

tvo (2) W-IL aircraft. bILs activity extended for a period of approximtely

oe (1) �onth. An hardware that co-m-Id be prefabricated was fabricated at

WD (brackets, fittings, etc.) prior to the beginning of Flae f'. Since no

c-kuP of- the W•-i was available, a large portion of fabrication was ccmleted

at AFAMC (harnessing, etc. ). All modifications to the UH-1 aircraft were

mde without affectirg major sub-assetblies.

This section of the report outlines deeawls of sensor and equipmenut

installaticn. 7Le actual installation drawings and bracket &ztail drawings

are not iac xded due to tlre cantity of drawings Involved. Hwever, eference

to drawig numbers for each sensor and equipmnt installation is given in

Trbles 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 of this rep -- t. Revry drawing listed

is a-alable upon specific request. Each specific sensor installation is

identiDied by an M Ite!1 number. The tables listed above tabulate all

drawings required for each specific M item number.

A syste~n viring diagren was also prerared (ref. S7 79W6, Wiring Diagrami,

S~ysten Ceblia3, M1J-1, hflMPS). MThis diagraia details all wire routing through-

out the aircraft.

3.•.! Semor insta-LI!ation

The se8nsz thaot are •nted ta the ai-neaft ared rewrated into

four ze;:arae gro-. Each grca-s of sensors has s_•Tmarate_ harnesses -Ohich

sre routed a½, exisziag aircraft rL -- ! nre Dcssfble. T -,=

grouprz axe the Tall'~o Sessor gra . the Enine Sensor gCp Tb'e~ren-

ns ioao end •-d.-aiics & sr, •, and t _e 1--nt-M. el Sen-or Crou.

!Izo n t~e4-czS-.O tn- e~
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3.8.1.1 Tail Boom Sensor Group

The Tail Boom Group is composed of the following various sensors located

in the 420 gear box, the 909 gear box, and along the tail rotor drive shaft.

Installation drawings and assoc./ated detail drawings for each sensor are

listed in Table 3.2 of this report.

HS Item No. Parameter Section

54 g anger Bearing Vibration Tail Rotor Drive
Shaft

56 #3 -%wger Bearing Vibration Tail Rotor Drive
Shaft

104 #4 Hanger Bearing Vibration Tail Rotor Drive
Shaft

59 Input Quill Vibration 1420 Gear Box

61 Output Quill Vibration 4e2 Gear B

58 A T Oil Temperature 12' Gear Box

90 Mi v Detector 420 Gear Box

69 Inp.t Qail Vibration 900 Gear Box

66 Output Quill VWzation 90 Gear Box

63 A T- Oil Tezpecrature 900 Gear Box

91 Mitp Detector qPGa 1y91 C~pI~c~or90° Gear Box

The TIAI Bx Sensor i.--ing is utd alag existing wire- as per detail-

shc-n in Draving SK 9730-0C.- 'he dLirection of the routing is as follows:

The 90 gear box wire bundle nerges vith the h gear ox wire bundle

e d the co-omLied ri 1 '- runs alcmg t'-' right baud side of the zail blhz

piciineg up ";riz 'r.; o". f?, and k hanger besrings alog tbe -ry. After

pss i~ C-te il bc-rx- attai u2he*. this virv nr5.e run al'cz; the ri :ýt

'a..ý
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nidc of the aircraft and merges with the engine harness underneath the deck

behihd the right side of the rear engine firewall bulkhead.

3.8.1.2 Engiim Sen-rr Group

Mhe Engine Sensor Group is composed of the following sensors located on

the engine and in the engine compartment.. Installation photographs and

associated detail drawings for each sensor are listed'in Table 3-3 of this

report.

HS Item No. Parameter Section

1 1 Bearing Oil Scavenge Pressure Engine

2 #2 Bearing Oil T Temperature Engine

3 #2 Bearing Chiip Detector Engine

5 Average EGT Engine

6 (a-I) EGT Pattern Engine

9 #3/4 Bearing Oil Scavenge Pressure .--gine

10 #3/4 Bearing Oil A T Temperature Engine

11 #3/4 Bearing Chip Detector gmine

12 Acc. Gear Box Chip Detector -gine

13 P Engine

14 T- Engine

i5 Engzine

17 -T Engine

'I
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3.8.1.2 continued

Zi Item No. Parameter Section

20 Wf Engine Comp.

21 Left Fuel Boost Pump Flow Switch Engine

9=- Right Fuel Boost Pump Flow Switch Engine

23 Fuel Pressure Engine

24 Eng. Driven Fuel Pump Pressure &:iteh Engine

26 Fuel Filter A P Switch Engine

29 Iib. Oil Temperature Engine

30 Tjb. Oil Pressure Engine

31 Oil Filter A 1 Engine

32 Torque Engine

34 Bleed Band Position Engine

36 Startirg Battery Volts Engine

37 Engine Igniticn Exciter Engine

119 IGV Angle &rgine

120 Inlet Air Filter A P Switch Engine

121 Engine Oil Pressure Switch Engine

122 Fue! Temperature Engine

52 #1 Hanger Bearing Engine Ccmp.

4 Coc-_bustion Flange Vibration Emgine

7 J3/4 Bearing Scavenge Line Vibration Engine

8 Inlet Housing Vibration Engine
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Nie er.ng I no iAr.;g hariess was prc-fabricated and el- wires terminated at

three fLrewoll connectors which were mounted on the lower aft firewall. The

wiri burdle& are roated from the firewall to a compartment underneath the

irig.ad engine maintenance deck via a 6" inspection hole located in the

deck Jist aft o: the lower aft firewall. Beneath the maintenance deck, the

three -ingine harness wire bmndles merge with the tail boom harness previously

de.sc�'!bel, aadi then the conbined harness continues along the right side of

Vietl O.Cl following the heater duct under the right engine maintenance

durk. Btrance to the cabin area is made via the heater duct near A/C

sation #"66 dt thze & rcraft floor line. This heater duct is no longer used

on the UH-IU aircraft.

3.-.8-3 Transmission and Wdý,aliz±s Sensor Group

7he trarsmissicn and hydraulics sensor group is composed of the following

nensors located in the transmission compartment and behind the Station #129

?ulkhead. rnstallat!on drawings and associated detail drawings for each sensor

are listed in Table 3.' of this report.

H HS Item No. Parameter Section

38 Oil Pressure Switch Transmissior.

39 Oil Pressure Transmission

40 Oil Temperature Pwitch Transmission

41 Oil TeWperature Transmission

"43 Oil &=-p M!ip Detector T--s-ansssion

51 Ezterna1 0ai FilterAP Trans--ission

101 Oin Cooler Fla.; Trans.iss ion
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i.8.1.3 continued

118 Item No. Parameter Section

102 Main Rotor RPM Transmission

103 Internal Oil Filter A P Transmission

45 Input Quill Vibration Transmission

47 Upper Mast Vibration (axial) Transmission

49 Tail Rotor Quill Vibration & Sump Transmission
Input Quill Roller Bearing Vibration

123 TUpper Mast Vibration (radial) Vibration Transmission

125 Input Quill Gearmesh Vibration Transmission

128 Offset Accessory Drive Gearmesh Vibration Transmission

126 Tail Rotor Quill Gearmesh Vibration Transmission

127 Upper and Iower Sun Gearmesh Vibration Transmission

129 Wdratl.ic Pump & Tach Quill Ball Bearing Transmission

69 Pressure Switch Mydraulics

70 Supply Pressure Hydraulics

71 Supply Temperature Hydraulics

72 Filter &?P ydraulics

107 Pump Case Leakage Flow Hydraulics

1O8 Pump Case Leakage Flow A T Hydraulics

The transmission harness is routed along existing wire bundles and clamped

at various points in the transmission compartment as required. The hydraulics

harness is routed behind the panels at the Station "9 bulkhead and merges

with the transmizuion hiarnsiss at the f-loor line of the Station 4"29 bulkhead.

This harnesc enters the zabin area -i:p an existing bulkhead connector opening

'---
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3.8.1.3 continued

at the floor line of the Station #129 bulkhead. There are ex'isting cutouts

at this location where bulkhead connectors for the armament system are

mounted.

3.8.1.4 Instrument Panel Sensor Group

The Instrument Panel Sensor Group is composed of the following sensors located

behind the instrument panel and below the lefthand control stick. Installation

drawings and associated detail drawings for each sensor are listed in Table

3.5 of this report.

H1S Item No. Parameter Section

77 Total Pressure Inst. Panel

78 Static Treasure Inst. Panel

87 Overspeed Governor Switch Inst. Panel

109 28 VDC Essential Buss Inst. Panel

110 115 VAC Essential Buss Inst. Panel

ill 26 VAC Inst. Buss Inst. Panel

112 Mi/io RPM Warning Light Inst. Panel

113 Hi/To RPM Warning Audio Inst. Panel

80 Collective Pitch Stick Position L.H. Control Stick

The instrument panel harness is r-outed along existing wire bundles

behind the instrument panel and runs up the wire bundle between the left and

right windshields and along the roof between the overhead consoles. Wiri:g

from the collective pitch synchro mounted under the leftband coatrel stick

is also included in this wire bmudle. 5e -Ire bundle enters zhE cabin area

from overhead at the Station #129 bu-t.-head and is routed throupJ- an existmng

-.of opening down the bulkhead ro the ;-z-t euiLent patforz.
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3.8.2 Fabrication of Aircraft Harnessing

Since pre-fabrication of aircraft wiring harnesses is not feasible without

the aid of a mockup, all UH-1 sensor wiring harnessing, with the exception of

b the engine harnesses, was fabricated on site. The method of fabrication was

to start at the most remote individual sensor connector in a sensor group

and the proceed to systematically build up the harness by merging with each

sensor in the sensor group. Eventually all sensor wiring terminated in

various wire bundles at three locations in the rear of the aircraft cabin;

i.e., the righthand heater duct at Station #166, at bulkhead connectors

V near the floor line in the center of the aircraft at Station #129 bulkhead,

and from the overhead at the Station #129 bulkhead. All harnessing was

i tied down at various points via cable clamps and nylon cable straps as

required for a secure installation. Wherever possible, wires were routed

along existing wire bundles as shown in Drawing SK 79730-160 (Aircraft Wire

Routing Method).

3.8.3 Electronic and Instrumentation Bilent Installation

All electronic hardware "black boxes," vibration instrumentation equip-

ment, and inverters are mounted to plywood platforms which are securely

mounted to the passenger seats at the rear of the cabin composed of the

five-man seats aceoss the aircraft at Station #129 and both two-man seats

on the left and right side of the transmission compartment. The equipment

Slayout is detailed in the equipment installation drawing SK 79850-1. The

associated detail drawings for this equipment are listed in Table 3.6 o2

this report. All wiring from the aircraft is routed along the transmission

C-
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bulldi,''h; tit. tLho floor line under the seats to the connectors at the rear of

the electronic and instrumentation equipment. Harnessing that interconnects

the electronic equipment and vibration instrumentation equipment was pre-fabri-

cated at Hamilton Standard.

3.8.3.1 Electronic and Instrumentation Equipment Power Source

The power source for all electronic and instrumentation equipment is two

inverters mounted as shown in the equipment installation drawing SK 79850-1.

D.C. power required to drive the inverters is obtained directly from the

non-essential 28 VDC buss in the left aft electrical compartment. The two

size #8 wires from the inverters were routed through the heater duct near

Station #166 on the lefthand side of the aircraft at the floor line. From

this point the wires were clamped to the existing wire bundle that runs to

the left aft electrical compartment. Termination was via wire terminals at

the non-essential 28 VDC buss. Fifty (50) amp capacity circuit breakers were

used in series with the inverter leads.

3.8.4 System Checkout

Upon completion of the sensor installation, equipment installation, and

harnessing, the complete system was continuity inspected and a comprehensive

"power on" check was performed. Sensor inputs were simulated to complete a

system dynamic checkout.

Prior to ground run-ul', a representative from AVSCOT. inspected the

aircraft for compliance with flight safety requirements and adherence to the

installation plans submitted during Phase A of the program. Fbllowing ground

run-up, the aircraft was flight tested to ensure proper performance of the

entire system prior to data gathering.

3-L3
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3.8.5 Proof of Non-Interference with Existing Aircraft Systems

SThe method used to eliminate interference problems with existing aircraft

systems was to parallel existing aircraft signals at their source rather than

splicing in at aircraft junction boxes. This method required extensive

cabling, but expedited troubleshooting of the system when it became necessary

to deterrmine whether AIDAPS equipment or existing aircraft hardware and/or

wiring was causing a particular problem because a "Y" electrical connection

was utilized at sensor connectors which provided a means to disconnect AIDAPS

wiring to isolate a particular problem.

All existing sensor outputs used by the AITAPS system were terminated into

impedances above the minimum impudance levels specified by Bell Heliccýt.er

Company in order to maintain accuracy of the UM-1 instrumentation. This

eliminated the possibility of electrically loading the existing aircraft

signals that were also utilized by the AIDAPS system. During the checkout

procedure, all existing sensor signal outputs that were paralleled with

AIDAPS signal inputs were checked for non-interference. This was accomplished

by disconnecting the AIDAPS signal lead and insurizg that no change in the

existing aircraft signal was present.
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PhnILt, D TIaskL;

tPhast D activity consisted of a 9-1/2 month long flight test program

utilizing two airborne AIDAPS systems installed in two UH-I aircraft. One

aircraft #17223 was deployed to gather trend data based on using all ori-

ginal "zero time after overhaul" parts. This aircraft accumulated a total

of 245 flight hours. The other aircraft, 6lOl1, was utilized as a discre-

pant parts test aircraft where discrepant parts were implanted in major IRLRWP

(engines, transmissions, and gearboxes) and the aircraft then flown with

these discrepant LRU's. Baseline data was also obtained with #61011 utilizing

nominal LRU's. Originally, the flight test portion of the program (Phase D)

was scheduled to be completed within a six month period. However, the scope

of the program was enlarged to include flying discrepant parts and gathering

additional baseline data on six additional sets of LRU's. This addition to

the program extended Phase D from a completion date of June 30, 1971 to

October 12, 1971.

Verification Testing was also completed during this phase of the Test

Bed Program during which unknown discrepant parts were implanted in various

LRU's installed in either aircraft and then test flown. The results of

these verification tests are discussed in Section T.O of this report. The

airborne software was constantly being refined, as required, as the Flight

Test Program prc3ressed.

At the completion of Verification Tests, AIDAPS hardware was entirely

removed from aircraft #17223 and the aircraft restored to its original

condition. The remaining baseline testing was accomplished using six sets

of LRU's on aircraft X61011.

3-4z
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3- 9.1i Phase D Flight Test Procedures

Certain procedures and specific flight profiles were followed during

the Flight Test Program involving the nominal and discrepant LRU's that were

flown in aircraft #61011. These procedures were also followed for data that

was obtained on the Trend aircraft #17223. The following plragraphs detail

the procedures and flight profiles used during Phase D of the Test Bed Program.

3.9.1.1 Flight Procedures and Debriefing

4.9.i.i.i Preflight

The following outline was incorporated as part of the standard preflight

procedure;

1. Verify that sufficient magnetic tape is available in the analog

and digital recorders.

2. Turn on system electrical power.

3. Confirm status of diagnostic program.

4. Enter aircraft and documentary identification information.

5. Clear MAAP.

6. Log counter numbers.

7. Put AIDAPS in "Standby."

8. After engine start-up, monitor parameters specified on Flight Log

Sheets using Data Entry Panel.

Note: Periodically perform complete AIDAPS check using sensor simulator,

manual insertiop panel, etc.

1.'.i.1.? During Flight (A/C #17223 only)

1. Encounter conditions specified in Flight Profile (see Secticn 5.2.6).

2. Maintain condition then depress "EVENT" button.
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3. irpruss "EVENT" button just prior to a transistion.

4. Depress "EVENT" button whenever a special event occurs which may be

of interest,

5. Record reason for "EVENT" indication on Flight Log Sheet and whether

event did actually occur.

'3.9.1.1.3 Post-Flight

1. Record status of MAAP indicators.

2. Record status of mechanical counters.

3. Remove magnetic tapes and mark reel for identification.

4. Turn off power.

5. Obtain copy of Flight Iog Sheets.

6. Review flight with crew for indication of special events.

3.9.1.2 Flight Profile

The flight profile used during Phase D of the Test Bed Program is explained

in detail in Section 5.2.6 of this report.

3.9.2 Baseline and Known Discrepant Parts Testin&

The Baseline and Known Discrepant Barts Testing accomplished during

Phase D was conducted according to the sequence outline in Table 3.7. The

policy followed during discrepant parts testing was to fly discrepant engines

and 42 0 or 900 gearboxes together with a good transmission. Discrepant trans-

missions were flown with good engines and gearboxes. This policy minimized

the danger of multiple failures during flight.

Four sets of LRU's were simWltaneously utilized in groups of two to

obtain the discrepant part test data listed in Table 3.7. Discrepant parts
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3-•9.2 cont inued

isted in Table 3.7 were implanted in two sets of URU's while the other group

of two sets ias being test flown with discrepant parts already installed.

The two (2) just built-up sets of LRU's were run through the test cells and

then installed on the aircraft assigned for discrepant part testing for each

vendor. While these aircraft were being flown by each vendor, the two other

sets of LRU's removed from the aircraft were being built-up in various assembly

shops. In this way four sets of LRU's each having different discrepant part

combinations were continually cycled between the two vendor aircraft and the

assembly shops. These four sets of LRU's were finally re-assembled into

their original configuration and flown to obtain baseline data.

3.9.3 Unknown Discrepant Parts Testing (Verification Testing)

Verification Testing was conducted following the completion of the base-

line and known discrepant parts testing liscussed in the previous section.

Unknown discrepant parts were implante& series of six sets of LRU's

(engines, transmission parts, 420 gearbox and 900 gearbox) in a sequence

that provided for both vendors to alternately obtain data and allowed for

build-up time in the various assembly shops. Following the test flights with

all six sets of LRU's, the LRU's were re-assembled to their original confi-

guration and all six sets flow4n to obtain beseline data. The completion of

baseline testing on these six sets of LRU's marked the conclusion of Phase

D of the Test Bed Program.

A complete discussion of the discrepant parts found during Verification

Testing is covered in detail in Section 7.0 of this report.
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II3.9.4 Baseline Establishments

Baseline data was thus gathered on a total of ten sets of LRU's

during the Flight Test Phase of the Test Bed Program to determine the'

nominal spread of data for each subject LRU: engine, transmispion, 420 gear-

0
box, and 90 gearbox. This data was compared to the baseline data that was

gathered during the test cell runs (Phase B) to 'determine what baseline

data to use in a deployable system.

It was determined that 'the. baseline data gathered during flight testing,

did differ frcm test cell baseline data, especially in the area of Vibration

recording. The discussion of the differences are discussed in detail in

Sections 5.0 and 6.0 of this report.
It should be noted that the main tikansmission assembly was not changed

during bAseline data flights. The original transmission was used and, different

nominal sub-assemblies selected from among the mtin mast bearing, input quill,
V1

and output tail rotor quill were ins t.Lled for each one of the ten baseline

flights.
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0).0 AIRBORNE HARDWARE

4 .1 Alrbornt. Electronics Block Diagram

A block diagram of the Airborne Electronics is shuwn in Figure 4-1, and

a corresponding photo of the electronic packages is shown in Figure 4-2.

Figure 4-1 indicat i communication paths among each of the electronics packages.

The descriptions and functions of the packages are detailed in the following

paragraphs.

4.2 Main and Auxiliary Electronic Unit

A block diagram of the electronics is shown in Figure 4-3. In keeping

with the objective of "off-the-shelf" hardware, a second or auxiliary

package (Figure 4-4 and 4-5) was used to house additional electronics

involved in the revision of an existing Main Electronics Unit (MEU)(Figure

4-6). Therefore, discussion of the electronics inherently involves both

the Main and Auxiliary packages, The physical size of each package is the

same: 1 ATR long, ARINC 404, including Supplement #2.

Input signals are broken into three basic types; Discretes (tze., the

on-off position of a switch); Analog (i.e., a voltage level either AC or DC);

-- A and Vibration (i.e., a combination of many frequencies of alternating volteges).

The vibration portion will be handled separately in Paragraph 4.7. Discretes,

being digital in nature (i.e., a bi-level DC voltage) need only be interfaced

to proper voltage levels before being inputted into the computer. The analog

signals, having similarity, are broken down into five input groups based on

similarity.

i. AC Voltage Ratio

2. DC Differential Voltage
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3. Synchro Voltage

4. Thermocouple Voltage

5. Flows or Speed Frequencies

As shown in Figure 4-3, multiplexing techniques are used which enable

all the signals of one type to be switched through the same sSgnal conditioner

at a different point in time (time-sharing). This addressine by the digital

processor to the electronic switches is broken into a basic ttming pulse of

10 milliseconds for a capability of 200 switch closures in a two-second

frame, after which the process starts over again.

The function of the signal conditioners is to receive a signal correspond-

ing to the five different types of inputs and convert it into a standard vol-

tage level over the range of -5 to +5 volts DC. Hence, all analog signals

appear as a DC level at the output of the signal conditioners. These so-called

"time-shared" signals are then switched through the anelog to digital conver-

ters which convert a DC voltage to a group of coded pulses that iz inputted

into the digital processor. The digital processor also controls the output

Interfaces which go to the Data Entry Panel, the 1~intenance Action Annunciq-

tor Panel, and the Digital Recorder. The following paragraphs details each

one of these units.

4.3 rata Entry Panel(DEP)

A photograph of the Data Entry Panel is shown in Figure 4-7. It is

approximately 4" x 5" x 7" (L x W x H) and was an "off-the-shelf" unit. It

was designed in conjunction with the Main Electronics Unit to provide manual
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S-~-•o.. over . ,• , ;:_x,--•. :-• ; *4" recorder. Controls available

are a function oi tne . , - .. - t~z pyoces , ,.?•-

basically involve recording data at different rates ana writing pertinent

information on tape using the ten numerical pushbuttons. The pushbuttons

can also be used to call up on the eight digit display, any parameter or sen-

sor signal the operator may want to observe. This capability was used for

"on-the-spot engineering information without having to wait for the data to

be processed from the tape. The MP was thus a valuable engineering tool

during the Flight Test Program.

4.4 Maintenance Action Annunciator Panel (MN P)

A photograph of the MAAP is shown in Figure 4-8. It consists of 64 BITE

(Built-In-Test-Equipment) indicators that are electromechanical devices having

a black ball which rotates into a locked position and indicates white when

triggered by digital processor in the Main Electronics Unit. In this way,

a permanent record was made (until manually reset) of a malfunction or of

an aircraft parameter when it exceeded prescribed limits as determined by the

digital processor from the sensor signals inputs. A crewman can then refer

the BITE number to a diagnostic message and perform indicated inspection

procedure or maintenance action as designated by the message.

Counters are also contained in the MAAP which were used to register the

number of data frames recorded by the Digital Recorder and number of seconds

in flight. This MAAP was designed as a "brassboard" umit specifically for

the Test Bed Program, and a final configuration would be considerably smaller

in physical size.
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4.5 Digital Recorder

-hotographs of the Digital Recorder are s.uwn in Figrezl 4-9 and; 4-I0.

It is an bff-the-shelf" item t ea dilysically is I ATR long, ARIAT, •.C4,p icluding Supplement j2. Contained in the unit is a severs tiack 1 JpLtk'l

a .owc :i•--,rat.s ffrom the 1 5 AC h• 0&

source. ite •. tained in a reaai± - £ý '-

on top of the recorder. This tape system Is compatible with the IBM system

370 that was used to analyze the data a c HamIlton Standard.

4.6 Maintainability

The AIDAPS system, utilizing its on-board processor, has the built-in

capability of checking its own internal operation for such things as limit

errors in drifts of amplifiers and signal conditioners, as well as giving

immediate indication of an abnormal exceedance in limits of any sensor

signal. This communication is accomplished with indicators on the Data

Entry Panel; and, by pushing the proper button, the display can show what

has exceeded specification either internally or externally to the electronic

system.

14.7 Vibration Euipment

As shown in Figure 4-1, the vibration recording hardware was not integral

with the basic AIDAPS. For the purposes of the Test Bed Program only, conven-

tional analog vibration monitoring and recording equipment was assembled and

mounted for temporary airborne use. This instrumentation is fully described

in Section 6.4.1.
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4.3 b-drdware and Sensor Installation Photos

.Several photos of the AIfl•-eS hardware and sensor instilaqArtfz -,ttui: r•
.during the test cell and fl'Ight test p•hases. These photos follow to illus-

trate a sample of the ha.rdware usid during the prog•a• and the method of

Figure 4,-li -1 A 4-"° gearbox and a 90 gearbcor being moniftored in the test

.Fiure 4-1a - A cr•r& , -' tor., i" - . ce.-Is a•

ARADMAC.

Figure 4-13 - Temporary vibration recording equipment used during the

test in all phases.

Figure 4-14 - Engine being monitored in the test cells at ARADMAC.

Figure 4-15 - Quick change engine harnessing uised in the test cell at

ARADMAC.

Figure 4-16 - Manifold in series with oil ,,..vange lines. Used to moni-

tor #2/#3, 4 bearing oil 4., 10 A P and chip detection.

Figure 4-17 Transmission oil cooler flow meter installation on the

Uh-IH aircraft.

Figure 4-18 Fuel flow and temperature sensor installation on the

Uh-lR aircraft.

Figure 4-19 - Aircraft installation of the IGV synchro for the L13

engine.

Figure 4-20 - Hydraulic filter .6 P installation on the UH-1H aircraft.

Figure 4-21 - Bleed band switch on L13 engine.
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1/ -~ur Collective pitc-h s,,fchro iziat9J2.aitiorj o T l-'. H &c':

MI.$ e H2j .1trattlic by-pass AT and flowmeter 0,seJal

UH4H1 ~aircraft,

Aigu-e 4-24 -Aircraft installatin'y- of the delt& -tewlen-'iure for tae

900 gearbox.
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. .c/ Air'ra't Parameters Monitored

-- A This section will discuss the actual parameters monitored. The sensors

respetively used to ir..nitor the subject parameters are discussed in Section

4.10 of this report.

'•'.. Power Plant Parameters

The engine parameters monitored are discussed in this section. Refer

to Figures 4-25 and 4-26 for engine station diagram and location of the para-

* meters monitored,

- -?.J.1.I Compressor Inlet Total Temperature and Total Pressure (Ttl andPtl)

These are two of the most important parameters that were measured. The

range of values of these parameters form the boundary condition for the eval-

uation of the engine thermo-dynamic model. They provide the basis for evalu-

* ation of engine performance and are commonly known as the "face" of the engines.

All cf the thermodynamic performance parameters in the gas flow path are

related to and influenced by the values of the compressor inlet parameters.

'/.9.oii Comporessor Discharge Total Temperature (Tt3)

The compressor discharge total temperature is one of the variables used in

calculations of the thermodynamic model. It is a factor in the evaluation

of compressor efficiency and the gas producer turbine inlet temperature.

i'" Compressor Discharge Pressure (P3)

The compressor discharge pressure is also measured because it is one of

the variables used in calculations of the thermodynamic model. It is a factor

in the evaluation of compressor efficiency and the gas producer turbine inlet

temperature.
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', .11.3. i'roc,,i'er Speed (NI)

The rotntlonal speed of the gas producer is fundamental to engine per-

tormarice calculations. The referred value of the gas producer speed is used

in several calculaticns such ac high-low limit, malfunction detection and

diagnosis, and trend analysis.

4.9.1.5 Power Turbine Speed (N2 )

Power turbine speed is fundamental to engine power output. When con-

sidered along with power lever angle, fuel flow rate, and torque-meter pressure,

the performance with respect to shaft power output can be evaluated. The

power output or change in power output, when considered along with changes in

other parameters, forms the basis for malfunction detection and diagnosis.

).W).1.6 Fuel Flow Rate (Wf).

Fuel flow rate is fundamental to the evaluation of the engine thermo-

dynamic model. For every power settting and set of environmental conditions,

there exists a proper fuel consumption rate. Almost all efficiency changes in

the engine components cause resulting changes in fuel consumption. Therefore,

changes in fuel flow, when compared to or plotted against other parameters,

indicate the area of degradation.

4.9.1.7 Fuel Temperature

Fuel temperature is measured along with fuel flow rate in order to

determine the density of the fuel. The density of fuel is used to calculate

mass rate of flow which is the parameter that is most useful.
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h.().l.8 Enwine Driven Fuel Pump Pressure Switch

A pressure switch is used to measure the engit-a driven fuel pump

pressure in the fuel control. When the output pressure drops below a pre-

determined value, it is an indication of a discrepant fuel pump, which

would result in a fuel control change.

h.9.1.9 Fuel Filter A P Switch

A A P switch is placed across the fuel filter in the fuel control for the

purpose of determining if the fuel filter is clogged. This switch is used to

display a diagnostic message "clean fuel filter" before the differential

pressure reaches a dangerous level.

ti.9.1.10 Exhaust Gas Total Temperature (EGT) (Tt 9 )

Exhaust gas total temperature gives an indication of the energy level of

the gases through the turbines. It must be examined for a high limit value to

prevent over temperature operation. It is used in the thermodynamic model as

a dependent variable to establish component performance coefficients. Both

individual thermocouple readings and an average reading of all thermocouples

in the harness were monitored in order to locate hot spots in the engine.

4.9.1.11 Power Lever Angle (PLA)

The power lever angle is important as a means of correlating a standard

performance level with that actually obtained from the engine. The power lever

angle is the ind.cator for basic power setting. When related to engine pressure

S ratio, fuel flow and engine rotor speeds, the existence (or non-existence) of

a proper correlation is indicated. The high-low checks or any other check

P are valid only if predetermined power settings are established.
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h.().l.12 Inlet Guide Vanes (IGV)

The inlet guide vanes position was also used to correlate a standard

performance level with that actually obtained from the engine. The

measurement of inlet guide vane position was used to clarify the results of

the gas path analysis performed on the engine.

q.%'/13 Compressor Interstage Bleed Band Position

The compressor bleed band bleeds air from the final stage of the a:ial

flow comprescor section and is automatically controlled. It is normally open

during engine operation below 70P% of N1 speed or during engine acceleration.

The position of this valve (actuator) was monitored to determine proper bleed

band operation.

4.().1.14 Torguemeter Differential Pressure

The torquemeter operates to provide a differential oil pressure which is

proportional to the torque applied to the power turbine reduction gearing. A

torque value is obtainable from this differential pressure. From the torque

pressure and the speed of the power turbine, the horsepower developed can be

determined. This is a most desirable factor for the engine thermodynamic

model evaluation.

4i.).l.15 Engine IGnition Exciter Voltage

The engine ignition exciter voltage was monitored as a discrete signal

to fault isolate problems in the engine ignition system.

4.9.1.16 Engine Oil Temperature

Oil temperature provides information which relates to incipient bearing

failure including knowledge of heat added by malfunctioning components. Oil
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4 4.9.1.16 Continued

temperature will provide information regarding mechanical friction increases

J which is pertinent to trend analysis.

1,.9.-.17 #2/#3, #4 Bearing Oil 4 T

As indicated above, oil temperature can provide valid ,lata of in.ipient

malfunction. To obtain a valid diagnostic tool from oil temperature, use is

made of the oil temperature out as related to oil temperature in would be the

two parameters which measure the increase in frictional loads. This measure-

ment was made by measuring oil temperature into the bearings and measuring oil

• I temperature at #2 and #3/4 scavenge lines.

4.9.1.18 Oil Pressure

Proper oil pressure is essential to proper engine lubrication and cooling.

The oil pressure should be examined for a high or low value to detect clogging

or leaking. When recorded over a period of time, it can give indications of

lubrication system component degradation. An engine oil pressure transducer

was i,6.1ized along with an engine oil pressure switch to respectively measure

system oil pressure for trending purposes and to provide a discrete signal for

- warning of a "below minimum!' value of oil pressure. Pressure switches are also

incorporated in the #2 .nd #3/4 bearing oil scavenge lines to determine if

leakage is present at the bearing seals.

4;.9.1.19 Chip Detectors

The T53 engine as installed in the UH-lH is equipped with a chip detector

located in the accessory case sump. While such a detector can indicate the

4-11
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4.9.1.19 Continued

accumulation of chips, it does not locate the source. To segregate the sources,

the installation of two additional chip detectors in the #2 and #3/4 bearing

oil scavenge lines was accomplished. As shown in Figure 4-26 Chip Detector #1

(CD#l) collects chips from the forward components. (CD#2) was located in the

external oil scavenge line leading from the number two bearing. (C]#3) was

located in the external oil scavenge line leading from the power turbine

bearings. A signal from any one of these chip detectors would indicate com-

ponent degradation, be considered a "no-go" condition, and locate the area of

difficulty.

4.9.1.20 Oil Filter Differential Pressure

The pressure drop across the oil filter was examined for a high-low limit.

A high value indicates a dirty filter for which the system will initiate

maintenance instructions.

4.9.0 Transmission Parameters

The transmission parameters monitored are discussed in this section. Refer

to Figuare 4 -27 for location of parameters monitored.

4;.9.2.1 Oil Temperature

An increase in oil temperatures willdiscern mechanical friction increases

occurring in the transmission and thus provide valuable data as to incipient

malfunction and prediction of on-condition removal as well as identify degrada-

tion of the oil pump and cooling system. An oil temperature transducer and an

oil temperature switch has been provided for this purpose.
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h.-).42. Oil PT':;sure

Oil pressure should remain constant for the life of the transmission.

Decrease in pressure could mean seal leakage or clogged filter; low pressure

and high Temperature would mean insufficient oil; increase in pressure and

temperature could mean malfunctioning of the oil pump or the cooling system.

These signals are oriented towards preventive maintenance action at the first

maintenance echelon. An oil pressure transducer and an oil pressure switch

was provided for this purpose.

4.9.2.3 Filter Pressure Differential

The pressure drop across the oil filter was examiaed for a high limit as

in the case of the engine oil filter, A high value indicates a dirty filter

for which the system will initiate maintenance instructions.

The two filters that are monitored by A P transducers on the UH-1 trans-

mission are the internal oil filter aud th., external oil filter.

4.9.2.4 Chip Detector

Suspension of significant foreign matter in the transmission lubrication

system can cause catastrophic malfunction. When it is detected, an examination

of the oil and identification of the source of the "chip" is mandatory so that

the responsible unit, if any, may be removed and replaced.

k.9.2.5 Oil Cooler Flow

Knowing the condition of the transmission at all times is important to bafe

helicopter operatiob. The condition of the lubrication Ljstem is a basic indi-

cator of transmission health, so that imlortant indicator and knowing the

reason for an increase in oil temperature can determine if a major or minor

malfunction may be developing i. the transmission.
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4.9.2.5 continued

A flowmeter has been installed between the thermal control valve and the

oil cooler to determine the amount of oil flow throughthe cooler at any time.

Thls parameter when compared with oil temperature can isolate problems in the

oil cooling system; i.e., high oil temperature and high oil cooler flow can

mean an inefficient oil cooling system or excessive friction in the transmission.

If the accumulated time between oil cnanges is large, the problem is ptobably

an inefficient oil cooling system, clogged oil cooler, etc. If the accomulated

time is low, an excessive friction problem may be present. A high oil temlera-

ture and a low oil flow can mean a defective thermal control' valve. A low

oil temperature and a high oil cooler flow can also mean a defective thermal

control valve.

4.9.2.6 Main Rotor RPM

M1in rotor RPM is monitored to determine if the rotor is in an underspeed

or an overspeed condition. Rotor speed is also compared to the audio and visual

rotor speed warning system signals to differentiate between rotor speed warning

system problems and actual rotor speed problems.

4.9.3 Gearbox Parameters

"Both 420 and 90° gearbox parameters are discussed in this section and

their locations are shown in Figures 4-28 and 4-29, respectively. Parameters

for 420 gearbox and 909 gearbox are identical.

4.9.3.1 Oil Temperature A T

The difference between the outside air temperature in the vicinity of the

gearbox and the actual gearbox oil temperature is monitored using two thermo-

couples. The temperature rise in the gearbox oil is important in determining

if excessive friction exists either in the 420 or 900 gearbox.
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I4.9.3.2 Chip Detector

A chip detector is used in both the 420 and 90° gearboxes to detect if

metal chips are present in the gearbox, thereby providing a warning of an

incipient gearbox failure.

4.9.4 HMdraulic System Parameters

4.9.4.1 Hydraulic Supply Pressure

Hydraulic system pressure is monitored to determine the condition of the

V hydraulic system during flight. A hydraulic pressure transducer and the

existing hydraulic low pressure switch was utilized for this purpose. A low

pressure indication (say, under 500 psi) indicates a loss in hydraulic system

pressure; i.e., a defective hydraulic pump or loss of fluid. A high pressure

indication (say, exceeding 1150 psi) indicates a hydraulic pump failure with

the relief valve maintaining maximum hydraulic pressure at 1150 psi; i.e., a

failure of the pressure regulator whiih is an integral part of the hydraulic

pump.

4.9.4.2 Hydraulic _PumBpass ow and A T

The pump by-pass flow back to the hydraulic reservoir is the leakage flow

from the pressure regulating portion of the hydraulic pump. This flow gradually

increases as the accumulated time on the pump increases. If this by-pass flow

and by-pass temperature (i.e., difference between hydraulic oil temperature in
the pressure manifold and hydraulic oil temperature in the by-pass line) is

monitored, the condition of the hydraulic pump is known at a~y time. Also,

by accumulating trend data of these parameters, the expected life of the

hydraulic pump can be predicted. Further, an excessive increase in hydraulic
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4.9.4.2 continued

oil temreture can ,esan Interml lkak. somewbere in the systen or a low

fluid level In the a c reservoir. he above parineters are noItered

in the Uif-1 via flo ter in the hydraulic p by-pass lin1 and to ther-u-

couples located with ete in the syvten pressure annifol• and oe

ther in the hydraulic p=D by-pass line.

1-.9..3 Hir-ulic Fiter.AP-

A hydraulic filter is installed in the Min Pressure line d of

the hydrUlc -=ip. The pressure drop across this filter was mnitored by

i a A P trasducer and exanined for a hih linit. A high value indicates a

dirty filter for which the systen will initiate ntz ce instructions. A

; clogged fil-er is 3n indication of oil contamination or an incipient failure

of a component in the hydraulic syste=.

9-5 Bemining Praeters ,bnitored in Aircraft

Tbe paranexers discussed below are nonitored by varims sensors located

throýghout the aircraft.

4.9.5.1 Total Pressure

Total pressure is monitored by sensing airspeed pitot tube pressure with a

pressure transducer. 02U- parameter is monitored for two reasons: (1) it

is an important iarameter used in the Gas Path E&gine Analysis technique; !2)

it is also used to monitor airspeed.

4.9.5.2 Static Pressure

Static pressure is monitored by sensing pressure in the aircraft instrument

static prezzure line utilizing a pressure transducer. This parameter is moni-

tored for two reasons: (i) static pressure is also used to monitor aircraft

altitude; (2) total and static pressure are definitive of airspeed.
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4-9-)5.3 Plka. Pres.-sure

Alrerart. rwl system pressure is a parater that was aready watored

In the wf-l aircraft. •Ibs parameter was utilized in the If-I AI•ES syste

to determine if fbel pressure at the fuel control input ws sufficient for

proper overatIon of the fuel coetrol. Ibien fuel pressure drops belmo 4 psi,

a !wUefnction is present and the proper diagnstic message was displayed.

h-9.5-4 left and R!ght Fbel 3oit BPw &iitch

Tese discrete signals are already present in the UH-l fuel system. They

are utilized in A•IDS to determine if a fela boost Ipw is not operating and

ato to deterine which beest pis Jcti..nirng.

4.9.5.5 inlet Air Filter A P %ritch

A & P switch is placed across the inlet air screen to determine if the

airflov throug• the screen is obstructed by foreign debris. Iftn the differen-

tial pressure reaches a dangerous level, te switch is activated and the

proper diagunstic message is displayed.

4.9.5.628 VDc, 115 VAC Essential Bus V1lge; 26 VAC instrument Bus Voltage

The 28 VWC and 115 VAC essential bus voltages along vi•th the 26 VAC

instrument bus voltage are monitored to determine if nlfunm,,ons my be

present in the various electrical systems. Also, by trending the various

bus voltages, incipient failures of critical components my be prevented;

i.e., a bus voltage supply my be lowering over a fixed time period. A

diagnostic messsge to perform more detailed mnual checks can be displayed.

4.9.5.7 Hi!o RPM Warning Light and Audio

Ibe Hi/Io RP4 Warning Light and Audio are signals already present in

the UH-1 aircraft. The AIDAPS system utilized these existing signals to perform

an operational check on the Hi/lo RPM Warning System.

4-17
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4.9-5-8 Overspeed Governor S-ritch Position

The Overspeed Governor switch is already prr,,sent in the UK-I aircraft.

he AIDAS system utilized this signal to deter-mine whether the engine is in

a manual or auttoatic speed control z -de.

-4.9.5.9 Collective Pitch Position

Collective pitch position is an indirect neasurexent of the angle of the

main rotor blades. 7-is parameter was originally chosen to corzelate the

rotor blade angle with specific power settings. It was later decided that this

Wparaeter -gas not required in the system.

.-9-5.1G Vibration Transducers and Paraneters Monitored

Two =ajor sources of vibration in each of the UH-i power train comonents

are bearings and gears. Velocity type transducers were chosen to measure the

bearing vibration because these transducers provide more sensitivity at the

frequencies and annlitudes expected. Acceleraeters were chosen to neasure

the mesh and sideband frequencies generated by the gears because of the higher

frequencies and amplitudes involved.

The com3onents that were chosen for monitoring -ere parts within the

power train components vith the highest rate of failure as specified in Ar=y

mainteanaze records contained in Bell ReDort No. 299-399-520. The ")riary

consideration in choosing mounting location for the transducers was to mount

the transducers as close as possible to the part whose failure detection was

desired. Brackets were designed and fabricated of AIS 5616 steel to make

use of existing bolts or studs on the individual components for ease of

installation. The locations of the vibration parameters monitored and the

sensors used are listed in Table 4-i.
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4.lO Sensor Selection

Sensors were selected for the U-1 AIDAPS Test Bed Program after carefiul

studWy of the recoendations made by Bell Belicoper Coupenr and AVCO Ircoini

IVvision (AID) in .eport No. 299-099-521 - Ata-datlc Inspection Diagnostic and

Prognostic System (AIAS) Test Bed Program - Task IL

In general, the vast iajority of th' parameters which were chosen for

monitoring were reconmended in the referenced report. All of the parameters

reccmmended in the Bell Report were reviewed with regard to the objectives of

the Test Bed Progran. After this review, some Bell recoumended parmveters were

eliminated in an attempt to accomplish the program objectives in the most cost

effective mauner since additional parameters were required to enable the Gas

Path Analysis technique to be performed as a diagnostic and prognostic tool.

SSensors selected fall into the following mjor categories:

1. Those which were existing in norml UtH-l installations which could be

monitored in parallel with exioting gages, alarm lights, etc.

2. Those which were selected by ALD based on experience with instrumenta-

tion of the T53 engine used in the UH-l .aircraft.

3. Those which were selected by Hamilton Standard based on extensive

experience in the field of instrumentation.

Sensors were calibrated at the outset of the program and this calibration

data was used directly. in the engineering unit conversion of all data taken

during the course of the program. The original intent was to recalibrate

all sensors periodically during the course of the program. However, all of

the necessary facilities to perform this calibration were not av.qilable at

Corpus Christi. Furthermore, schedule commitments did not allow sensors to

be transported back and forth to HO to perform the calibration. c-Snsors were
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thus rmcalibrated at the conclusion of Phase D and the easuing review indicateZ

that the majcrity of the sensors ramined wvthiu the predicted accuracy. So

prcbleis were experienced with sensors during the program, but they can be

attributed mainly to the constant assembly and disassembly 'which was required

because of the nmercq:.s mcbanical components which were tested.

A tabulation of sensor characteristics is shown in Table 41..

4.n Documentation of 1hrdware Problems

Table k.2 of this report is a chronological listing of #-U hardware problem

that were encountered during Phase D of the Test Bed Program. The problems

are typical of those encountered in most R & D programs.

Since this progrem is a Flesearch and Developeent program, the hardware

used had to have flexibility for changes; therefore, production hardware was

not used. in order to have flexibility for change, some printed circuit

and the electronics chassis had to be "ha.,d wiredt m . ups makes the electronic

units more vulnerable to malitmctions and wirixg Iroblems. Also, due to the

numerous LHU's changes, the electronic hardware eensors, and harnesses were

renoved and replaced many times. This caused accelerated wear of the harnesses

and subjected the electronics and sensors to excessive hsndling, thereby making

them vulnerable to dannge.
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5.0 DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING

5.1 Introduction

An understanding of the data acquisition and processing methods is clarified

by segregating the two categories of information to be acquired: digital data

and vibrational data. A discussion cf the digital data acquisition is presented

in Paragraph 5.2 and the general processing techniques are discussed in Para-

graph 5.3. The remainder of this paragraph presenti additional explanatory

information on the AIDAPS system.

The primary component in the digital data acquisition process is the Main

Electronics Unit (NEU) which was installed in each helicopter. The NEU contains

the necessary arithmetic and logic units required to convert the sensor data

into meaningful measures of the various signals. A detailed discussion of this

unit is presented in Section 4.2. The MEU is capable of performing all limit

and logic tests which are required by a field AIDAPS installation.

The Maintenance Action Annunicator Panel (MAP) wac provided to display

the results of the airborne diagnostic process. The mechanical details of

this component are presented in Paragraph 4.4 and the software logic which

activates the various indicators is presented in Paragraph 5.3.3.2. The Data

Entry Panel (DEP) was used to enter documentary data such as engine serial

number and to examine the data during the flight. The mechanics of this

component are discussed in Paragraph 4.3.

The AIDAPS Test Bed Program was, by its Nery nature, a development program

which implies the use of several approaches in examining the actual flight

data. Several ancillary components were then included to facilitate this
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5.0 DAIA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING

5.1 Introduction

An unlerstanding of the data acquisition and processing methods is clarified

by segregating the two categories of information to be acquired: digital data

and vibrational data. A discussion cf the digital data acquisition is presented

in Paragraph 5.2 and the general processing techniques are discussed in Pars-

graph 5.3. The remainder of this paragraph present- additional explanatory

information on the ADAPS system.

The primary component in the digital data acquisition process is the Main

Electronics Unit (NEU) which was installed in each helicopter. The MEU contains

the necessary arithmetic and logic units required to convert the sensor data

into meaningful measures of the various signals. A detailed discussion of this

unit is presented in Section 4.2. The NEU is capable of performing all limit

and logic tests which are required by a field AIDAPS installation.

The Maintenance Action Annunicator Panel (MAA?) was provided to display

the results of the airborne diagnostic process. The mechanical details of

this component are presented in Paragraph 4.4 and the software logic which

activates the various indicators is presented in Paragraph 5.3.3.2. The Data

Entry Panel (DEP) was used to enter documentary data such as engine serial

number and to examine the data during the flight. The mechanics of this

component are discussed in Paragraph 4.3.

The .tJDAPS Test Bed Program was, by its .ery nature, a development program

which implies the use of several approaches in examining the actual flight

data. Several ancillary components were then included to facilitate this
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5. P Digital Data Acquisition

The major functions of the NEU in acquiring the digital data are depicted

in Figure 5-1. The AIDAPS system monitored the outputs of 46 individual

sensors, 26 switch closures, and 10 self health parameters indicative of the

MEU operation. These signals or parameters are introduced to the NEU,

amplified as required, and converted to a digital representation for storage

via software control. The program logic or software then stores the data,

prepares it for output to the various ancillary devices, and conducts an

analysis of the data.

7.2.1 Input Frame Composition and Scan Rate

The actual number of parameters to be monitored is not restricted to

those values presented above. The total number of samples can be, and actually

were, much greater than 46 in a basic sampling frame. This sampling frame

was established as two seconds during an early phase of AIDAPS by the recorder

requirements and the number of parameter values to be acquired. The basic

sampling frame is further divided by clock pulses into segments of ten milli-

second duration. Thus a maximum of 200 parameters could be interrogated in

the two second frame if each parameter is addressed only once per frame.

Several different sampling rates are used in the actual AIDAPS program

which results in more than one parameter value for each sensor within a specific

frame. The actual sampling rates are established for slowly changing parameters

(28 parameters once every two seconds), moderately changing parameters (17

A• parameters once every second), and fast parameters (17 parameters once every

half second). An additional five segments are reserved for documentation
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5-:1.1 Continued
information from the FDEP. Thus, a total of 135 of the available 200 segments

are presently utilized.

Limited input data compression is accomplished in the electronic inter-

face for the switch closures. The 26 closures can each be represented by a

1 or 0 and each switch need not be assigned to a separate word. The switch

information is actually packed into three data words and logic is provided in

the software to isolate and extract the individual switch staite.

5.2.2 Analysis and Data Displavy

Several forms of output are provided for the Test Bed Program AIDAPS.

Current display of any parameter value is provided by the FDEP. The FDEP

displays the parameter number requested by the user and the voltage equivalent

of that parameter. Documentary data such as aircraft and/or engine number

may also be entered into the computer via the FDEP. The MAAP provides 3

incremental counters and 64 message indicators. The 3 counters document the

flight duration, the number of recorded frames, and the number of engine

steady state frames.

The number of MAAP messages was determined by reviewing the initial

diagnostic diagrams, assignment of tentative messages, ard then providing some

Igrowth capability. This procedure resulted in 64 indicators which were

activated on demand at the end of the flight to indicate the maintenance action

which would be required.

The development of the logic necessary to activate the MAAP indicators

involved one noteworthy step. The initial flights indicated that many

messages were being activated. Subsequent investigations revealed that

spurious fluctuations of various parameters had occurred due to normal aircraft
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t ansients resulting in the generation of erroneous messages. An interim

chaig. "ms initiated to separate the transient from the true maintenance

action requirement. This modification involved counting the total numbe-r of

incidents for each MAAP indicator, comparing this number of occurrences with

the number of flight frames, and then activating only those indicators which

had been encountered for a significant portion of the flight. The initial

selection of the number of incidents required to activate any one message

indicators was 25 percent of the total flight. This percentage is not fixed

and subsequent analysis has indicated that a value of 10% could be satisfactorily

employed. Analysis also indicated that certain logic groups are of a sufficient

degree of severity to warrant a message activation for any single limit

exceedance. One example of a critical diagnostic group involves the rotor

overspeed and unde-speed alarms. Improper operation of this warning system

would have a significant impact on the aircraft safety in a deployed situation.

A relatively minor modification is available to incorporate both of the

message activating approaches into the MEU.

Output Frame Composition

The tape recorder is a seven track digital recorder. This means that 7

bits. of data (l's or O's) are recorded across the tape and the tape is in-

cremented a fixed step between bytes (one byte is seven bits). One bit is

used as a recording check (parity) and 6 bits per byte are used for data.

An actual NEU data word consists of 16 bits but only 12 of these bits are

used for each parameter value. Thus, two tape bytes are equivalent to each

parameter and the program logic locates taie proper word half and supplies it

to the recordEr in a timely manner.
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The AdAPS output frame to the recorder i.=ludes the 200 vords of the

input frame plus 37 documentary words for a total of 237 wards or 47- bytes.

"The 37 documentary words include frame identifiers, counters, tifr, and test

information. The recording r^ae is har&dare clocked at 300 bytes per second

and a total time of 1.580 seconds is required for each frame. This allous

420 milliscornds between frame., for blank tape which is used as an inter

record gap (IRG). The IRG also serves as a logical frane separation.

5.2.4 Conditions for Engine Analysis

The proper analysis of a complex system such as a gas turbine engine

requires that the effect of random variables on the analysis be minimized

as much as possible. This requirement was recognized in establisbing

ground rules for the AIDAPS analysis and led to the imposition of three

requirements for acceptabilit-,r of the engine data.

1. The engine must not be analyzed in a transient operating condition.

2. Care must be exercised so that non-linear engine characteristics will

not generate false data.

3. The effect of engine to 6ngine variations on the analysis must be

examined and minimized if significant.

These considerations are discussed in some detail in subsequent para-

graphs.

5.2.4.1 Engine Stea~dy State Criteria

Extensive jackground in the development of turbine engine controls has

demonstrated that the transient operation of an engine can significantly

effect the diagnostic results. For instance, the occurrence of a high
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~ I steady state te1ra wa ~~d be aiu-idative of a P tertia enin depsauicn

~ biut timt, zwe vaiation wahich ocurs dmriM a tramient votdd 0n3y be im-

&icatiwe of the energy availab-le to accelerate the engine. Sme Iaetbo of

miziig the effect of tra-ient Perfczze vras then iafred in the

AIDAPS system. APttets to include the transient cb vcuerst~es wo~gd g

resulted in an extremely coxplex engimno del widzch waIm1 not bawe been

econoical. Tests were then- establised. to is•ol•te o-La tae steaft state

conditions and tber. revie-oed for validity,

The initial st'•Ady-state criteria lis esWbLirhed base, oc kown

ergines paraweter chakract*istis sch as operating range end resspce tim

Sin conDuflction with the saabled dsta aei'-•.acy and -e rp1s f•,eq.-ency.

TH-nee criteria were:

1.. Te gas turbine uncorrected speed ('I) rea within ýi 2 second

recording frame must not differ by wre then 100 RPM.

S2. The uncorrected zeai rotor speed (14L) singan" -ermine a;..ragx waue.

must be greater than the jinr3xmr normal f' ight liit. of 295 UK

specified by Bell Heli-opter Co.

3. T•he corrected shaft horsepoer (SHPc ) mt be greater than 1ý iP

to eliminte autorotation conditiorn.

4. The corrected averaged value of exhaust gas temperature fTTqc) betwee.3

adjacent recording frames must not exceed 2.5PR.

The steady-state criteria optimization was performed usin% the 5-13-71

(AM) flight of aircraft No. 17223. This flight was selected because the

flight plan had included extremes of aircraft operation (i.e., high rate

climbs and descents) in addition to normal flight patterns used to obtain
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gas path steady state data. The resulting gas path data obtained from this

flight and processed on the HS IBM 370 computer in presented in computer

plot form in Figures 5-2 through 5-6. In these plots of compressor discharge

pressure, compressor discharge temperature., fuel flow, shaft horsepower, and

exhaust gas temperature, minimum, umximwa, and averaged values are plotted at

the mid-point of ten (10) 111c speed windows.

From these results, it was concluded that the percentage spread between

the minimum and maximum values (at constant Nic) of WF, SHP, and TT9 was

unacceptable. A detailed evaluation of the flight data showed that the TT9

data spread was being caused by the engine'a slow thermal response charact-

eritcics (i.e., for large and/or rapid changes in collective pitch setting

transient T'9 data was getting into the gas data).

The final steaey state criteria accrued represents the optimal compromise

between the desired steady state criteria and the number of gas path data

points necessary to perform a good gas path analysis. This criteria is pre-

sented below:

1. The gas turbine uncorrected speed (F 1 ) readings within a 2 second

recording frame must not differ by more than 200 RPM.

2. The gas turbine corrected speed (Nlc), single frame averaged value,

cannot dliffer from an adjacent frame averaged value by more than 100

RPM.

3. The uncorrected main rotor speed (NR), single frame averaged value, must

be greater than the minimum normal flight limit of 295 RPM specified by

Bell Helicopter Co.
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4.. The corrected shaft horsepower (8HPc) must be greater than 150 HP.

5. The corrected exhaust gas temperature (TTgC), single frame averaged

value, cannot vary by more than +2.50R in 60 seconds (or between

frames if the time interval between frames exceeds 60 seconds).

Plots of the gas data measured parameters for the 5-13-71 (AM) flight,

using this steady state test criteria, are shown in Figures 5-7 through

5-fl. The table below shows the relative improvement in data scatter that

was obtained. The scatter band percentages have been based on the average

baseline curve for each measured parameter.

MAX. SCATTER BAND ()

Initial Final

Ps3  2.0 1.0

TT3  1.5 .75

TT9  4.o .75

w 10.0 o4.25

slip 9.75 5.0

Studying Figures 5-7 through 5-11 shows that the averaged value at a

particular speed window was shifted by as much as 1.0% on SHPc between these

two steady state criterions. This indicates that even a more stringent steady

state criteria is desired. More stringent driterias were evaluated, but the

reduced amount of steady state data was unacceptable for a gas path analysis.

The maximum scatter band percentqgea for WF and SHP, although they

appear large, are not excessive by statistical analysis standards. The 1 sigma

standard deviations are 1.1 and 1.9%, respectively.
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5.2.1.2 Engine Baseline Characteristics

The Dindamental approach to engine analysis involves comparing the

present engine condition with the performance of a good engine. This requires

that a baseline characteristic be defined such that deviations from the base-

line are then indicative of the engine health. The question then arises with

regards to the resolution of the baseline curves. Typical T53-L13 engine

characteristics were derived, and a study of this data indicated that an

adequate definition could be obtained using four straight lines to approximate

the curves. The usable power range was then defined by these four power

windows and flight data collection was initiated in each of the windows. The

power ranges for the windows are:

Window Horsepower Compr3ssor

Range Pressure Range P /6,

1 1100 to 1400 94 to 106

2 770 to 1i00 82.5 to 94

3 4710 to 770 71 to 82.5

4 250 to 470 59 to 71

A separate slope and intercept was established for each power window and

the need for elaborate curve fitting algorithms was eliminated. The date was

actually collected as a function of compressor pressure ratio as indicated in

the above table. The validity of collecting data as a function of either

pressure or horsepower is developed in Section 6. Compressor pressure

was selected as the base parameter for the AIDAPS Test Bed Program because

of the ease in measurement.
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5.' .11.3 Ena.ine VariabilitY

The baseline characteristics of turbine engines have a strone impact on

the credibility of the analysis. A significant engine to engine variation

will generate false conclusions when coqmred with nominal characteristics.

This variation for the UH-1 engines is quite large and, when combintd with

the conservative degraded parts selection, resultel in the need for individual

("customized") engine baselines. These baselines for the engines encountered

during the AIDAPS program are presented in two sets of figures. The four

flight test engines are presented in Figures 5-12 through 5-16, and the six

final demonstration engines are presented in Figures 5-17 through 5-21.

A study of the baselines for 10 engines provides an interesting insight

into the detection problem. These curves reflect a reasonable variation between

engines. However, the engine to engine variation is quite significa*t in ,

evaluating the health of the engine. The actual engine variations and re-

sultant degree of uncertainty of the Implicit or calculated parameters are

tabulated in Figure 5-22. These variations of the implicit parameters

are quite large and are unacceptable for a reasonable diagnostic system.

Thus the need for accurate individual baseline characteristics is established

in order to minimize the degree of uncertainity of the results and to obtain

proper and timely diagnostics.

5.2.5 Adaptive Recording Control

Adaptive recording was provided as a meanx of major data ccu1ession

during a flight. This technique was employed as a method of obtaining critical

data without accumulating an unvieldly mass of background information. The

following tests were devised to initiate recording:
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1. Record once each minuteq or

2. Record whenever 10 exceedances of the total of 135 limits were encount-

ered in a frame; or

3. Record ae1 valid gas path frames as defined by the. steady state tests

of' paragraph 5.2.4 and record typical frames as steady state engine

conditions are being approached.

These tests then ccmpressed the large amount of information available

on a flight into a meaningful flight history.

5.2.5.1 Periodic Recording Mode

The ability to record at least once every minute provided the means of

monitoring individual sensor operation. These records were then examined, for

proper parameter values as a check on the system.

5.2.5.2 Limit Exceedance

The recording of every from for which 10 out of 135 limits were encountere

served to document critical operating conditions. The value of 10 limits was

an arbitrary selection and can be adjusted either up or down in a deployed

system.

5.2.5.3 Steady State Conditions

All data fremes which satisfy the engine steady state conditions are

recorded for subsequent ground analysis. This step , - provided in order to

properly document the flight for additional software review and/or modification

The recording of typical frames a nteady state conditions were being

approached was provided in order to aid in documenting the flight history.

These frames then provided the data base used in establishing the proper engine

steady state tests.
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57. P..6 L"±licht Profile Definition

An important requirement of any development program is to obtain defin-

itive data at controlled operating conditions. A desired flight profile for

the AIDAPS missions was established to satisfy this objective. This profile,

as presented in Figure 5-23 defines the desired speed settings and the time

at each condition as well as pertinent data which should be noted. The

exact sequence is relatively unimportant in this profile since the NEU logic

is established to isolate the power conditions without regard to time. The

factors which were important include maintaining constant airspeed and con-

stant altitude, at each Nlc. N1 c is calculated as follows: % Nlc= IN=

Indicated + N1 T1 from curve. It should be noted thbt this desired profile

was only generated as a guideline for the Test Bed Program. Valid data can

be expected from normal missions, and the need for special diagnostic

flights in a deployed installation is not indicated.
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•Te priuft7 dnta precessing in a deployed AUP wil.l oc•r in the ir-
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ird-er, gr pr ssimg ms emploed in the Test Bed Pfgme in order to

clarify the test bed deve2liments. This section then discusses the typical

software program -ftch enabled the development of a succescfl AIDAPS con-

cept.

5.3.1 AJDAPS -Airborne Software Discussion

The general requiremnts -or tbe airborne progrm were discuwsed in

parar,-aph 5.2. 7be folloing steps were included in the aiewrne progrq

anrd are 'typical of th•se logic groups vhbch would be required in a deployed

~ zi tuation.

1. initialization Tert (owe per application of power)

2. Parameter Invt Sequencing (once, parameter each 10 m see)

3. Parameter Outprt Sequencing (one frame/2 see)

4. ecbhanical Uinit anti Logic Testing (as required up to once every 10 =sec

outputted at end of flight)

5,. Gas Path Data Corlection (once per frame)

6. Gas Path Analysis (once per fligh t)

7. Maintenance Action Display (once at end of flight)

A flow diagram of a typical AIDAPS airborne program is presented in

Figure 5-24 to clarify this discussion.
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",.-3.1.1 Initialization

The first Ug'xations of memory are reserved for troubleshooting. These

locations are e r:sed'. only during a power interrupt or as the result of a

progran logic evror. The latter feature is useful in checking new programs

but is not encountere during normal flights. The logic then functions when

power is turned on to pp•2y proper tension to the magnetic tape, initialize

counters and subroutie%,.. entries, and clear the FDEP. The logic then synchro-

nizes on the 10 millisetond pulse (ref. paragraph 5.2.1) and decides what

type of action -s requiv'd. Possible actions at this stage include recording

Ii one byte if the frame is not complete, initialization for the next frame of

either inputs or analysis if the flight is finished, or program termination

at the end of the flight ani data analysis. Definition of a completed flight

is accomplished via a pushb:itton on the FDEP which changes the data collection

routines to data analysis ru,,tine.

l ',.3.l.2 Parameter Input and Data PrcAess Seguence

The proper input subroutine for each parameter is selected, the data is

brought into the MEU and stored, and the digitization process for the next

parameter is initiated. The logic flow then divides into two branches. Gas

path analysis is done only during those times that recording is not required,

otherwise two more bytes of data are recorded. Finally, the mechanical limit

and logic tests are run on vach parameter as received. The MAAP display is

energized at the end of flight test as indicated by the status of the DEP

switch based on number of logic faults. The program then cycles back to the

ten millisecond pulse logic and repeats this cycle.
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5.3. ] .. Continued

The mechanical limit and logic tests are basically small, table driven

routines. This means that a few general logic routines are used for all

variables. The number of the parameters to be tested, the type of tests,

the limits, the lamp number for the MAAP, and any special features are

condensed into small tables. These values are extracted and expanded at

the proper time to control the logic routines. This approach was utilized

in order to minimize the memory requirements. A more complete discussion

of the actual y--chanical logic is not required for a basic understanding of

the airborne program. The complete logic is documented in Section 6.1.

5•.3.1.3 Data Entry Panel Input Routine

An interesting input subroutine was devised for the FDEP. Data may be

displayed by activating a DISPLAY button and entering a parameter number from

1 to 200. Panel data may be stored for recording by activating an ENTER

button or recording may be initiated using the EVENT button. Finally, re-

cording will be initiated if a given number of limit exceedances have been

detected. The panel routine returns directly to the 10 millisecond pulse

logic because the subroutine is entered only when recording is not required.

5.3.1.4 Gas Path Calculations & Logic

Detailed gas path derivations and discussions are beyond the scope of

this section and are presented in Section 6.2. A general review includes

data analysis during the flight and logic at the end of the flight. The data

analysis includes steady state tests, tests for the proper power condition

(window) and evaluation of the parameter variation from a pre-established

baseline. The logic includes noise elimination, calculation of the implicit
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engine variables from the explicit or measured parameters, and the detailed

gas path logic. Finally, the proper MAAP messages are activated and the

program returns to the 10 millisecond pulse logic from either the collection

or analysis sections.

•.)3.2 AIDAPS Ground Data Analysis

The ground data analysis consists of two segments; on site data

review and remote analysis.

5.3.2.1 On-Site Data Review

The on-site data review is accomplished in the Mobile Office and

utilizes the DDP 116 digital computer. Data is read from the 7 track

tape one frame at a time atd stored in the computer. The parameter values

may then be printed in engineering units on the ASR-33 teletypewriter. A

typical frame is shown in Figure 5-25. A brief parameter functional check

may then be conducted to isolate and correct for any sensor malfunctions in

a timely manner. The 7 track tape is then sent to the main Hamilton Standard

plant for a more critical analysis.

5.3.2.2 Remote Data Analysis

The remote data analysis is accomplished via an IBM 370 Model 155 Digital

Computer. A general flow diagram of this process is shown in Figure 5-26 The

7 track tape is first edited to eliminate noise and supurious data and two 9

track IBM compatible, image tapes are generated. These tapes contain ,he

good airborne data with the digitized data converted back to volts. The

second or safety tape is obtained in order to maintain data security. The

airborne sensors and electronics have been periodically calibrated and this
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ld:at i- supplied to the computer via punched card input. The main functions

or the computer program are suvarized in the central block of Figure 5-26

aand will be discussed in more detail in subsequent paragraphs. The output

of the program is the printed data. gas path analysis plots, and data cards

for the TREND program.

P.3.2.3 General IBM 370 Program Discussion

The principal function of the computer program is to reduce the data

from the flight into an effective summary. Several major steps are outlined

in Figure 5-26 and discussed in the remaining paragraphs of this section.

The first step is to convert the tape data from airborne computer volts

back to the proper engineering units. The individual framie data may te

printed as specified by the programmer and sample frames are shown in

Figures 5-27 through 5-29. Each page represents one 2-second burst of data

and includes the frame number, time from the start of flight, and other

documentary information. The gas path parameters are printed on the left

side of the page and depict the four values in a frame under the parameter

title. The twelve values of the exhaust gas temperature ring are printed

in a column and generally separate the internal engine parameters from the

external parameters (ambient temperature and pressures) and mechanical para-

meters. The mechanical parameters include the titles and readings (1, 2, or

4 values) immediately to the right of the title.

The center of the frame page is devoted to switch closure information.

Each switch is interrogated twice in a 2 second frbme (slot 1 and slot 2) and

may be either a 1 or a 0 to designate an open or closed position. The third
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,ou-mi ,i'ter the switch idertifier is the alfunction code which is also

either a 1 or 0. A malfunction would be detected in the switch parameter

if the slot values agree with the malfunction code. Normal operation is

obtained when the slot readings are the complement of the malfunction code.

The final portion of the engineering unit page is a listing of average

frame data and the gas path data as corrected for ambient pressure and temp-

erature variations.

The second step in the computer program is the mechanical logic tests

as discussed in Section 5.3.4. The results of these tests are summarized

and printed at the end of the tape analysis as a diagnostic message. The

average values of pertinent parameters are also stored for printing as TREND

data.

Gas Path Analysis is the remaining portion of the computer program and

consists of those steps discussed in Section 5.3.5 including steady state

tests, baseline comparisons, implicit variable evaluation, and diagnostic

logic. The outputs of this step are the diagnostic message summaries, tabular

gas path data for detailed r:eview, and plots of the critical engine parameters.

These plots are especially useful in appreciating the data because the results

of an entire flight can be quickly observed. One example of this usefulness

is discussed in paragraph 5.2.4.2 with regards to the engine steady state

test definition. The parameter plots revealed a large and unacceptable vari-

ation which was subsequently traced to an insufficient stability test.

,.3.?.4 Engineering Review

The final step in the ground processing is the engineering review and

analysis of the flight data. The complete data printout must first be reviewed
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for rational operation of all sensors. Current data and diagnostic informe-

tion is then analyzed to confirm that the analytical technique is correct.

Program revisions have been made as required to improve the analysis. These

changes were incorporated into the flight software where required. Finally,

the information is sunmarized and filed for future reference.

3.3 Detailed Program Discussions

The AIDAPS Test Bed Program encomparsed several disciplines which can

be discussed individually. These areas include

1. Mechanical diagnostics (Section 5.3.3)

2. Gas Path diagnostics (Section 5.3.4)

3. Prognostics or Trends (Section 5.3.5)

The individual logic routines are discussed in the appropriate sections

as indicated above.

5.3.3.1 Mechanical Diagnositcs

The basic mechanical diagnostics approach which was derived from several

sources includes establishing reasonable limits for the important parameters,

limit exceedance tests on these parameters, and then confirming the resuits of

the limit test by the investigation of related parameters. Thus redundant

checks will establish whetber a simple inspection or a full replacement is

required.

The mechanical logic definition had two other goals. First, the logic

must be adaptable to the flight mode. Complicated cross checks, logic tests,

and limit interdependencies for each parameter would rapidly use up the

available computer memory and would result in an impractical system. Second,
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the Mmount of installation and associated hrdware iplications mst be

within the scope of the basic ADAPS prograt. These Son" were then

euuployed in reducing the muber of potential cardidate p to a

reasonable definition of the critical coo4ments.

I The assistance of the Bell Helicopter and Avco Lycomng were actively

sought in fulfi].Iing the above stated goals. The govermnent fzrnisbed date

which included the Bell reports * and other amils which -re helpful in

defining the initial parameter limits and dependencies. The diagmo6tic

logic tree, which is discussed in detail in Section 5.3.3.2, was then estab-

lished. A review of this logic by Bell representatives was val--able in

refining the diagnostics for the airframe area of concern. The Lycoming

i data package assisted in defining the engine mechanical relationships.

Some aspects of both the Lycoming and Bell diagnostics had to be deleted

to arrive at a practical system for the AIDAPS goals. The compressor

operation was deleted as being redundant with Gas Path Analysis. Similarily,

hot starts and low cycle fatigue are very long term effects which would not

be encountered in the relatively short AIDAPS program .-xposure. Thus, both

data packages were edited in order to obtain a reasonable demonstration
approach to airborne diagnostics.

The finalized limit values are presented for each parameter in Table 5.1.

Certain limit revisions were required as additional information on the heli-

copter operation became availatle. Examples of the limit changes include the

AC Essential Bus Voltage and the Hydraulic Pump Temperature Rise and Bypass

Flow. The initial volta-ge band was increased from 5 to 10 volts to agree i.ith

*Bell Helicopter Technical Reports No. 299-099-520, dated 1/30/70
and No. 299-099-521, dated 2/12/70.
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to reflect V i = CoPer*aiM as t vith ttbe oi•c tdia o a -tcs

p=. The lower limits we detailed to be sre be' far- a =n

in a te ost und cs ofcre rot ri aud he result s ar disued in c I == ecio

Teceant flicats d ianicatel the ich to re-eue ire the l nore limit

of the DC Essential Brs. ae iitiocalT aircraft mowi-- flow ham s reslted

in teis voltan e being -L to volt belpes the lon r F 1ig -t with satisfactory
operation.. ?his z!AIcates thet the ic~mer limit codIld be reduzed frm 2,5

to 25 vrolts.-

In sldary, a reasonable effort was expended in devising, checking,

revising and irp:1emntirig a workable approach to i~hacldiagnostics.

he b-esult of tis effort is tine detailed logic tree as presented in

Section 5.3.3.2. This diagnostic logic was incorporated into both the air-

borne and ground software programs and the results are discussed in Sections

6.0 and 7.0.

'..3. 3.? Detailed Mechanical DiagnosticsI The mechanical diagnostic logic which are used in the airborne and

ground based programs are identical. The actual logical flow diagrams and

maintenance acticn nessages are presented in Figures 5-30 through 5-39 and

a detailed discussion will be presented as the final portion of this section.

A brief overview of the Hamilton Standard approach is now presented to improve

the understanding of later discussions.
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The logic for message IS c-n be writhte) as:

Engine 011 '-To0;eratr greater them 2502F

eitber bearinog tempraturre rise greater then 22DOP

botn bearing temprature rises greater than 2200-F.

Review of the engine diagnostics shmis that most messages require a

double exceedence to activate o7 flag a message. A similar technimue applies

to the gear box logic for mezeges 1418 tinrough )MJ in that a single exceedence

require an inspection while two exceedances require a reiwval.

The logic for the hydraulic system (M42 through W.5), the fuel system

(M26 through M28), and the electricae system (Y29 through M32) is direct and

self evident. The transmission logic generates messages M33 through M4i.
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Engine Courny-. ?be aplicab-If~ty of thids bardwere ccewmt was emsidered
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in tnbe initial data re-wiewos bat weas suy djeletda ta-

i n the scope of the 1rest. Bed ?rogran. Tbe reasons for this deletion aire
presented in the follobwioz~ paragraphs.

Ih-e basic hardw.are com~ponent developed by the Avco Lycomicg Cc qany

consists primarily of analog function generation and integration circuits

which in turn activate three mechanical counters. Thbe functions imnierented

in this component are within the capabilities of the airborne ISU and the

basic Lycomning unit was thus not required. Horweve~r, the mechanical counters

were purchased in anticipation of a software Jnplementation of the hot end

functions an~d diagnostics.
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:1325 or- SiSnlfICt1-t emgiim ceterio-ration, mitber of obich wre enzc~ntered.

For Imstan~e, steadY state ceieration at 90% Nk and ne0 ~ rcessitate

ouerld)8 hoars of operation to accuiseate toe tctlhu exposure of 200,000 units.

Ibus creep did not appear to be a udjor candidate for the Test Bed Program.

3~intenence as a function of ow cycle fatigue is requested when its

accumulated index exceeds 45,000. The index is a function of tbe changes of

Iand WGT and a large number of Iot starts would have been required to

reach the exposure index threshold. The index for a speed change of 1000%

and an EGT change of 17000H is only U units and 4000 starts of that severity

would have been required to exercise the logic. Thus low cycle fatigue -was

not a prime diagnostic candidate for the Test Bed Program.
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The Gas Path Analysis then used PS3C as the independent variable to

define the-- baseline values of TT 3C, WFcx SHPCI-11, and T wso that the

percent variations of each measured parae~ter ratio could be evaluated. These

known or explicit par-azeters vere then ccmbined to calculate the status of the
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A f1cwu disgreo. of the actu3al e gas prth analysis is presented in Figure

5v0 and t:, diaglustic messages are tabulated in Table 5.2.. Te data is first

coerted to erogineerirg units and theen the 6 explicit engine parameter

ratios ere ewaluated. Yhe engine steady state tests as discussecX in paragraph

5.ere are then conducted. Tte frome of date is ignored if the engine is

not. in steady state or in an acceptable porwr wisdow (refer to par&grapn

5.2-4.3 --or -indo.' definition). If steady state testas are satisfied, values

for T T3c' 11ec WrC, ME and T~jqc are calculated as a function of ?S3C and 'the

indvidual variation of- the actual date from the respective predefined baseline

values is evalus~oi. These 5 variations, ATT3, A "41c, A UF, A SH-Pc, and

AT-jL (obtained -~irectly from measured signals) and thus explicit deltas

are then in~vestigated to se-ý if they have exceeded reasonable tolerances. If

any sensors are suspect, tiis step completes a date collection segment of the

program and data analysis may commence.
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_ 5-3.-.3 Deta Aralysis

Tbe data analysis consists of evaluating the hea&th of the engine and

idntifying the required maintenance action. Th variations of the 5

explicit variations are syzptow of the engine health. These five exqacit

deltas are then cobined to identify the variations in six implcit engine

peraaeters:

a We - = ccmresscr aaflov;

Alc coepressor efficiency;

A -5 = gas producer turbine area;

A17T = gas producer turbine efficiency;

AAn = power turbine area; and

ATT5. gas producer turbine inlet temperature.

The required maintenance action is theL dependent upon these 6 implicit

-ariations. The first series of diagnostic tests are directed at the gas

producer turbine: Variations in nozzle aree and turbine efficiency may result

in either inspection or replacement of the turbine rotor or nozzles. It is

also possible to distinguish between closed or coked or eroded nozzles.

The next test is brief and identifies power turbine problems. A more

complete analysis and diagnosis would be obtained if the pressure and temp-

erature between the two turbines could measured.

The next major series of tests involves compressor airflow and efficiency.

A deterioration of either parameter will result in a warning or caution

message. Sufficient degradation of bo'h parameters yields the conclusion that

the compressor rigging needs adjusting or that the compressor should be re-

placed.
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5.3.4.3 Continued

The final series of tests contain two branches which are dependent on

the results of the preceding analysis. Fuel flow is examined if no fault

has been detected and turbine inlet temperature ( A TT5) is examined if a

fault has been detected. A fuel flow deviation, with no other diagnostic,

would reflect -ther a sensor malfunction or a deviation in the assoc.•ýted

burner hardware. The opera ion of the fuel flow sensor is investigated

during the preliminary analysis steps as previously discussed. The fuel

flow deviation is then indicative of the health of the burner nozzles,

liner, and diffuser. The turbine inlet temperature change is examined to

define the need for an overtemperature inspection. The need for this in-

spection is based on an extrapolation of the data obtained during normal

engine operation at moderate powers. If the turbine temperature is high

at moderate powers it will probably also be high and exceed its fixed limits

if the engine controls requested a transient high power condition. This

high temperature diagnostic is thus inferred from normal flight conditions.

1).3.4.4 Diagnostic Limits

The diagnostic limits which are shown in Figure 5-40 as LI through L8

are quite flexible and may be adjusted as desired in a production system.

Fixed limits of 25% for Ll, 2.5% for L2 through L6, and 5% for L7 and L8

were used in the Test Bed Program because of the conservative approach used

in selecting degraded components. These limits would be much larger in a

production system and may even vary with the particular engine. For instance,

two new engines may exhibit an airfloii difference of 10% as discussed in
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paragraph 5.2.4.4. The diagnostic limit for the better engine would then be

V IlY higher than that imposed on the poorer engine. The Gas Path Analysis

thus has sufficient resolution to isolate the multiple degradations commonly

produced by normal wear and still incorporate normal engine to engine

tolerances.

v. 3.4.5 Ground Processing Diagnostic Investigations

The IBM 370 computer was used as a development tool in the Test Bed

Program to examine alternate applications of the diagnostic technique. This

flexibility was provided to improve the confidence in the final application

as to the proper method of diagnosing engine health condition. Several

alternate approaches were investigated as outlined below with the indicated

results.

The individual frame data was examined to deetitne if a,- arithmetic

average for each signal was correct (y if a statistical "wild point" technique

was required to improve the data credM fility. This comparision exhibi; "

little difference between the two sets of data and demonstrated that the

simpler arithmetic average could be employed.

A diagnostic analysis based ou an average of all valid frames in a given

flight was compared to the Eame analysis of individual frames. This comparison

confirmed that the analysis based on the average of all valid flight frames

would yield proper results and tended to minimize the effect of odd frames.

These odd frames were produced by the normally noisy environment and because

an absolute steady state test cannot really be defined as outlined below.

Analysis of individual frames could thus result in improper diagnostics.
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The engine steady state tests as described in paragraph 5.2.4.2.were

refined on the IBM 370 computer. Perfect steady state tests, or a test for

absolute stability, would require that a condition be unchanged for lofg

periods of time which is an impractical requirement. The combination of

reasonable steady state tests and averaging an entire flight then tends to

Sminimize the effect of individual frames of data which are collected during

the approach to steady state.

A diagnostic analysis based on an average of all valid flight frames

was compared with the analysis based on the average data in each power

window. This comparison confirmed that multiple power windows are required

to define the baseline characteristics and that an average set of variations

for the entire flight would yield acceptable diagnostic results.

A comparison of the analytical results using baselines as a function of

compressor pressure (PS3/! ,) and Compressor speed (N/j 1,, ) indicated that

the use of pressure yielded somewhat better results. The use of speed as the

independent variable tended to amplify any inherent noise in the system through

the action of the steeper baseline characteristics.

Thus the IBM 370 computer served as an effective development tool in

refining the Gas Path Analysis technique. A commercial computer such as the

IBM 370 is not a requirement for a production AIDAPS system because the

diagnostics can be accomplished in the helicopter. However, such a computer

may be desirable at the depot level if elaborate history files are to be

maintainel on an entire fleet of aircraft. /
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AIDAPS Trend Program Discussion

One objective of the AIDAPS Test Bed Program was to examine the helicopter

engine operation for long term trends and to investigate the effectiveness

of this tool in extending the time between engine overhaul (TBO). The two

TJHI-H helicopters which were used for the Test Bed Program had tail numbers

610u1 and 17223. Helicopter 17223 was devoted to collecting data for the

trend analysis and helicopter component changes were not introduced into

this aircraft. The planned part changes of AC 61011 prevented data accum-

ulation for any significant operating time with a fixed hardware configuration.

Thus the flight data obtained from AC 17223 has been utilized exclusively for

the trend analysis.

5.3.5.1 Trend Data Collection

The initial flight objectives were established in an attempt to collect

data for every hour of flight. The accumulation of time on the aircraft was

found to be very slow under this procedure and revisions were initiated in

order to more rapidly accumulate aircraft time. These revisions included

longer cross country flights and even some overnight flights. Data collection

flights were then initiated every 10 to 20 hours of aircraft time. However,

the total data exposure for this one aircraft was onJy 245 hours which is

approximately 25% of the current TBO for the UH-1.

5.3.5.2 Trend Parameters

The parameters to be included in the trend data were limited to those

parameters most indicative of the helicopter capability. These parameters

and their respective trend limits are presented in Table 5.3. The gas path
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5.3.5.2 Continued,

parameter limits were derived by Hamilton' Standard and Zreflect the ipresent

estimate of deterioration at which an overhaul should be initiated. It must*

be noted that a firm' basis for these limits has not been established and that

more long term data is required before a production-type limit can be defined.

The mechanical trend limits were extracted from the Army furnished 73ell

Helicopter reports which are referenced in paragraph 5.3.4.

5.3.5.8 Trend Analysis

The trend analysis program utilized the iata obtained from.the IBM 370

programs in order to provide the capability of developing alternate analytical

approaches. The current trend program consists cof tu"o distinct portions as

discussed below:

1. Data Collection and Averaging; and

2. Data Analysis

5.3.5.3.1 Pnata Collection and Averaging

The data collection and averaging program functions to compact the valid

information fromna flight into the average value for each parameter of interest.

Valid information Tor this prc-.am includes that data which has successfuly

passed the steady state tests which were discussed in paragraph 5.2.4.2. The

result of these steady state tests is depicted in Figure 5-:41. The first

sketch (I) illustrates a possible flight and includes both the steady state

data and transient data. This transient date has been shown to produce

erroneous results, and the elimination of it produces the data get shown in

Sketch II. The previously discussed data collection then results in the
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elTective values of Sketch Ml. The initial portion of the flight is deleted

because it is outside of the desired per w1dowa. Tha-- the-- stea?.y state

tests also serve to compress the large amount of flight date into a meaningful

measure of the helicopter operation.

The data collection program was established to isolate the valid data

as a function of the four power windows discussed in Paragraph 5.2.4.3 in

order to allow an e-amination of possible trends as a function of engine

power conditions. Very little steady state data was obtained in either the

high or low power window and most of the stable conditions occurred between

500 and 1000 horsepower. Subsequent discussions with Bell Helicopter

representatives and analysis of the engine capabilities revealed that the UH-1H

helicopter engine produced more power than required for the Test Bed Program

loads. The extreme power ranges were only encountered during high velocity

climbs and moderate velocity descents, respectively, and neither of these

operating regimes are engine steady state conditions. The minimal data in

the high and low power windows was then too scattered in time and quantity

to be useful in the trend analysis.

Thus the result of the data collection program is a measure of the parameter1 values, the time of occurrence in the flight, and the number of valid data

points in each flight for each power window which was encountered.

5.3.5.3.2 Analysis Program

The primary objective of the trend analysis program is to extend the

current data and predict when an overhaul will be required on any component.

Three questions are immediately raised in the prediction process.
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3. wiML type of curve should be used to extrapolate the evailable data?

2. What is the proper point in history for the data?

3. Are the effects of unusal flights considered properly?

These questions are considered in the following paragraphs.

The best curve to be utilized in the prognosis should be obtained by

monitoring the trend of many helicopters on a long term basis. This could

be accomplished by establishing a data base during a pre-production program.

However, this data was not available and alternate approaches were investigated.

The current technique permits a first order approximation to most curves

without an elaborate curve fitting algorithm. A series of straight lines are

used to fit the data as shown by the examples in Figure 5-42. This figure

assumes typical trend curves and shows how three straight lines may be used

to approximate the data. The technique thus utilized the most recent data to

predict short term trends (time span 1), the next eldest data to predict

moderate trends (time span 2) and the oldest data to predict long term

trends (time span 3). The time spans selected for the Test Bed Program were

'D and 100 hours for time spans land 2 respectively. Any data over 100 hours

prior to the current aircraft time was used in time span 3.

The second question in prognostics concerns the proper point in history

for the dato&. This question was of secondary importance in the moderate and

long term trends but is important in establishing the short term trends of time

span 1. The trend program utilized the aircraft age at the start of a flight

(hours since overhaul) and the time into the flight at which the data was
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eomourteed to define the actual time sime oehr'aul at which the da

obtained. Tms data which is obtaine during the first b m of one 3 h-

light and during the finel? hour of the t 3 how flight was (an d'

be) analyzed using the actual tine differential of 5 hurs rather than the

artifical time of 3 hours (the flight duration).

T&ee third question involving the treatment of unusual flights was resol-wed

by documenting the nuzber of valid frams of data in each Woer windod. A

flight with few valid frmes could then be considered as unusual if the data

disagreed with the many valid frames which occurred in the flights before ard

after the unusual flight. Documenting the number of valid frames then allowed

the effect of unusual flight on the normal trend to be minimized.

The final trend analysis program includes the previously described

steps as presented in the flow diagram of Figure 5-43. The program first

reads new data into span 1. Old data is shifted to the next span if the

time spreei in a span exceeds the desired time. The process is continued

until all available data has been assigned to the proper time span and power

window.

All data now exists as effective values for each parameter at four power

conditions and 3 time spans. A linear equation is then determined for each

parameter-power-time span set using the least squares fit approach. The data

and trend lines are then plotted in order to graphically present developing

trends. The derivation of the generic tr-end line equations is presented in

Figure 5-44.
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Fiaally, the treni 71me are eqted ta the present =n2 tIo lIdts

an a totAl ef .ct= life for each pariter is defined. Thi• ife is the

Intersection of the tren line and the parameter 2imit, of Table 5.3. T.

time wou then be useful in schedcling mienance since it is the t•i at

which a diagnostic would be enuomtered. ?be ac-tual maintenane action to

be performed wuld be obtained fron the diagno6tic logics of peragrapb

5.3.4.2 for mechanical parmeters and paragreah 5.3.5.2 for gas path

parazeters.
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This zeetion is :;rimrilycnnre with applying the data obtaine

dtzriag the flit-t phae of the Test Bed Ercgrae MTe veificatiom test

results are doment in Section 7. Results of the Gas Path, Analysis, ard

a derivation of the hasic analytical technique, are presented in Section 6.2.

Nechanical diagnostic logic results, which inclui the conributions of

Aw-co Lyconi-g Engine Ca•eny and Bell. Helicopter Camemy, are presented in

Section 6.3. Section 6.4 documents the results of the vibration analysis.

to.2 The Gas Path Analytical Techmniue

A full appreciation of the Gas Path PAalysis Technimue requires that a basic

understanding of the engine signals utilized be provided.

A schematic rendering of the AIDAPS engine is presented in Figure 6-1.

The station designations are as indicated, and the general gas flow path is

indicated by arrows. A brief discussion of the parameters which are utilized

in the Gas Path Analysis is presented in the following paragraphs.

(6.2.1.1 Engine inlet total pressure (PT) was measured at the aircraft probe. This

would be the same pressure that exists at station T and includes the effects

of airspeed and altitude. Pressure PT is a referencing parameter used to

compensate for varying air density.

(.2.1.2 Compressor inlet temperature (TTI) was measured at station 1. This temperature

is a referencing parameter used to compensate for varying air density and

to correct the internal engine temperatures for non-standard day conditions.
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6.2.1.64 txhausts eM e perattue (¶)3) ws measured at station 3. Th is

toeel i itpe o ta in dehfdining the efficiency of the

co.1ess7r and the gas producer turbine efficinalab.e aircrature tc meterts

a secondary effect on the turbine inlet tehpermure and turinr evare calcul-

ations.-

6.2.1.5 Poier furel fle (WNF) was measured at a loaw paslabre point betwen the ftel

tanks and the fuel control. Fuelr flw is a measure of the energy avahoseowe

to the power plant and exerts a strong effect on cc=prssor airflow and the

turbine areas.

6.2.1.6 Exhaust gas temperature (TT9) was measured at station 9 using the therho-

couple ting which is inherent with this engine. This tempere ture is required

to develop the thermodynamic efficiency relationships in the engine and has

a major influence on all other calculations.

6.2.1.7 Gas producer speed (Ni) was measured at the available aircraft tachometer.

This speed exerts a major influence on the comnpressor airflow evaluations.

6.2.1.8 Power turbine speed (N2) was measured at the available aircraft tachometer.

This speed is required to convert the measured torque to shaft horsepower.

6.2.1.9 Power turbine torque (0 2) was measured using the torquemeter which is in-

herent with this engine. Torque and power turbine a;peed are used to recalculate
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A primary objective of the AMU•S program is to evaluate the state of

mechanical bealth of the afrfreae pmoerplant. In a general sense, the engine

- h.y •e viewed as being ccmprised of accessory equipment, rotational mechani-

cal equipment, and energy converting gas path elevents. The accessory equip-

ment include such elements as the fuel control, fuel pump, lubrication

systen, ignition system, hydraulic power system, and engine air bleed system.

The rotational mechanical equipment includes the various gear boxes and

transmission elements and the main engine bearings. The gas path elements

include the compressor, the burner, the gas generator turbine and the free

power turbine. Program treatment of the accessory and rotational equipment

is dealt with in Section 6.3 - 6.5, and this section will confine itself to

a theoretical consideration of the gas path elements. The actual implemen-

tation of the technique is presented in Section 5.3.

The parameters available to use as a basis for judgement of gas path

relative health are various corrected temperatures, pressures, fuel flow,

engine speed and output horsepower as outlined in paragraph 6.2.3. As a

generality, differences in these parameters from their expected values can

be u:;ed to infere.itlelly determine which elements of the gas path have under-

gone distress, or departed from their initial or expected condition. The

key word here is "inferentially"; it must be stressed that any parameter in

itself is not directly indicative of faults in any particular element. For

example, at any given speed a change in compressor discharge pressure does

not necessarily mean there is a compressor fault. The change may be because

of a combined compressor and turbine fault, or due to a turbine fault alone.
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The primary independent variables of the gas path are the compressor

air pumping capacity and efficiency, the burner efficiency, the gas genera-

tor turbine inlet nozzle area, inlet temperature and efficiency, and the

power turbine inlet nozzle area and efficiency. These implicit parameters

are not directly measurable but can be derived from various measurable

explicit dependent variables.

Fundamentally, the parameters being measured are dependent variables

whose absolute values depend on the absolute levels of all the primary in-

dependent engine variables. Concomitantly, changes in the primary but

unmeasurable independent variables result in changes in the measurable

dependent variable., Therefore, any diagnostic system which hopes to isolate

ga:s path faults must be capable of interrelating changes in the dependent

measurable parameters to changes 'n the independent unmeasurable parameters.

A flow chart showing the Hamilton Standard approach to this problem,

u:sed in the AIDAPS program is shown in Figure 6-2. Looking at this chart;

since the approach is based on interrelating differential changes, the first

task is to gather base line data in the useful power range on the parameters

to be measacad. On the T53L13 engine the corrected parameters available are

N11/V-', T3/G1 , Wf/ 1&@ly, HP/ 61 V , T9/91 and P3/6 1 . As shown in Figure

6-2, the first five parameters are stored as functions of P3/6 l"

If there were no engine-to-engine variation among new production line

engines, the stored baselines for all engines could be a single set of

nominal baselines. In point of fact, new engine variability is of the same

order of magnitude as the deterioration changes being soight; and, therefore,
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Individual custom baselines of the particular engines in their "new" state

must be stored. At any point in time after the engine has been used or

abused (Installed Time > O) measurements are repeated on the dependent vari-

ables and the differences calculated between their respective baseline values

and present state values at the measured value of P3/ 61. These differences

are used in an interrelationship matrix, explained subsequently, to determine

what changes if any, and in whatever combination, have occurred in the basic

independent parameters. The ability of Gas Path Analysis to sort out multiple

faults is a key advantage over previous techniques such as a fault coefficient

matrix. If there are any changes in any of the independent variables, these

are put through a diagnostic logic routine which then ennunciates the probable

causes of the fault or faults and the action to be taken.

From the preceeding, an obvious requirement for successful diagnostics

is a means to interrelate changes in measured variables with basic engine

faults. The most widely known prior technique in the industry relies on

measuring changes in the dependent variables and comparing them with tables

c; pre-calculated expected deviations in these parameters (fault coefficients)

for various possible engine faults to dtitermine the statistically most

probable single fault. The obvious shortcomings of this technique are that

is is often statistically and thzrmodynamically possible to have multiple

faults occurring wherein the effects of one fault will mask, cancel out or

confuse the effects of the other fault on the chosen parameters, and that it

is mathematically and thermodynamically possible for a set of mul-tilpe faults

to have an undistinguishably similar effect on the chosen parameters as a

totally unrelated single fault.
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*Me importance of this problem becomes obvious when it i s realized that

multiple faults must occur in a physical system such as a turbine engine. A

properly designed system will experience a relatively uniform wear in all

components (compressor, turbines, burners, etc.). A single failure of a

cocponent; may occur due to unusual damage conditions but the general tendency

will result in continual wear of all components. Thus the diagnostic system

nust isolate the multiple faults which will commonly occur. The new concept

for Gas Path Analysis .twplied in Figure 6-2 has been previously developed

by Hamilton Standard and applied to the AIDAFS program permits the simutan-

eous evaluation of all possible primary faults within the gas path.

A fundamental premise of the H.S. concept, as stated above, is that the

neasurable engine parameiters are dependent variables, changes in which, at

any given power and flight condition, are brought abnnt by deviations in the

fundamentally independent component performance parameters. Using the

techniques found In "Gas Turbine Engine Parameter Interrelationships", a book

published by Hamilton Standard, it can be shown that a general influence

coefficient matrix may be written for the T53LI3 engine defining the set of

di:-ferent!al equations interrelating the various engine performance parameters.

Looking at the major parameters of interest, it would be of the form shown

in Table 6.1.

The means to use this general matrix to perfo-,m gas path analysis is

as follows:

1. As previously mentioned, gather and store engines steady state base-

lines, over the operating range of interest, of N1/1!Q,, T3 /@l,Wf/O61@y,
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6.2.2 Continued

HP/ 6 .4b3 and T9 /91 as functions of P3 /6 1.

2) At any point in the engine's life, operate the engine in steady state,

at any flight condition and at any arbitrary power condition within

the baseline range, and remeasure the corrected parameters of step 1.

3) At the measured value of P3/6 1 compute

.9 N1/ r1,= (Nl/lfl) measured - (N1/4b 1 ) base line

Ni/"Ql1  (N1/40 1 ) base line

and similarly for the other corrected parameters.

4) Let the measured corrected quantity differences be called

0 N1/£1T, xa; 0 T3/0l =xb; 0 Wf/6 11Y =xc
Nzi rl "T T3/01 Wf/ 6 llQy

o HP/6l r1 a I xd; Oal"/0 =xe

5) Extract from the general influence coefficient matrix its pertinent

elements.

Per %
Change In N/

T5/9 1  (=xa) F1 ?7c 7 b A5  I't I pt

T3/1= .129 .746 .202 -. 402 0 -. 202 .028 0 =xb

P3/6 1 = .397 2.299 .621 .087 0 -. 621 .087 0 --0

Wf/ 61 01Y = 1.918 1.782 .482 .365 1 .518 -. 072 0 =xc

HP/ 6 1il = 2.233 2.703 .731 1.778 0 .269 1.548 1.0 =xd

TO/, .904 -. 484 -. 131 -. 031 0 .131 -. 261 -. 153 =xe

An = -1.097 1.849 .500-1.347 0 .500 -1.450 0
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The numerical valubs shown .are for a mediujn power condition
M (78 psi, HPPT 750).' The engine nonlinearities would

introduce only minor second order differences in these coefficients

at other power conditions.

6) This patrix represents a set of six differential equations in terms

of six knowns and eight unknowns. To make this solveable, recognize

the following: I

a) Actual $ b variations rarely occur and even then tend to be

negligible. hwrner problems are more likely to manifest

themselves as variations in the downstream temperature pro-

file and can be'detected by the profile shown lýy the EGT rakes.

b) Power turbine nozzle (An) warping or burning and ,9 pt varia-

tions will accompany each other. As a good first approximation

let • pt change = -An change. Although this correspondence

will not always be exact, at least the faults, will be isolated

to the proper component. More precise evaluation of the exact

changes would demand measurement of at least 'one more parameter;

for instance, P7/ & 1, the inter-turbine pressure.
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7) The rearranged matrix in its specifically used simplified form there-

fore is:

. % Change In T5A 7t )7PtS- .t- • 110 5 77t •p

01

.129 .202 -. 402 -. 202 .028 0 = xb - .746 x a

.391 .621 .087 -. 621 .087 0 = -2.299 x a

1.918 .482 .365 .518 -. 072 0 = xc - 1.782 x a

2.233 .731 1.778 .269 1.548 1.00 = xd - 2.703 x a

.904 -. 131 -. 031 .131 -. 261 -. 153 = xe + .484 x a

-1.097 .500 -1.347 .500 -1.450 0 = -7 pt - 1.849 x z

This now represents a solveable set of equations.

8) By matrix inversion, this matrix may be inverted to form the following

simple set of equations, which are solveable by the basic operations of

multiplication and addition:

,Change In xa xb xc xd xe

T5/Ql = 0 .455 -. 151 .151 .985 = ya

JFi1 -3.700 -. 007 1.340 -. 340 -2.225 = yb

07 c 0 -2.325 0 0 0 = yc

A5 = 0 .230 1.266 -. 219 -1.740 = yd

) it 0 1.936 .162 .175 -i.o61 = ye

)7pt = 0 .063 -1.234 .699 1.529 = Yf

An = 0 -. 063 1.234 ... 699 -1.529 = Yg = -Yf

The change in any unknown is simply the arithmetic sum of the multiples

of its "b" coefficients times the measured knowns.
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Q) 'Thus, by measuring the changes in five corrected parameters at any

arbitrary compressor discharge pressure, an evaluation has been made

of the precise changes in all of the thermodynamiLc parameters of
I interest, and the physical parameters which cu.:ributed to these changes.

Note that there is no need to measure actual air flow or high turbine

inlet temperature - parameters which are traditionally very difficult

to measure - yet the precise changes in these parameters from their

baseline values have been evaluated. Although the change in turbine

* inlet temperature may be evaluated when operating below maximum engine

conditions, this change will be a direct measure, ignoring very minor

secondary effects, of how far over turbine inlet temperature the engine

would be at high power lever settings where the fuel control would call

for the engine to inferentially operate at the maximum turbine inlet

temperature for a new fault-free engine.

Since the column headings of the original influence coefficient

maxtrix (Table 6.1) are now completely defined, it follows that the

change in any other internal gas path parameter may be evaluated, if

this should prove of interest for any purpose.

Precise values of the matrix coefficients vary somewhat with engine

operating condition. Therefore multiple sets are stored covering

contiguous operating ranges or "windows", and the proper one chosen

during operation to correspond with the P316 1 of the operating point.
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10) To summarize:

a. At any arbitrary engine operating point, as defined by the measured

compressor discharge pressure P3/3 1, changes have been measured in

Nl/,fQ1 = xa T3/( 1 = xb Wf/6 lQly = xc HP/6 1 rl = xd

STg/Q = xe

b. At the operating point the changes have been evaluated in

ST5/9I = ya rI yb 17c = yc A5 = yd

7 •t = re 17pt =yf An = yg

and, if desired, any other thermodynamic parameter.

As mentioned previously, the baselines axe plotted as functions of P316 1

and the changes in the other parameters are all computed as the percentage

difference between the. actual measured value and the baseline value, taken

at the constant measured value of P3 /6 The nature of thermodynamic

corrected parameters is such that the baselines legitimately may be plotted

as a function of any of the corrected parameters, and the measured changes

calculated at the constant value of the chosen abscissa. An eppreciation:

of the choice of P316 1 may be had by examination of the "Fault Coefficient",

Table 6.2. By definition the fault coefficients are the magnitude of the

changes that will take place in the measured par'ameters, at a constant value

of another specified measured parameter, in response to a 1% change in the

independent six parameters, taken one at a time. For example, in response to

a single fault of a 1% fall off in compressor efficiency, T3/91 will increase

0.59%, P3 /6 1 will increase 0.42%, fuel flow will increase 1.92%, etc., com-
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pared to their baseline values at constant Nj/4b1 . Also at constant N.1] bl,

in response to a single fault of a 1% fall off in gas generator turbine
efficiency, T3/@1 will increase 0.15%, P3/6 1 will increase 0.46%, fuel flow

will increase 2.55%, etc.

The fault coefficients are shown for baselines plotted as functions

either of Y1/ jr/l, P3 / 1 , Wf/ 6 lly or HP/61 4i 1 . At first glance the

tables appear to be a collection of random numbers of arbitrary sign. How-

ever, upon closer study several unique observations may be made about the

constant P3 /6 I table:

1. If only N1J Fl increases and all others remain constant, then com-

pressor pumping capacity has decreased.

2. If there is any change in T3 /9 1 , there is at least a compressor

efficiency problem, even in a multiple fault situation.

3. If only fuel flow increases and all others remain constant, then burner

efficiency has decreased.

4. If fuel flow, horsepower and T9 /9 1 all go down, there is a power

turbine problem.

5. If there is a large relative increase in horsepower and fuel flow

of about equal magnitude in each, there is a gas generator turbine

problem.

6. If there is no change in T3/91 but changes in the others, then there

is a hot end problem.

7. If the only changes are a decrease in horsepower and an increase in

T9/9 1 , then power turbine efficiency has decreased.
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In the event of a single engine fault these uniquenesses can be used to

fortify the diangostic answers provided by the Gas Path Analysis, which of

course can handle either single or multiple faults.

Beyond this uniquenesL another advantage of using P3 /1 1 as the plotting

abscissa is the relative gains of the various resulting parameter --.ves.

For example, when plotting parameters as a function of N1/fll, the -esulting

curves are all relatively steep; therefore any small error in reading

N1/ l%1b will be magnified several times in the calculated error or change

in the parameter. These same parameters plotted as functions of P3/1 1

exhibit considerably reduced slopes (reduced by the magnitude of the slope

of the P316 .vs. N1/1,ol curve); therefore calculation errors are considerably

smaller than the corresponding errors using Nl fb. In view of the above

reasons, it was felt advantageous to use P316 as the plotting abscissa.

Thus proper application of the Gas Path Analytical technique will permit

isolation of the condition of the engine to a degree which was heretofore

riot Previously available. This technique can also satisfactorily accommodate

a wide range of "new" engine variations. For instance, consider that the

airflow range for any engine may vary from 90 to 110% of a many-engine average.

The diagnostic limit could then be established at -20% for the poorer engine

and -40% for the best engine with the result that maintenance would be required

when airflow deteriorates Uo 70% of the nominal average. The full life of

very good engines is thus obtained without producing a dangerous situation

in "poor" engines.
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6.2. 3i G ats Pth Diagnostic Results

tJ•'.3.$. Tect Cell Analysis

The data obtained during the Phase B test cell runs yielded encouraging

results. Certain component signatures could be identified and the effort

was useful in readying the hardware for flight tests and in refining the

software application of the analytical techniques. However, these refine-

ments have resulted in obsolescent data and the remaining discussions will

concentrate on the subject of primary concern; i.e., the flight data and

analytical results.

0.2•3.2 Phase D Flight Test Analysis

1). 3.2.1 Signature Identification

This section will discuss those tests in which known degraded parts

were implanted in four engines for signature identification purposes. A

discussion of the verification tests including results is presented in

Section 7. The degraded part tests included J.0 total engine gas path tests

on the above 4 engines. Five transmissions had discrepant parts installed.

Additionally one maladjusted fuel control was tested. The 5 transmission

tests utilized a nominal engine and the engine was not subjected to a detailed

analysis. This same engine LE16522, was utilized in the fuel control tests.

The implanted fuel control malfunction attempted to alter steady state

and transient performance. This was done by adjusting the fuel control

pressure regulator and speed droop cam. The steady state errors did not

significantly effect the engine operation because of the inherent closed loop

control reset performance. Thus, the fuel control pressure regulator adjust-

ment had little effect on speed in steady state because the fuel control
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ope.rates on a closed loop governing droop line. The power turbine speed

droop cam change is also corrected by the control operation. The attempt

to diagnose any transient fuel control malfunction was not included in

the Test Bed Program. A significant increase in the digital processor

memory requirements would have resulted if the fuel control schedules

were duplicated in the AIDAPS digital processor.

The remaining 10 engine tests included one set in which the digital

processor was not functioning properly, and one set with inadequate hardware

and software definitions. Thus a total of eight tests were available for a

detailed gas path analysis. These tests included both degraded gas path

components such as nozzles arA a turbine and non-gas path components such as

bearings. The intent here is to demonstrate that discrimination can be

obtained between the two types of mnalfunctions.

.2. 3.2.,2 Baseline Analytical Approaches

The three analytic approaches which were used in the detailed analysis

involved modifications of the baselina definition and the data set to be

employed. The flight test data was analyzed using baseline data as a function

of corrected gas producer speed (NI// 1 I) and corrected compressor pressure

(PS3/6 1). The test cell data taken prior to installation in the aircraft

was also used to clarify the flight test results. A certain amount of

random scatter was noted in the flight test data. This scatter was produced

by both normal noise and by a non-ideal steady state test. In either case,

a deadband was investigated as a means of minimizing the effect of this

scatter. The deadband was employed such that only perturbations in excess

of the band were used to define the malfunction. The results of the diagnostic
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investigations are summarized in Figure 6-3. This table lists the inserted

vo-•ponent (and ergine number) and the results of each analysis. Each block

lists the detected malfunction in order of severity.

6.2.3.2.3 Good and Bad Parts Discrimination

One test of the diagnostic system involves the ability to distinguish

between good and bad parts. This test was successful in that the imbedded

bad bearings were not detected as gas path malfunctions. (Bearing diagnostics

are discussed in Section 6.4 on Vibration Analysis.) Two of the four turbine

problems were also properly diagnosed as defective turbines. The other two

turbine malfunctions were not detected by either the flight test data or by

using the test cell data. This leads to the conclusion that the degree of

degradation was not sufficient to register as a firm malfunction. Finally,

the compressor flight test did not register as a degraded compressor. How-

ever, this test was conducted during an early period of hardware and software

adjustments and may well have been detected if it had been repeated after

complete system development.

(P.2.3.2.4 Test Cell and Flight Data Comparison

A comparison of the flight data analysis and test cell data analyrsis

is useful in appreciating the diagnostic results. This comparison indicates (Fig.6EF

that the conclusion are essentially the same, with the above noted compressor

test exception, and that multiple deviations utre detected in several instances

when only single malfunctions were expected. Tne validity of the airborne

diagnostics and data is thus confirmed by the test cell data. A detailed
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tabulation of the actual parameter variations is presented in Figures 6-4

through 6-7 on a per engine basis. The five measured or explicit parameters

are listed for a speed or pressure baseline along with the resulting calcu-

j lated or implicit variables. One fact that is apparent from a study of these

tabulations involves the degree of severity of the degraded parts. Very few
i

deviations exceeded a +5 percent band and most were within +2 percent of the

baseline for that engine. The "no problem" band for the implicit variables

was +2.5 percent which is a very tight band. This indicates that a conser-

vative approach was followed in the s*,lection of degraded parts, and that

acceptable performance could be expected from the system as further deterior-

ation occurs.

The actual differences between the test cell and flight data variations

are attributed to several causes. First, completely different instrumentation

and data collection techniques were utilized. Second, the baseline and bad

part runs in the test cells were not generally taken in the same cel?. which

introduces an unknown instrumentation error. This area of concern was

minimized in the helicopter installation by using a consistent sensor set P.s

much as possible. Finally, very few steady state points were available in

the test cell data. The AIDAPS MEU averaged data throughout a long flight in

order to perform its analysis.

(.2.3.3 Gas Path Trend Data Analysis

(,.2.3.3.1 General Background Information

The change in trend data collection flights, as outlined in paragraph

5.3.5.2, resulted in data sets obtained at intervals of 10 to 20 aircraft
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hours. Short term trends are not presented for this reason. Moderate term

trends (in the 100 hour time span) yielded little information and the major

results to be discussed include all data in the long term trend.

The actual trend results are presented in Figures 6-8 through 6-17.

Figure 6-8 illustrates the number of data frames which were used from each

flig~ht. This information served in conjunction with the parameter value and

time to define the trend lines.

(,.2.i.3.2 Measured Parameter Trends

The five measured parameter trend plots are presented in Figures 6-9

through 6-13. The plots for fuel flow (Figure 6-9), horsepower (Figure 6-10),

and exhaust gas temperature (Figure 6-11) illustrate reasonable results. The

fuel flow which is required to obtain a given pressure condition should in-

crease as engine wear occurs and the power which is produced would also be

reduced. The rising exhaust gas temperature is indicative of poorer

efficiency and is consistent with the horsepower and fuel fluw trends.

The data on compressor discharge temperature and gas producer speed

(Figure ',--12 and 6-13, respectively) illustrate barely discernible trends.

Thc most probable conclusion is that no trend has developed in these two

parameters at this time.

The estimated life of these five parameters has not been evaluated.

The five measured parameters are symptoms of an event and it is more correct

to analyze the event rather than the s~mptam.
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(1.P.3.3.3 Calculated Parameter Trends

The turbine inlet temperature (Figure 6-14) illustrates a trend which

is similar to the exhaust gas temperature, i.e., that increasing temperatures

are occurring. However, the shallower inlet temperature slope indicates

that the hot exhaust gas temperatures and less efficient turbines. The

S~trend limit for TT5 is approximately +5%. The trend line would then intersect

this limit at 4240 hours. The conclusion from this long estimated life is

that only an initial deterioration has been encountered.

The gas producer turbine is characterized by the nozzle area and

efficiency plots of Figures 6-15 and 6-16, respectively. The nozzle area

is increasing which indicates that nozzle erosion is occurring and the turbine

is becoming less efficient. Preliminary trend limits of +20% for turbine

area and -15% for turbine efficiency result -'.n a life estimate for the gas

producer turbine of 2900 hours (2880 hours for nozzle area and 2920 hours

for turbine efficiency). This conclusion also indicates that only an

initial wear pattern has been established.

The power turbine area trend (Figure 6-17) exhibits a somewhat steeper

slope than the other turbine parameters and thus results in a shorter estim-

ated life. The aircraft time to reach a 20% deterioration at the indicated

slope is 1670 hours. The explanation of this shorter estimated life involves

the number of parameters which could be measured as discussed in Section 6.2.2.

The proper analysis of the power turbine would require instrumenting the

pressure between the turbines which was not practical for the AIDAPS Test

Bed Program. The parameter plotted in Figure 6-17 thus represents both the
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6.:'.3.3.4 (Continued)

The limits for the &as med-twer turbine area (A A5 ) and efficiency

(A •J T) of 20% and l%,respectively., were tentatively assigned utilizing

engineering Ju4geaent and the limited information obhtained during the

test progran. 7he nozzle aree variation (A An limit of 35%) -was set

larger becuse an additional measurement is required to differentiate

between the Poer turbine area and efficiency (Reference Paragraph 6.2.2).

The final linits in a production systea will include a more extensive

data base and approval of the eagine manufacturer.

W-e imtent of the above table is to illustrate the qmlity of the

data by estimti•g the average lfe as outlined in Figure 5-44 and thea

displacing the average trend lin to intersect the highest data point

fcr mininm life and the lowest data point for maxin l-fe. The

estimate- ocfapWent life in hours then varies fc + 9, for A T5 t + 4•%

for A An a- indicaEtes ht the data disper-iun is a'etable.
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,(. i Analysis of iechapical Diagnostics

The derivation of the actual mechanical logic and information 'vnich was

used in defining the diagnostic limits is presented in Section 5.3. In

general, the degraded parts, exclusive of any gas path or vibrational

characteristics, did .ro produce a decisive diagnostic message. The lack of

a diagnostic output is attributable to several possible reasons:

1. Sensor malfunction;

2. Incorrect limits;

3. -Parts which were still serviceable; or

4. Parts which reflect an effect rather than a cause of the malfunction.

6.3.1 Discussion of Results

Sensor malfunction was consideread as a reason for the lack of a diagnostic

but was eliminated from the candidate list by confirming the sensor calibration

and by exchanging the sensors between the two helicopters. A simple re-

definition of the diagnostic limits would not make detect nn of the degraded

mechanical parts possible. The operating levels of the bad part pararseters

on PC 61011 -were essentially the sa as that of good parameters on the trend

aircraft, C 172213.

The serviceability of the implanted part must certainly be viewed as a

candidate reason for the inconclusiveness of the mechanical diagnostics. A

conservtive avwroach to the selection of degra•ed parts -as noted in both

the gas p-thi and vibration analysis effort. The cause and effe-ct rela-ion-

zndo ehould be exad•n•t closely. Consider a gear box crring its znor-

operation -aben tVm oil Zie-! di-ore-lez. A tihna! heat -wJUald then Me

I
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0 . 1.1 Continued

glenerated due to inadequate lubrication and chips would form and excessive

wear would probably result. However, the process is not generally reversible

and putting that worn part back in a clean lubrication supply of the- correct

amount should not be expected to produce high temperatures or chips.

(6.3.2 Mechanical Parameter Trend Data Analysis

The general c mments regarding the gas path parameter trends (para-

graph 6.2.3.3.1) are also valid for the mechanical parameters with respect

to the time span which was analyzed and tho n-mber of data frames in each

sample (Figure 6-8). The actual mechanical parameter trend results are

presented in Figures 6-18 turough 6-32.

6.3.2.1 Electrical System Parameters (Figure 6-18 through 6-21)

The four voltages which were monitored during the AIDAPS Test Bed

Program are:

1. the starting battery voltage, Figure 6-18;

2. the AC essential bus, Figure U-19;

3. the AC instrument bus, Figure 6-20; and

4. the DC essential bus, Figare 6-21.

These parameters exhibited modest trends bui; fairly large dispersions

around the trend line, tbe;-i fore, significant life estin--tes are difficult

to ra-ke. Tvis dispersion r'ould have been caused by load (current) variations,

and these vreriations sho&,ld really be considered if eccurptee trending is to

be done. The esti•ated lifes are presented below

I-2
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6.3.2.1 Continued

Parameter Life Uncertainty of Estimate

Start Battery Volts 1400 hrs. ±30 hrs.

AC Essential Bus 635 hrs. +105 hrs.

AC Instrument Bus 710 hrs. +160 Irs.

DC Essential Bus 875 brs. +100 hrs.

643.2.3 Hdraulic System Parameters (Figure 6-22 thr-ugh 6-24)

The tbree hydraulic system parameters which vere monitored for trending

are:

1. hydraulic pump leakage flow;

2. hydraulic pump temperature rise; and

3. hydraulic supply pressure.

The b-e-&Ith of the pump is primarily established by the leakage flow and

temperature rise and these parameters exhibited an estimated life of 670 and

620 hours, respectively. However, the uncertainty of the data, as reflected

by the tolerance band on the life estimate, is +65 hours for leakage flow and

+175 hours for the temperature rise. Discussions with Bell Heliccpter

representatives also indicated that firm data as to what constitutes a worn

pump is not presently available. A large uncertain area thv, exists as to

the. differences between a new pIrp and a failed pum. However, the flow and

teiperature rise life estimates are in reasonable agreement and illustrate

that tlese paraweter • should be monitored to iindicate the status of the

pUM.

7ke itydraulic supply pressure data (Figu:re 6-24) exhibits a large

variation and a law life v?_irate of 340 ours. Be r, the major data

6-24
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sets before 160 hours are in I- range of 650 to 750 psi and those after 160

hours occur in the range from 1000 to 1100 psi. This indicates that a control

setting adjustment may be desirable. The preliminary conclusion then is that

no marked trend has developed.

(1,3.2.4 Fuel Pressure (Figure.6-25)

The fuel pressure data exhibits an estimated life of 950 hzurs. How-

ever, this life is strongly influenced by the data set at 230 hours which is

near the enz of the testing. The elimination of this point results in the

dotted trend line and a life estimate of 4820 hours. The longer life is a

more reasonable estimate but more flight data would have to be obtained and

be required to confirm the validity of the assumption.

h,.,.P.5 Transmission Lubrication System (Figure 6-26 and 6-27)

The transmission oil cooler flow (Figure 6-26 ) indicates a nominal trend

towards increa'sing flow demand. The estimated life to the diagnostic limit

is 800 _ 260 hours. This parameter arn engine oil cooler flow should be

monitored in a pre-production system to clarify this initial conclusion.

Transmission oil pressure (Figure 6-27) has been uniformly constant for

the Test Bed Program. No marked trend has been established.

Transmission oil temperature has been significantly below the diagnostic

limit of 230OF and was cozizonly below the calibration range of the YZU whichI as 100 to 3 0 0CF. No data is presented for this p-rameter.

=_
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(.3.2.b Engine Lubrication System (Figures 6-28 through 6-30)

Engine oil pressure (Figure 6-28) illustrates a shallow trend with an

estimated life of 1550 hours. However, this life estimate has been increasing

as more flight data was obtained and the actual pressure has stabilized at

79.5 psig. Thus the most probable conclusion is that some initial wear was

encountered but no marked trend has really developed.

The engine oil temperature exhibited the same characteristics as

transmission oil temperature, i.e., the temperature was below both the

diagnostic limit of 250°F and the MEU calibration range of 100 to 3000 F.

No data is presented on this parameter.

The bearing 2 temperature rise (Figure 6"-29) exhibits an increasing

temperature with time. However, a large portion of the deta is above the

diagnostic limit of 220OF and therefore no reasonable life prediction can be

made. This does indicates that the bearing temperature differential should

be monitored in a pre-production system to more firmly establish the diagnostic

limit.

The temperature rise across bearings 3 and 4 (Figure 6-30) illustrates

a trend towards higher temperatures. The estimated life to the diagnostic

limit of 220°F is 440 hours, but this limit may require revision depending

on the results of subsequent bearing tests as outlined above. It should

also be noted that very high temperatures at 97 hours resulted from a haex-

ware malfunction and were not included in the analysis.

6-.2
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6.3.2.7 Gearbox Temperature Differenticas (Figure 6-31.and 6-32)

The temperature differential between oil and ambient temperatares

was monitored for both the 42 degree and 90 degree gearboxes. This data

is significantly below the 1300F diagnostic limit and no trend vas esteblished

in the test bed exposure.

6-27
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6.4Test Cell Program

The following paragraphs elaborate upon test cell instrumentation, as

well as the data analysis techniques and results.

6.4.1 Vibration Recording Equipment

The vibration data acquisition and recording system used on all phases

of the AI2MMS program utilized an Ampex AR-200 magnetic tape recorder. In

addition, the system contained provisions for signal conditioning, amplifi-

cation, standardization of transducer signals, tape coding, and central

control. A one-channel signal block diagram of the recording system is

shown in Figure 6-33. The function of the various elements in the signal

path will be outlined in the following paragraphs.

The diagram, Figure 6-33, shows a transducer connected to a device called

a signal conditioner. Just as the name implies, a signal conditioner is used

to condition the electrical output of a transducer prior to amplification

and subsequent recording.

This conditioning may consist of balancing a DC-excited full bridge trans-

ducer, filtering the signal from a self-generating transducer such as in

accelerometer or velocity pickup, or limiting or clipping the signal generated

by a magnetic pickup used as a speed transducer.

In general, the signal conditioners are not used to modify the data

such as integrating an accelerometer output to obtain velocity or converting

an AC speed signal to record a DC analog of speed. The primary function of

the signal conditioner is to condition electrical signals to make them most

aL-aable to good recording techniques.

Signal conditioners also select a standardized source for electrical

stanardization of a recording channel. The term standardize is used instead

4--28
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6.4.1 Continued

of calibration because fixed measured physical quantities are not inserted

into the recording system as is done when calibrating a device. The recording

system is standardized by inserting signals equal to zero and full scale

recording level into the record system. On playback, the system is adjusted

for zero output during zero standardize and full scale output reference voltage

during full scale standardize.

The next block in Figure 6-33 is a pre-amplifier which is used to raise

the signal amplitude from low level transducers to a level compatible with

the input requirements of the record amplifier. Full scale output of the

pre-amplifier is +2.5V pk.

A record amplifier is a device which converts and prepares electrical

signals for optimum recording on tape. Both direct record and FM record

techniques are used.

The record head converts the electrical signals from the record amplifiers

into varying flux patterns on the tape.

6.4.1.1 Record System Implementation

Figure 6-34 is a photograph of the AR-200 recording system. To make the

various groups of equipment a working system with central control functions

and to make the system compatible with an automatic data reduction system, a

number of control functions and coding signals are required. Figure 6-35

shows the major hardware elements of the tape recording system and indicates

the routing of the system control functions. This is also shown, in more

detail !.n Figure 6-40. Briefly. the Tape Junction Unit (TJU) houses the

signal conitioners, the Tape Pre-amp Case (TPC) contains the signal pre-

6-2mm
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amplifier, the Tape Control Unit (TCU) is the operational unit of the

system which provides the system control and coding, the record electronics

consists of the record amplifiers and associated power supplies, and the

Time Generator provides time and run number coding for the tape.

6.4.1.1.1 Time Generator

A standard reel of instrumentation tape (10-1/2" reel of 1 mil tape)

is 3600 feet long and represents a real time recording length of 25-100

minutes depending on tape speed. It would be a difficult task to locate

areas of interest on the tape during playback if there were no coding, but just

three quarters of a mile of tape filled with data. To resolve this problem

on IRIG B Time Code Generator was used to provide indexing of the tape. This

generator records a code on the tape in a standardized IRIGB format to define

elapsed recording time in seconds and a run number. The run number is used

to define groups of data points. The recording of this code makes it possible

to automatically search and playback selected segments of data during data

analysis.

6.4.1.1.2 Tape Control Unit

The Time Generator helps to solve one of the problems encountered in

tape recording. However, more information in the form of coding is desirable

for indexing a tape to eliminate confusion and allot; for automatic playback

b-chnique. The Tape Control Unit generates various tone codes which are

recorded for playback: control information on a separate tape track. Code

signals recorded in aedition to the time code are as follos:

b-30
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6.l.1.i.a Continued

Record Code Indicates duration of data recording and
(3000 Hz) provides a precise .01% reference frequency.

Vul- Scale Standardize Code Indicates the recording system is in the
(1500 Hz) full scale standardize mode.

Zero Standardize Code Indicates the recording system is in the
(750 Hz) zero standardize mode.

Mark Code Used to indicate occurrences of interest
(500 Hz) during data recording.

"A" Code Indicates recording is from transducers
(315 Hz) at location "A", if location switching

is used during testing.

"B" Code Indicates recording from location "B".
(250 Hz)

The listed code signals are multiplexed on track 13 using a direct

record amplifier.

The Tape Control Unit also provides control signals for operating the

various units of the Tape Record System. These control signals are routed

through the system and serve to place the system in the various operating

modes. A microphone input is also provided on the Tape Control Unit and

voice infcrmation is recorded on track 14. Figure 6-36 is a photograph of the

Tape Control Unit which shows the front panel operational controls and indi-

cators.

6.4-.11.3 Power & Control Junction Unit

The Power and Control Junction Unit providee the system power supplies

and the routing of AC and DC power throughout the system.

6.;#.l.l.4 Tape Junction Unit

The Tape Junction Unit (TJU) represents the "front end" of the Tape

Record System. This unit provides a panel for connecting transdicers to the
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recording system, provides connections for transducer excitation sources,

houses the Signal Conditioners, provides standardization sources, -id routes
4

-the signals to be recorded to the Pre-amp Case. The TJU contains 12 slots

for tile Signal Conditioner plug-ins.

As was indicated previously, there are two standarize modes used to

define the sensitivity and zero point of the record and playback system.

These are designated zero and fl,!l scale standardize. For tne velocity and

acceleration transducers used on the program the full scale standardize

signal is an absolute AC standardize signal (sine wave) at 200 Hertz with an

amplitude of 30 peak millivolts. When the system is switched to the full

scale standardize mode, attenuators in the pre-amplifiers and signal condi-

tioners are automatically changed so that the input 30 peak millivolt signal

is norrmlized to 2.5 volts pNak - the system output.

Self-generating signal conditioners were used with both the velocity and

acceleration transducers on this prog-,am. These signal conditioners performed

the following functions.

1. Buffered the signals from thv, transducers to minimize any

electrical loading.

2. i rovide additional signal attenuation for those channels

vhere the range of amplifier attenuator is not sufficient.

3. Pnovided a regulated 20 VDC voltage for the Columbia 1111-1

and CEC 4-128 accelerometers used on this program. (These

transducers are piezo-electrical accelerometers with a built

in stage of electronics. The electronics is essentially
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6.4.1.1.4 Continuedpa high impedance buffer stage composed of a field-effect

transistor and associated components. The ae antage ofI these transducers is that the output signal is at a low

impedance level wnic.± minimizes the effects of cable

capacitance and electrical noise inherr .t in high imped-

ance transducers.)

4. Figure 6-37 is a photograph of the Tape Junction Unit.

6.4.1.1.5 Tape Pre-amp Case (TPC)

The primary function of the TPC is to house the pre-amplif, !rs required

for amplification of low level transducer signals from the TJU. The pre-amp

case output signals are routed to the Tape Record Electronics for recording

on tape. Additionally, these output signals are alao available on a monitor

connector which allows all the recorded channels to be monitored on an

oscilloscope so that assessments of data quality can be made. The following

specifications apply to the AC nre-amps used on this program.

i. Input impedance - 2A us minimum

2. Output impedance - 50 ohms maximum

3. Gain - 58 db (830) (Full Scale input is +3 my pk at ATT x 1)

4. Gain adjustable by attenuator in steps 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50,

!200, and infinity. (The attenuator is automa; . _ly set to

1C during the Standardize Mode.)

5. Frequency Response - +1% friom 7 Hz to 50 KEz.

06. Dynamic Range - 46 db over full bandwidth

"6-33
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7. Overload Indicator which lights when peak output level

exceeds full scale by 30 percent.

8. Output level meter which shows average output signl

level in percent of full scalq. Figure 6-38 is a

photograph of the take pre-amp case, and 6-39 is a

photograph of the monitor oscilloscope.

6.ha.1..6 Record Electronics

The final block in the signal path in the Record Amplifier which pre-

pares the electrical signals from' the pre-aumplifiers for recording on tape.

As indicated previously, two recording techniqiies are used, FM and Direct

recording.

The FM Record Amplifier is a device, with DC tesponse, which converts

input voltage to output frpquency. The amplifier operates at a nominal or

center frequency for zero input, and the frequency is modulated +40% for

full scale input signals (+2.5 volts).

The Direct Record amplifier mi~es data signals with a bias signal dnd

feeds the resultant to a record head. Full scale input, like the FM record

amplifier, is +2.5 volts.

The FM Record processl is Par the more precise than the Direct Record.

Amplitude accuracy of the FM process is at least in order of magnitude better,

and the dynamic range is approximately 10 db greater. The Direct Recording

does, however, provide a decade greater frequency response than FM at the

same tape speed.
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In general, FM recording is used where DO or low frequency response is

required and when good amplitude stability and linearity are desireable.

Direct Recording is used only when frequency information is required or where

wide bandwidth is mandatory. All vibration signals recorded on the AIDAPS

program used the FM record techniquc at a tape speed of 15 ips. This pro-

vided a recording bandwidth of 7 Hz 5 XHz for the vibration signals.

K Test Conditions & Parts Implanted

The three operating conditions used in the test cell are listed in

Table 6.3 (i.e. 2 torque levels at 6400 rpm, and one torque level at 6600 rpm).

SEnki Transmission 420&900 Gearbc
Spec-i Torque Torque'Tailrotor 'Generator' Torque'Horse-
-.pm in-lbs Horsepower % t load ' Amps 'Horsepowe In-lbs'power

6400 10,860 1100 135 ' L)w ' 200 1008 3640 ' 92
8,860 900 128 High ' 200 ' 987 1170 30

6600 10,504 1100 74 Low ' 150 ' 570 2210 ' 58

There were two considerations used in choosing these test conditions. The

first was to choose conditions which were part of the present ARADMAC "green

run" procedures. The use of "green run" test conditions minimized the cell

time involved and allowed vendor testing to be performed without increasing

the time a component normally remained in the test cell. In addition, the

use of established "green run" test conditions meant 1Uhe rig operatorb would

be setting up conditions with which they were quite familiar and the chances

of an improperly set up condition would be lessened. It was felt that if

different test conditions had been chosen there would have been a greater

chance for variations in test conditions from run to run. The second
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consideration was to choose high power conditions which were representative

of" condiLions likely to be seen during Phase D flight testing. The high

power conditionv were chosen to insure that a good vibration signature would

be obtained.

Figure 6-69 is a suimary of the defective parts implanted in the engine

during the test cell phase. Figures 6-70, 6-71 and 6-72 are similar summaries

for the transmission, 420 and 900 gearbox test cell data. Each summary gives

the part rame, part number, and part serial number of each part tested, as

well as how many of a type were tested. A description of each defective part

is also given along with the serial number of the component in which the

defective part was implanted.

6.4.3 Vibration Data Analysis - Test Cell

6.4.3.1 Role in AIDAPS

One of the goals of the AIDAPS program was to determine if vibration

analysis could be used as an effective diagnostic and prognostic tool. A

secondary goal was to determine whether an analytically effective approach

would lend itself to practical flight hardware implementation. In this re-

gard, the entire power train system of the UH-1 helicopter was monitored using

vibration transducers mounted at the selected locations. The power train system

included the engine, the main transmission, the 420 gearbox, and the 900 gearbox.

Detection of faulty gears and bearings was emphasized in the test program

through the installation of worn parts in the power train. The following

paragraphs deal with the general nature of the malfunctions that occur in

bearings and gears.
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,.4.3.a Nature of Expected Malfunctions

6.b.3.2.1 Bearings

Any one of a great number of problems in machine design, faulty opera-

tion or maintenance, or improper environment can lead to ',aaring troubles.

Some of the most common are liste! below:

1. Lubrication Failure

2. Fatigue

3. Dirt

4. Passage of an electric current through bearing

5. Brinelling

6. Corrosion

However, even if a bearing is properly lubricated, properly aligned, kept

free cf dirt, moisture and corrosive agents, and properly loaded the bearing

will ultimately fail from fatigue. Repeated stress cycles in heavily loaded

contacts between rolling elements and raceways first result in microscopic

cracks at the weakest points in the grain structure of the material. As these

cracks propagate, small surface areas become looscaed from the main body of

the bearing material. Once such a fatigue crack or pit is formed it becomes

the center for high stress concentrations and the initial fatigued area is

rapidly increased. Ultimately complete failure of the bearing results. The

other causes of premature failure listed above also have a similar effect on

the bearing surfaces i.e. causing pits, scratches, race eccentricities, or

other physical damage to the bearing. This damage causes the bearing to be-

come noisy and to emit vibrations. The frequencies of these vibrations can be

6-37
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6.4.3.2.1 Continued

calculated in a simple case. The calculations are bautd on the known

bearing geometry and the speed of the shaft it supports. These frequencies,

their definition, and derivation are shown below:

The following bearing parameters must be knowm to calculate the bear-

ing frequencies:

di = Outer Diameter of the inner race

d2 = Inner Diameter of the outer race

d3 = Diameter of the bearing element (ball or roller)

N = Nunber of elements in the bearing

D1 = dl

d,+ d2

d1

SD2 = 2
S~dl + d2

The bearing frequencies are calculated from the above using the follow-

ing relations:

Fr = Differential rotational frequency between the inner and outer

race (shaft rps)

•, sFs Element spin frequency =Fr DIT=

Fp = Element train passage frequency fr D1

Fb = Frequency of a rough spot on the element = 2fs

Fi = Frequency of a rough spot on the inner race = Fr N D2

Fo = Frequency of a rough spot on the outer race = Fr N D1
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The energy generated at these repetition rates is in general not

sinusoidal but composed of waveforms rich in harmonic content. This

phenomenon tends to spread the energy associated with a bearing mal-

function throughout the frequency spectrun rather than confining this

energy into discrete narrow bandwidths. The following discussion will

illustrate this point.

Take the 42" gearbox as an example, The gearbox has no speed change

between input and output shafts. It han a dtplex input and output ball

bearing plus a single input and output roller aearing. Further assume

that the nature of the bearing malfunctions is unknown and that it could

be either on the input or output bearing set. Table 6.4 lists the possible

repetition rates/frequencies associated with a m%lfunction in this bearing

astmbly. If the malfunction is a fatigue pit on the outer race of the ball

bearing (Fo) the vibration transducer would sense a waveform sililar to that

shown in Figure 6-41

For purposes of this discussion assume the input and output shafts are
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rotating at 4200 rpm. The fundamental frequency of Fo would be 346 Hz.

However, due to the complex shape of this waveform, harmonic amplitudes exist

at 2 Fo, 1 o, 4 Fo, etc. Also shown in Figure 6-41 is an arbitrary waveform

representing Fr (70 Hz). This waveform is also complex and rich in harmonics.

Harmonics in this waveform can be caused by shaft eccentricities, shaft un-

balance, misalignments, etc. For purposes of this discussion it is assumed

that significant harmonic amplitudes exist up to 01)ly 5 Fr. There is a complex

modulation phenomenon that occurs between the basic shaft rotation frequencies

(Pr, 2 Fr, . . • 5 Fr) and the Fo, 2 Fo, . . . 5 Fo frequency components.

Figure 6-41 shous a superposition of these waveforms. This superposition or

complex modulation causes a sideband struct-re to occur centered at F. and

multiples of Fo. This sideband structure orients itself as listed below:

Fo +Fr, Fo ± 2 F-, . . . Fo+5Fr

2 Fo_+ Fr, 2 Fo + 2 Fr, . . . 2PFo r

3 Fo ±+Fr, 3 Fo ± 2 Fr. . . . 3 Fo• 5 Fr
4 Fo+Fr, 4 Fo+2 Fr, - 4 : o+5 Fr

5 Fo + ?r, 5 Fo + 2 Fr, • 5 Fo +5 Fr

Similar sideband structures at different frequencies can be developed for

Fi and Fb and are illustrated in Table 6.4. The table lists only the basic

repetition frequencies and their sideband structure, It should be recognized

that the above development was for a simple case of only a single pit on either

the inner race, outer race, or bearing element. As the number of pits in-

creases tbe modulation process becomes difficult tn describe mathematically.

The vibration energy associated with a large number of pits would tend to
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distribute itself in the frequency spectrum in a complex manner. The emitted

vibrations would tend to Increase or decrease depending on the severity of

the pitting. The exact level was to be verified during the test cell program

for good and bad bearings.

6.4-.3.2.2 Gears

Like bearings, gears also fail from a number of causes. Listed below

are some of the more prevalent causes of gear failure.

1. Misalignment

2. Inadequate Lubrication

3. General wear

4. Plastic flow

5. Surface fatigue

6. Tooth breakage

The above malfunction sources cause much the same damage to gear teeth as

was the case with bearings. Minute fatigue cracks form in the gear teeth,

small particles af metal flake off the gear teeth, or the gear teeth are de-

formed under load causing the gearmesh to run rough and emit vibrations of

increased amplitude. The level of gear vibratior tends to be much higher

than that of bearings due to the fact that load transmission is involved.

Like bearings, a complex modulation process occurs for gears. Figures 6-42

and 6-43 indicate the fundamental gearmesh repetition rate (FGM) at 4200 rpm

for the 420 and 900 gearbox as well as the transmission. For the 420 gearbox,

the fundamental repetition rate is 1936 Hz. Energy of this repetition rate

is also complex and therefore rich in harmonics. Shaft eccentricities at Fr
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and its integer multiples can cause the driving.gearteeta to be driven into

and away from the driven gearteeth resulting in a load fluctuation. Mne

amplitude and phasing of tooth contact noise (1936 Hz) is increased and

decreased and a complex modulation process occurs. Sideband structure are

formed at the following frequencies:

FGM +Fr, FGM+ 2 Fr. . . . FGM+ 5 Fr

2 FGM_± r, 2 FGM_+ 2Fr, . 2 FGm+5 Fr

3FGM +Fr, 3 FGM+ 2 Fr, . 3 FG+5Fr

Ahne sideband structure is carried out only to 3 FGM to illustrate the

point. Vibration data on the 420 gearbox taken during the AIDAPS program

shows that the sideband structure exists at least out to FGM + 10 Fr and

2 FGM + 10 Fr. An analysis similar to the one above can be carried out for

every other gearmesh in the UH-i power tmain system.

6.4.3.3 Tradeoffs in Analysis Techniques & Bandwidths

All arbitrary broad-band signals can be considered to exist in three

dimensions: amplitude, frequency, and time. A sinewave for example is an

amplitude-time relationship that exists at some frequency. A plot of this sine

wave time history on an amplitude versus frequency basis would result in a

I vertical line at the frequency of the sinusoid. Such a plot of the frequency

content of an amplitude time waveform is called a spectrum or frequency analysis.

The characteristics describing this waveform could also be considered

as a function of amplitude vs. time. One immediate result would be the original

amplitude time function. If, rather than viewing this waveform in real time,

another time function equal to the time difference between arbitrary sampled
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points on the waveform were introduced and the characteristics of the original

waveform were displayed as a function of amplitude vs. time delay or difference

a correlation function would be obtained.

On the other hand, if the arbitrary amplitude time signal were analyzed

with respect to the percentage of time the signal exists within certain amplitude

limits, a probability function would be obtained. Each of the above three

functions: frequency spectrtm, time correlation, and amplitude probability

are important analytic tools used in describing the characteristics of complex

broadband waveforms. However, the most widely used and generally understood

presentation of signal cbaracteristics has been a plot of its spectral content.

Among the many factors responsible for the pre-eminence of spectral analysis

art-, (i) the successful history in utilizing Fourier analysis techniques in wave-

form analysis, (2) the availabi.ity of wave analyzers, and (3) more rec'efitly

the availability of computer programs that allow waveform analysis tb be

accomplished using digital techniques.

Befov• deciding upon a specific technique and system to perform the

vibration analysis on this program the following additional factors were

considered. These factors outline the general characteristics the analysis

system must possess.

1. The sheer volume of data (approximately 400 separate spectra) to

be analyzed on this program dictated the analysis should be done

digitally.

2. The generaJ nature of malfunction Sufonnation emitted by faulty

gears and bearings, i.e., their anticipated frequency distribution

indicated that a system with good frequency resolution was needed.
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3. The system must be capable of analyzing an arbitrary broadband

signal with both random and periodic components present.

4. The system should have a large dynamic range (60 - 80 db) to

handle both the high level gearmesh vibration signals and the low

level bearing sAgnals.

5. Since the test program would generate data requiring many compari-

sons of good and bad parts in both test cell and flight operations

an analysis system that would facilitate these comparisons was

essential.

6. The system should be equally useful for diagnostics and prognostics.

7. The technique employed must be able to make comparisons between

good and bad parts on both an amplitude and frequency basis. This

is mandatory if fault isolation to a particular line replaceable

unit (LRU) is to be accomplished.

8. The system should provide for increases in signal to noise enhance-

ment capabilities in the event that normal operating background noise

on a particular component obscures the desired malfunction signals

information.

These considerations clearly indicated that narrow band spectral analysis

vould be required at least as an intermediate step in the data analysis process.

Figure 6-44 graphically illustrates the usefulness of a narrow-band constant

bandwidth analysis compared to other more coarse types of frequency analysiL.

In this figure it is assumed that a segment of broadband analog vibration data

is analyzed by filters of various bandwidths. The top curve shows the overall

vibration level when the signal is analyzed with octave band filters. As can
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be seen this analysis lacks sufficient resolution to give any significant

information about the frequency content of the broadband waveform. The second

curve is a narrower band (1/3 octave) analysis of the same broadband waveform. 0

Here some frequency peaks show up at the lower frequencies but this analysis

also loses resolution at the higher frequencies. The third curve in Figure

6-44 shows the results of yet a narrower analysis bandwidth 14% or constant

percentage analysis. This analysis defines more frequency peaks in the spectruf I
but also suffers from adequate resolution at the higher frequencies. Finally

the bottom curve-in Figure 6-)4 indicates the spectral content of the broad-

band wave when it Is analyzed by a narrowband 2 Hz constant bandwidth filter.

The content of the broadband signal can now be seen to be a series of discrete

frequency components arranged in a systematic order in the frequency spectrum.

The narrow band spectral analysis technique used on the AIDAPS program

involved thevae of Power Spectral Density (PSD) units CG2/Hz or(in./sec) 2/HzQ.

This narrow band analysis was implemented digitally using a computer and a

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm.

Three steps are performed to extract the PSD content from any broadband

complex data signal. First, the signal to be analyzed is introduced to a

narrow band filter which is swept over the desireA frequency range. Second,

a power function (squaring operation) is formed from the narrow band filter

output. In the third step, a normalized average product is formed by inte-

gration and division of this product by the effective filter bandwidth.

Mathematically the above operations are expressed:
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SP( ) = TYS2 dt

T •/ B

Lim T-4-o 0

B-4 0
where: P(f) = PSD

YS2 = instantaneous square of the signal within a narrow bandwidth

B = signal bandwidth

Closer inspection of the above equation reveals that in order to obtain

a true PSD, data records and averaging time must be infinitely long and the

bandwidth must be infinitesimally narrow. It is thus iwmossible to obtain a

true PSD, ratner in implementing practical PSD analyzers the PSD obtained is

an estimate of the true PSD. The quality of this estimate is dependent upon

compromises between data record length, averaging time, and analyzing filter

bandwidth. An important point to remember is that the above considerations

apply orly for random data since the average power of a periodic wave is the

same viether it is averaged over one or many periods. Since data collected

on the AIDAPS program is a combination of harmonically related sinusoids due

to various rotational speeds, sinusoids due to structural responses, and ran-

dom signals, one of the first questions one might ask is how good must the

estimate of the PSD for random data be and how is it best described.

The quality of a PSD estimate is related to the statistical degrees of

freedom associated with a random data sample. The number of degrees of freedom

(N) is defined as N = 2 BT, where B is the analysis filter bandwidth and T is

the length of the broadband data sample that is analyzed.

It has been shown by various re searchers that the output of a narrow

band filter approaches a Gaussian distribution when broadband random noise is
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applied at the input. This relation holds true irrespective of the distribu-

tion of the input signal. Since, as mentioned earlier for PSD work, the out-

put of the filter is squared, the properties of the square of a Gaussian

random variable are of immediate interest. The square of this variable follows

a chi-square (X2 ) distribution. The ability to specify or estimate the PSD

is related to this chi-square distribution and the number of degrees of freedom

associated with the narrow band analysis. Figure 6-45 shows curves commonly

* used in PSD analysis of random data that relate the quality of the spectral

estimate to the number of degrees of freedom for various confidence limits.

All narrow band analysis performed on the AIDAPS program utilized 64 degrees

of freedom. If a 98% confidence level is assumed the curve in Figure 6-45 in-

dicates that the true mean square value lies between 1.7 and .7 times the observed

mean square value. In this case the observed mean square is the squared and

averaged output of the narrow band analyzing filter for a particular increment

of bandwidth within the analysis range.

More simply, imagine a series of similar data records from one trans-

ducer mounted on one component such as the 420 gearbox were taken and analyzed

using a narrow band PSD technique. If the output mean square signal level of

the same narrow band filter were measured for each of the data samples taken,

and the data was truly random, that level could vary by a factor of 1.7 or 2.4.

(98% confidence and 64 degrees of freedom) .7 1

For a given statistical confidence level the quality of the PSD estimate

improves as the statistical degrees of freedom increases. However, Figure

6-45 indicates that the rate of improvement diminishes rapidly as the degrees of

freedom increase. The number 64 chosen for this program was a compromise betweer
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required accuracy, required' analysis band•width, and computer compu-

tation time.

The narrow band spectral analysis technique was implemented using a

digital computer. Analog data was first- digitized, and the digital repre-

sentation of the analog signal was stored in the computer memory. The memory

capacity, as well as the rate at which the analog data is sampled and digiti- ed,

are important considerations which affect the frequency range of the analysis

and the frequency resolution, i.e., analyzing filter bandwidth.

With the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) utilized, the nominal bandwidth

(B) of the analyzing filter synthesized in the FFT algorithm is defined as the

reciprocal of the length of the digitized data sample which is stored in the

computer memory. The detailed shape of the filter synthesized is shown in

Figure 6-46. The plot is normalized to the nominal bandwidth B. This filter

has an asymptotic attenuation slope of 18 db/bandwidth octave.

Selection of the exact bandwidth for the analysis filter involves many

considerations and some compromises,

1. Earlier the statistical degrees of freedom associated with a data

sample was defined as

N =2 BT

If the analysis filter bandwidth B is mnade narrower and the degrees

of freedom are to be kept constant then the length T of the digitized

data sample must increase Iirectl,, as filter bandwidth decreases.

Other things being equal a ceductioi of analysis bandwidth by one

half would double the computer memory requirements and the length
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of time required to make a digital spectrum analysis. As a matter

of economics, the analyzing filter bandwidth should not be narrower

than required to properly resolve the significant components in &

broadband data signal.

2. The selezted analyzing filter bandwidth should be narrow enough to

separate high level normal components in a broadband data signal

fiom possible adjacent low level frequency components that are indica-1K tive of a malfunctioning gear or bearing. I; order to make a satis-

factory bandwidth selection some knowledge of the amplitude and

frequency distribution of the data is required. The Bell Helicopter

Company report, titled Automatic Inspection, Diagnostic, and

Prognostic System (AIDAPS) Testbed Program - Task II was especially

helpful in this area.

3. The analyzing filter bandwidth should be narrow enough to provide

"sufficient signal to noise enhancement so that low level bearing

vibration signals can be separated from the normal operating back-

ground vibration level. Again this requires some prior knowledge

of the expected nature of the broadband data in order to make an

initial selection. The degree of deterioration of a particular

bearing or gear which must be recognized may also play an important

part in filter bandwidth selection. That is, as the part wears, the

amplitude of the malfunction signals may increase relative to the

amplitude of the background vibration level.
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The folloving example serves to •llustrate bow a Judicious choice of

ii analysis filter bandwidth can provide significant signal to noise enhancement

in the case of a signal obliterated by noise. Assume a sinusoidal signal of

10 miilivolts rms exists ",:Ithin a random signal of 1 volt ms in a frequency

band from 10 Hz to 2000 Hz. This sinusoidal signal could, for instance, be

a bearing frequency component. If this composite signal vere applied to an FM

meter, the meter would indicate approximately 1 volt rms and would be totally

useless in an attempt to separate the signal from the noise. The M signal

to noise ratio of this composite signial is -40 db. If this composite signal

is applied to a 200 Hz filter which is centered at the frequency of the sinusoid

the filter output would be the 10 my .-ms signal plus an additional noise

component. However, by reducing the spectrum of the noise signal from a band

1990 Hz wide to one 20C Hz wide the level of the noise has been reduced from

1 volt rsto 31 vrs(I volt m1j.372 x19

The filter output signal to noise ratio is now approximately -30 db, a

10 db improvement.

If the filter bandwidth was reduced from 200 Hz to 20 Hz the filter out-

put would still contain the 10 my rms sinusoid but the noise component would

be reduced to 100 my rms. The output signal to noise ratio is now -20 db, a

10 db improvement. For every 20 db reduction in filter bandwidth the signal-

to-noise ratio is enhanced by 10 db. Any desired degree of signal-to-noise

enhancement is possible provided that a narrow enough filter bandwidth can be

obtained.
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In a similar vein, a high asplitude nor--.-sl frequency component can

obliterate sigmils in adjacent frequency bands. Reducing the analysis filter

bandwidth can Improve on the ability to discriminate between energy sources.

Consider a normal sinusoidal component of 1 volt rms at 1000 Hz and an

analysis filter bandwidth (B) of 20 Hz. If it is desired to detect a signal

of 10 mv rms at 960 Hz, close examination of Figure 6-47 shows that it is not

possible. When the filter is tuned or centered at 960 Hz the desired 10 mv

signal would be swamped by a 100 mv component due to the 1000 Hz signal. If

the filter bandwidth were reduced to 2 Hz but still remained centered at

960 Hz, the interfering 1000 Hz signal component would be reduced to approxi-

mately 1 my since the effective attenuation of a2 Hz filter would be approi-

mately -6oib at 960 Hz.

To graphically illustrate the above concepts of analysis filter bandwidth,

degrees of freedom, and signal to noise enhancement and the additional spectral

resolution possible using narrower filter bandwidths reference is made to Figure:

6-48, 49, 50, and 51, actual test cell data obtained during this program.

These figures are analog PSD plots of an identical sample of data taken

on the 420 gearbox during the test cell phase of the program. For this

particular test condition, there were defective implants in both the 420 vear-

box and the 900 gearbox. The 420 gearbox had a bad output ball bearing implant

while the 900 gearbox had a defective gear implant. The transducer selected

wa:; a velocity pickup on the 420 gearbox (parameter #59). The following table

lists the important differences between the four analyses.
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FiueAnalysis Pandvidth (ý !HM

0-48 40 512

6--49 20 2

6-50 2.5 E

6-51 1.25 32

It can be seen from these figures that as the statistical degrees of

freedom increase, the data scatter associated with the randow vibration

improves. This is most noticeable in those areas of the graphs between the

major peaks. These areAs represent the normal beackground level vibration

which tends to be random in nature. Z-e agreement between the maximum/idnimm"

points of the scatter and the values predicted by the chi-square distribution

chart referred to earlier (Figure 6-45) is excellent.

As the analyzing filter bandwidth is made sucessively smaller, the four

graphs also indicate the improvement on spectral resolution. For example,

signii 'ant readily distinguishable peaks in the 1.25 Hz bandwidth analysis are

completely obliterated in the 4O Hz analysis.

To convert from PSD units (which in this case are in inches per second

squared per Hertz) to RMS units of the transducer (inches per second WS) the

following relation is used,

R14S inches/second =fPSD x BW'

Here PSD refers to the value of a part'.-alar jeak on the graph and is read on

the left hand vertical axis of the graph, and 3W refers to the particular

analysis bandwidth used in an analysis. Depending on which PSD analysis is

being used (i.e. Figures 6-48, 49, 50, 51) the corresponding BW would be
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either 40, 2D, 2.5 or 1.25 Hertz. On the right of the charts are niuibers tirat

correspond to FM transducer u!xs in inches per second. These nixbers were

obtained by using the above relationship. A•ticma•ly vaere significant

peaks oecur, a change in attenmator setting vas =ade. The full scale PSI

value for these jarticular peaks should be adjusted accordingly, as indicated

by full range values. For example, all figures show significant peaks at 1850

Hertz. Ods is the basic gear clash frequency for the 4220 gearbox at this

operating condition. Just above the peak the number .01 indicates that the

full scale value for that particular band is (.01 inches/second) squared/hertz

rather than .001 (n./sec) sqmured/bertz as is the case for the majority of the

spectrum. This type of presentation is necessary due to dynamic range limita-

tions; in the analog equipment used to make the analysis.

The -final cumpromise for bandwidth chosen for the Majority of data

collected is as listed below.

Frequency Range Bandwidth B No. of spectru, Points

0o - 5.11z Data 1.6H 4
(accelerometer outputs)

c 0 - 2 Hz Data 5.9 H z . 41

(velocity pickup outputs)

6.4-3.4 Statistical Approaches

The narrowband spectral analysis in terms of amplitude squared per Hz

versus frequency is only an intermediate step in the final data analysis

process. Not only must a practical method for making comparisons between good

and bad vibration spectra be implemented but also the implementstion of this

method must take into account zhe following:
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1. fte manner in 4hich the -Vbratiw spectrim for a larticular

monitored parameter differs tetwen samples of knovn gwod

components. For examxpl, the expected lee of dispersion

etween spectrM for 10 known good engines vould be a deter-

etning factor.

2. Tae change in vibration spectrum with either test cell oper-

sting condition or flight test operating condition.

3, The repeatability of spectra obtained from the same good

component checked at different times following removal and

re-installation in either the test cell or aircraft.

14. How best to arrive at a vibration spectrum that can be con-

"sidered an "average" spectrum representative of all good

components.

5. Effect of locations of transducers.

6. Correlation of the vibration spectral pattern with known

specific mechanical events on the monitored components.

7. Establishment of vibration amplitude threshold that dis-

criminetes between normal and abnormal operation with a

high degree of confidence.

8. Development of a data reduction and analysis technique that

can make diagnostic decisions quickly and display any

abnormalities in a convenient format, ehpecially in view

of the magnitude of data that is involved. (i.e., each of

the spectral analysis performed in the program involved at
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least 3 .1 itnividual frequency/auplitude points or less.

Since over 4,000 ldividmsl narrwo ban4 spectra were pro-

cessed during the prvsrin, l,261 i,ooo (k4Yooo x 3j41) separate

pieces of data bad to be unipulated and comparel. The

sheer volue of data made digital data analysis mandatory.

Since comparisons between vibration signeas of known bad and good compon-

ents were to be made, information would be required regarding the average

properties of these signals, the probabdlity of their occurrence, their apli-

tude distribution etc. These consideraticos clearly indicated an analysis

based on the statistical properties of these signals wuld be required. The

static-tical approach established for this program is detailed in the follewing

sections.

6.4.3.4.1 Generation of Mums

Once the narrow band vibration spectra for a given sample size of known

good ecmponents -erating ett i particualr test condition were obtained, a mean

or average spectrum was calculated. This was accomplished by summing the in-

dividuml PSD values of the same frequency bands in each in dividual spectra and

dividing the sumn obtained by the number of Iudividual spectra used to generate

the mean. As a result, the mean spectra also contains 341 frequency bands but

the PSD amplitude in each band represents an average value. Figure 6-52 shows

the mean calculation in detail.

6.4-.3.4.2 Standard Deviation

Similarly the standard deviation (() is also calculated for each of the 341

averaged frequency bands in the mean spectra. This is shown in detail in

Figure 6-52. The calculated standard deviation does not imply any knowledge of
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the auplitude probability distribution of the signals at the output of a par-

ticular filter band and is independnt of the exact distributim. However,

assie the true enplitude distribution of the vibration signals of the varicus

good coponents at a particular filter band output is known. In that case,

definite confideuce limits could be established for that band relating the

probability that =sc. of the sampled vibration aaplitudes of known good com-

ponenta lie between apecific amplitude limits. As an example, assume a normal

or Gaussian amplitude distrIbution exists at the output of a particular filter.

This assuiption also tacitly assmes that the sample si2e is sufficiently valid

to be able to approximate the true distribution for normal ccponents. In this

case sctting an amplitude limit at 3 standard deviations above the mean value

for that frequency band would insure that Q9.74% of the vibration signal ampli-

tudes in this frequency band would be within this limit. The 3 d' limit could

be uied to indicate general wear or incipient failure of a suspect component.

6.4.3-h.3 Comparison Summary

The comparison sui ary is a tabulation of data used to show the dispersion

of both known good and bad components from the mean spectra.

Initially, once a mean spectrum is obtained from a nm.zber of narrow band

spectra for good parts each of the good part spectra is compared band by

frequency band against the mean spectra at selected multiplei of the atvadard

deviation. These comparison levels for each band are the mean -value and tie

mean value plus 1, 2, 3, and 4 standard deviations. The results of this

comparison are tabulated. The number of frequency bands exceeding the above

threshold values are printed and a graphic display of their occurrence in the
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frequency spectnun is generated. See Figures b-53 and 6-54 for examples.

This tabulation gives both a qualitative and quantitative measure of the

dispersion between known good components on a frequency/amplitude basis. The

interpretation of these printouts is covered in detail in paragraph 6.4.3.6.

There is an important point to remember regarding these threshold values (say

the 2 6rcase). Even though an item spectra is checired in each frequency band

at the 2 6*level the absolute value of this level can change significantly for

each of the 341 frequency bands in the spectrum. For an accelerometer signal

as an example, the actual "g" level for a 2 I'threshold level could vary

from 0.1 to 30 g across the spectrum.

In a similar manner, each narrow band spectra of a known bad component

is cmpared against the mean spectrum and a similar tabulation of comparison

levels exceeded vs. frequency Ls made. The mean value plus 4 standard devi-

ations (M + 4 C) was initially established as an amplitude threshold above

vhich a component would be flagged as abnormal. This choice was based on the

statistical considerations outlined above and the comparison summaries of the

known good spectra used to establish a mean spectra. This technique, since

it tabulates both the exceedance of a predetermined threshold and the frequency

band in which it occurs, also facilitates correlation of the exceedance

pattern at the 4 6- level with the known vibration frequency geometry of the

monitored component and isolation of the malfunction not only to a line re-

placeable unit (LRU) but possibly to a specific defect within the LRU.
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6.4.3.5 Vibrational Analysis Implementation

The AIDAPS vibration data was recorded on analog tape in both the test

cell and flight phases of the program and shipped to Hamilton Standard for

analysis. The first step in the analysis process which is illustrated in

Figure 6-55 was to verify that valid data was recorded on the tape. This was

done by playing back the data and observing the outputs of the individual tape

channels on an oscilloscope looking for any indications of invalid data such

as intermittent data signals, spurious noise components or clipped waveforms,

The outputs of the individual tape channels weto then filtered with a low-

pass filter prior to being fed to the analog to digital converter. In the

analog to digital converter the analog signals were sampled at a rate deter-
O

mined by the frequency rat.ge desired and the digital samples re'•?rded on digital

tape. A computer Fast Fourier Transform (FET) Spectral Analysis Program was

then used to perform a narrow band Powel Spectral Density (PSD) analysis on

the digitized data.

Following verification of the narrowband printouts from the FFT program,

the data was divided into two groups "good" parts and defective parts. The

narrowband analyses for the "good" parts w'.re then segregated by transducer

and test condition and a mean and stan:dard deviation spectra generated for each.

The mean of each analysis band is generated by summing the PSD values for each

sample of that band and dividing by the number of samples. In a similar manner

the standard deviation of each analysis band is generated by taking the sum of

the squares of the difference between each sample and the mean, dividing by the

number of samples minus one and then taking the square root. A ccmputer print-

out was obtained for each mean and standard deviation spectra generated.
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Following generation of the mean and standard deviation, the individual

narrow band spectra from the defective parts were compared against the mean

spectra using the computer. This involved comparing each individual frequency

band for the defec-tive part spectra against the corresponding frequency band

of the mean spectra and determining, in discrete increments, how much higher

than the mean spectra the defective part spectra was. A computer printout

was obtained for all comparisons made. In addition, for the test cell data

the cowmarison information was printed out in the form of an X-Y plot. The

comparison summary printout indicated by how much and at 7ihat frequency the

defective part spectra exceeded the spectra of the "good" mean. The comparison

summaries were then analyzed to determine if a signature existed for each type

of defective part.

In many cases a data sample will contain frequency components above the

highest frequency of interest. If these frequency components are not attenu-

ated prior to digitizing an error is introduced in the form of spurious

frequency components in the analysis. It is worthwhile mentioning that care

was taken in the digitization to prevent fold over or aliasing errors by use

of presampling filters. The Nyquist sampling theorem states that the sampling

frequency should be at least twice the highest signal frequency of interest.

In practice a sampling rate of three times the highest signal frequency of
interest is used. Sampling at a rate lower than this fails to consider the

fact that the anti-aeiasing filter does aot provide an infinite rate of

attenuation at the cut-off frequency, b-t rather rolls off at some finite

rate. The anti-aliasing filter used in the AIDAPS analysis for instance,
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rolls-off at a rate of 30 db/octave. The output filter in the analog magnetic

tape reproduce ayatem provides an additional 40 db/octave attenuation. The

data is sampled at the rate of three time:- the highest signal frequency of

interest for a period of time determined by the number of degrees of freedom,

the analysis filter separation and the frequency analysis range.

The analysis ranges, anti-aliasing filters, sempling rates and data

sample lengths used for the AIMPS vibration data are shown in Figure 6-56.

The primary consideration which determined the analysis ranges, filter

separations and noise bandwidths listed in Figure 6-56 have already been

covered in detail.
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6.4.4 Test Cell Data Documentation

Throughout the AIDAPS program care was taken to adequately document

all testing and data analysis work. During this program over 12,000

vibration data records were recorded on 50 reels of analog tape and when

analyzed by computer over five miles of computer printouts were generated.

Figure 6-57 is an example of a test log sheet for the analog tape

recording .oystem. Every data run taken in the test cell phase was indexed

on this type of log sheet. This log sheet lists the various parameters

needed for the data re~uction work such as reel number, run number, run

start time, tape system attenuators and transducer serial numbers. In

addition, the test conditions and serial numbers of the components and

defective parts under test are listed. Figure 6-58 is an example of a

master data log sheet to which each test log sheet is referenced. This

log sheet lists t',e tape speed; parameters being recorded and the corresponding

tape track; transducer type, serial number, and sensitivity; the type of

signal conditioning and preamplifier equipment used, and whether direct

or FM recording was used.

Figure 6-59 is an example of a special AIDAPS vibration log sheet used

for this program. This log sheet contains a description of the defective

part implanted, the type and serial number of that part, and the serial

number and total time on the component in which the def .:tive part is

installed. Additional information such as date, log sheet number ,ad

run number are provided to reference this log sheet to the analog

recorder test log sheet.
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As explained and discussed in the previous "Data Analysis" section,

there were three different types of computer printouts obtained during the

analysis phase; narrow band printouts, mean and standard deviation print-

outs, and comparison summary printouts. The following paragraphs explain the

interpretation of the heading informetion on these various data printouts.

Referring to 'the heading of Figure 6-60 and 6-61 for a moment, "Item"

refers to the component upon which the particular transducer being analyzed

is mounted; engine, transmission, 420 or 90P gearbox, "S/N" refers to the

serial number of the component under test, "Reel No." and"Nun No." identify

the specific analog reel and run being analyzedand "Test log Sheet No."

refers to the analog tape test logsheet which documeats this particular rut.

"Parameter No." and "Parameter Title" specify which particular trans-

ducer on the component is being analyzed. "Spectrum No." is an identifying

number given to each spectrum to facilitate searching through the digital

tapes. These liambers run consecutively from 0001 to approximately 4000.

"Item Speed" refers to the input shaft speed of the item under test

while "transmission input speed" lists the correspondihg transmission input

speed. Item speed for the engine, however, refers to the output shaft speed.

"Torque" lists the torque of the item under test in percent or in-lbs. depeu±ding

upon the particular convention used in the various ARADMAC test cells.

"Frequency range" lists the analysis range and "analysis bandwidth" lists

the effective squared bandwidth of the analysis filter.
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The narrow bond analysie is printed below the heading in ten columns.

Column one labelled POT is the filter or frequency band identification

number. The second column labelled FREQ is a listing of the filter center

frequency. Column three is a coarse plot of the amplitude of the
g-level in each filter band, each asterisk representing a 3 db. change

in amplitude. Columns four and five are='the amplitude -levels in peak g's

and inches/sec. in each analysis band. Two systems of units were used beCause

both velocity pick-ups and accelerometers were utilized and comparisons

between transducers were more convenient with the units of one transducer

converted to the units of the other. Columns six through ten are a conti-

nuation of columns one through five for the second half of the frequency

range. Below the narrow band printout are listed the characteristic

frequencies of the bearings and/or the gearmesh and sidebands of the

gears closest to the transducer being analyzed.

Figure 6-62 is an example of a mean and standard deviation printout from

the test cell. Referring to Figure 6-62, the first part of the heading lists

the mean identification number and the narrow band spectra that composed the

mean. This information facilitates searching through the narrow band print-

outs to find a specific spectra for El "'good" component. The parameter numbers

and their corresponding mean identification numbers for the test cell data

are as follows:
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PARAX9=E NO. 7MT CELL 1AEM

7 4201, 4202, 4203

4 4401, 4402, 403

8 4601, 4602, 4603

45 0101,0102, 0103

4T7 0301, 0302, 0303

49 0701, 0702, 0703

123 0501, 0502, 0503

125 0601, 0602, 0603

126 1101, 1102, 1103

129 0201, 0202, 0203

59 2101, 2102, 2103

61 2301, 2302, 2303

64 3501, 3502, 3503

66 3701, 3702, 3703

The second part of the heading for the mean and standard deviation

printout is for the most part an exact duplicate of the information printed

on the narrow band spectra. Tape reel number, run number and spectrum

number are not listed because the mean is made up of several different

reels, runs and spectrums. The "No. of Spec. Avgd" figure indicates how

many spectra for "good" parts went into the mean.
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Unlike the narrow band printouts where the filter cutput was tabulated

in both g's peak and ip. peak regardless of the transducer type, the een

printout is in terms of the units of the plrticular transducer. The first

column to the right of the plot gives the PSD value of the mean in term

of average units 2 /hz, while the next column gives the mean in units peak.

Mh units referred to are those listed in the heading information under

units" and correspond to the type of transducer used. The mean printout

plot ýs in terms of the PSDI, with the highest PSI) value obtained in the mean

plotted on the extreme right and the remaining values plotted in 2 db. increments

below this., for a total ringe of 40 db.

The standard deviation analysis printout (reference Figure 6-63) gives

the coefficient of variance and standard deviation of the mean for each

filter bandwidth. The standard deviation is tabulated in the units of the

transducer while the coefficient of variance is listed in percent. The plot

that accompanies, the standard deviation printout is a plot of the coefficient

of variance with a 0 to 400% scale in 20% increments,

Figure 6-64 is an example of a test cell comparison summary printout for

parameter #59 "input quill and output quill bearing", for the 420 gearbox.

This particular comparison summarizes the results for the defective ball

bearings implanted in the 420 gearbox for one of the three test conditions.

The mean identification number indicates which mean these defective parts

were compared against. The "tape", "run", "channel" and "spectrum number"

identify the particular defective part runs. Referring to Figure 6-64,

the first run compared was run #314, spectrum #1069. This defective part
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had 10? bands out of _*l exceeding the level of the man. At the

man plus one stan•Ard deviation level there were only 67 bends which

showed exceedances. The man plus two standard deviation level shows

4 9 exceedances, the men plus three standard deviation level 39 exceedances and

the mean plus four standard deviation level 34 exceedences. The next two lines

are a list of the bend numbers of the A individual frequency bands which

exceeded the mean plus four standard deviation level. The remaining runs

are sumarized in a similar mnner shoving the exceedances at each of the

comparison levels and the band numbers for those individm~l frequency bands

which exceed the mean plus four standard deviation level. Each comparison

samiry contains all of the data samples for a particular defective part.

The information summarized at the bottom of the comparison sunrey is a

repest of the information contained on the mean and standard deviation

printout. A total of 348 of these comparison sunwory printouts were generated

for all transducers and test conditions of the test cell phase.
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Stmwry of 'Test Cefl An•lysis

Using the statistical metbodu, man Seneration, enm coumpeison siwries

as outliL-U in previous sections of this report, na•iysis of the test cell-

dat yielded the following results:

1. In every case of 8 bad Implant on either the engine, transeni-sen, or

gearboxes 6 (-exceedances were observed when a couperison Tas made of

a vibration spectrým for a "badu pert against the mean spectrum for "goo t "

parts. In addition, 14 4-exceedances were observed not only on that t--ans-

ducer closest to the known implant, but also on those transducers relatively

far -reovwed from the known Wpelant. For example, on the transmi-sion which

was instrumented with seven vibration sensors, a faulty gear implant on

the upper sun gearoesh caused 4T-exceedances on all sevea sensors. This

indicated a substantial amount of transmissibility between the various

components within the transmission. The same phenomenon was observed in

the case of transducers on the engine and gearboxes.

2. For faulty gear implants, the comparison sumaries indicated that the 4 (-

bands exceeded were primarily associated with the basic gear clash of the

particular gear and its sidebands. Also evident are the harmonic frequencies

of the basic gear clash frequency and the additional sideband structures

associated with the harmonics. However, for known bad gear implants there

is no single frequency band that can be used as a consistent indicator of

a faulty gear. Depending on the particular gear, the dominant 4 9- frequency

band might be the 5th and 6th upper sidebands, or the lst and 3rd lower

sidebands, etc. The comparison summary plots graphically show this trend.
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For ejmzple, take the cost of three different faulty sun Sea"r Tbose

fndamente. gparmesh frequency is 645 betz when the lnpm qudIl is

running at 66w rpm, (reference -Fgur-es 6-65, 6-66). Te couperitr-

esimsry dsplsys the combined 44. 4 exceeda•ces of aln three gears vs. tbe

frequency bends ia which these exceedaues occurred. In no ease do •li

four iimlants share a comon frequency band at the 46-devel (ie. n

S00% frequency bands). one saw treni was observed for gear implants in

the 420 end 90P geerboxes.

3. In the case of bearing implants a distinctIon between engine bearings and

transrission and gearbox bearings must be made. This irportant point

is fuly expanded in the following paragraphs. Realization of the

necessary distinction, however, leads to two significant conclusions.

1) For degraded transmission and gearbox bearings (at least for

the degradation level utilized in the test cell implants),

bearing frequencies can be picked up but are low in energy,

and require more sophistication to detect than the con-

current and resultant changes in the gearmesh frequency and

its sidebands.
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2) For degrared engine bearings the bearing frequ'cie, should be

considered of great interest since fault levels are much higber

in nfgnituxe than in the case of the transmission and gearboxes,

and since tbese faults may not zenifest themselves in engine

rotation frequency couponents (i.e., shaft ,•balance- of the N,

and 1N2 systens).

The above conclusions are amplified in the succeeding paragraphs.

a. Transmisslon and Gearbox Bearin

In every case of a known bad bearing implant in Aither the transmission

or gearboxes, the spectral analysis performed indicated no 4 Cxceedences

in frequency bends that could be essociated with pits on the bearing inner

or outer races or the rolling element. The pattern that was observed was

similar to that for a faulty gear. For example, for a bad bearing implant

in the 42P gearbox, spectral analysis and comparison indicated 4 d-exceed-

ances associeted with the gear clash frequency of the 42c' gearbox. In

addition, shaft unbalance components were found associated with the

rotational speed of the shaft which the faulty beariag supported. This

pattern was again observed for all bearing implants in both the trans-

mission and gearboxes. A faulty main mast bearing, for example, indicated

4•"exceedances associated with the upper sun and planetary gearmii.h. This

gear system drives the shaft supported by the main mast bearing. Since this

trend was consistently observed throughout tne test cell data, and as a

result of data analysis to be subsequently referred to, it was concluded
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that there was a mechanical reaction between the faulty bearing, the shafting,

and the gears, causing the gearmesh to run rougher and emit increased vibrations.

This reaction is not due to any pitting on the bearing raceways or rolling

element but is caused by a general wear in the bearing assembly with attendant

increases in shaft eccentricities and misalignments.

To establish the ingaitude cf frequencies associated with pits on the

bearing elements used on this program, a sample of test cell data from

the 420 gearbox was analyzed with filters of various bandwidths. This is

shown in Figures 6-48, 6-49, 6-50 and 6-51. This 12D gearbox had a faulty

bearing while at the zame time the 900 gearbox had a faulty gear. (The

420 and 900 gearboxes were run as pairs). The spectrum obtained by the

digital analysis is roughly equivalent co the resolution midway between

Figures 6-49 and 6-50. The PSD plots of Figures 6-50 and 6-51 were

g•enerated using filter bandwidths of 2.5 hertz and 1.25 hertz. Figures

6-48, 6-49 and 6-50 show the spectrum to 5 KHz while Figure 6-51 shows

the spectrum limited to 2 KHz. It should be noted that these spectral

plots were generated from the same sample of analog vibration data.

Inspection of these four curves indicates that as the analyzing filter

bandwidth is decreased, more peaks can be distinguished in the frequency

spectrum. In the 2.5 Hz and 1.25 Hz analysis an almost bewildering array

of spectral peaks can be observed. The frequencies of these various

responses have been labeled and identified. To determine which frequencies

are associated with a bearing and which are caused by gearmesh the various

frequencies must be sorted out.
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The majority of' .,•,1h amplitude responses are associated with shaft unbalance

frequencies, ,ermesh, and gearmsh sidebands. Although these plots are

obtained from transducers located on the 420 gearbox, it can clearly be

seen that the gaasr'•sh and sideband structure associated with the 9010

gearbox is present, This indication of transmissibility between gear-

boxes on the test rig hinted at the potential transmissibility that might

be encountered on the aircraft when all components of the UH-l power train

system would be couplti together.

To assist in identityiig the major peaks and their sources, detailed

knowledge of the frequeccy geometry of both gearboxes is required. The

following tabulation lia÷,s the major frequency peaks and the sources of

these components.

420 GBX SHAFT UNBAT4 ,NCE Fr42 + 2Fr42 + ... +lOFr42
and HAIR4ONICS

420 GBX FUNDAMOTAL GEARMESH F%42  Fr-42 ± . OFr4 2
FREQUENCY AND SIDEBANDS

420 GBX 2 ND HARMONIC GEARMESH 2FGM4 2 + Fr42 +...+ OFr4 2
FREQUENCY AND SIDEBANDS

90 GBX INPUT SHAFT UNBALANCE SAME AS 420 GBX

900 GBX OUTPUT SHAFT UNBALANCE F 090 + 2Fro0O +"" + lOFrO9O

900 GBX FUNDAMENTAL GEARMESH FGM9 0 + 2 Fr42 1 ... 10 Fro42
AND INPUT SHAFT SIDEBANDS

900 GBX FUNDAMENTAL GEARMESH FGM9 0 ± FrO9O + ... lOFt09 0
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As an aid in sorting the various spectral peaks on the graphs,

the following table was made. It lists the xarious sources of

vibration and identifies them, with a code. This code must be used in

interpreting the various spectral peaks on the graphs of Figures 6-48

to 6-51.

Codes for spectrum analysis FAgure 6-48 to 6-51

A 420 gearmesh
A+1I, 4+2,, 43, & * A+n 420 gearmesh upper sidebands

A. 1 , A.2, A. 3 , - - • A.n 420 gearmesh lower sidebands

B 2nd harmonic 420 gearmesh
B+I, 1 2 B42 3, B 3 • B+n 2nd harmonic upper sidebands

%B.1 , B. 2 , B-.3, . . B.n 2nd harmonic lower sidebands

C 900 GM gearmesh
C+), C+2, C+3, •* C+n 900 GM upper sidebands

C.1P, 0.2, C-.3, • • C.n 900 GM lower sidebands

l4 i, rD+2, D+3 , " @ " hn 900 GM upper sidebands output shaft

D. 1, D.2 , D.3, * @ • D-n 900 lower sidebands

E 2nd harmonic 900 gearmesh

F41 E-+2$ E4 3, * • F~n 900 upper sidebak'. inut shaft
E 1, Ek2 , E- 3, • * * E.n 900 lower sidebands

F+I F+2$ F+3, -* F+n 900 upper sidebands

F.I, F-.2 F-.3 , • • F.n 900 lower sidebands output shaft

Gi, G2 , G3, . . . Shaft unbalance (72 Hz)

HI, H2, H3, . . . Hn Shaft unbalance (28 Hz)
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For the item speed for which these PSD plots were generated:

Fr-42 = 68 hertz

F:•42 = 1832 hertz

FGM90 = 1017 hertz

Fr090 =26 hertz

Substitution of these frequency values in the above relationships allows

the major responses to be identified on the spectral plot.

Figure 6-42 lists all the predominant sideband frequencies associated

with the gearmeshes in the 420 and 900 gearboxes and the transmission.

These frequencies were tabulated based on 6600 rpm at the transmission

input quill as a reference. Any change in the reference speed of 6600 rpm

will change the location of the gearclash and sideband structure for

each gearmesh in the power train. For example, the gearmesh for the

42V gearbox based on a transmission input shaft speed of 6600 rpm as

a reference is 1936 hz. A 1% change in shaft speed would change the

gearmesh frequency by 1% or 19.4 hertz and cause the sidebands

associated with this gearmesh to shift by a similar amount.

A speed correction technique was employed in the digital data analyais

to correct for rig speed variations to within + 1 analysis filter

bandwidth. This speed correction technique coupled with the averaging

spectra and the statiptical analysis techniques employed in the data

analysis was initially considered adequate.
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Once all the geareseh and sideband and staft unbalance components in

the spectrum were identified, a 3earch for frequencies that could be

related to the pit frequencies for the 420 gearbox h.aringz was made.

Table 6-4 lists the frequencies that are associated with a pit on

the inner and outer races and rolling elenent for both the ball or

roller bearing associated with the 420 gearbox input and output

shafts. Since there is no speed change in the 420 gearbox, both the

inpat and output bearing frequencies are the same. The "boxed-in"

frequencies in the table indicete the various pit frequencies. If

no modulation was present. these frequencies and their harmonics

would be the only frequencies present in the spectrum. The frequencies

in the table have been correcled to 6238 rpm.

Inspecting the 1.25 hertz spectrum analysis of Figure 6-5, smaller

responses can be observed throughout the spectrum including that

portion where the pit frequencies would be expected. One significs.it

observation regarding these smaller peaks is the frequency separation.

This veparation varies between 6 hz, 10 hz, and 15 hz and repeats itself

systematically throughc•it the spectrum. If these componeats are the

benring pit frequenc:i.., an explanation is required for this unusual

spectral distribution.

Ars.iming a complex moda.lation process exists for the bearings ss is the

case for gears, the remainder of the frequencies in Table 6-h wereI generated. In inpleltenting the frequency structure in the figure,

it kas essumed that th- basic pit frequencies were modulated ia bomc

complex manner hy frequenties associated with the speed of the shaft which
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the bearings support - in this case 68 hertz. In a manner similar to

that for gearmesh sidebands, 68 hertz and harmonic multiples of this

frequency were added to and subtracted from the basic pit frequency

repetition ratelr the various bearing elements. Fitting this

frequency structure to that indicated in the spectral plot of Figure 6-51

gave excellent correlation.

Though not shown in the table, harmonics of the basic pit repetition

rate can be modulated by the shaft rps and its multiples to produce a

similar frequency structure higher in the spectrum just as the spectral

plot indicates. Since the amplitudes of these frequencies that were

tentatively associated with bearing pits are so low, a number of tests

to insure the validity of the spectral data were performed.

To eliminate the possibility that inherent system noise in the record/

reproduce data gathering and analysis process was a significant factor,

a spectral plot of the recording and playback system was made with

the system in the zero standardize mode. In this operating mode the

transducer is disconnected from the recording system, the input to the

signal conditioners is terminated in a low resistance representative of

the transducer output impedance, and a tape recording is made.

Spectral analysis of this recording will indicate the magnitude of the

total system noise exclusive of the transducer. Figure 6-67 is a PSD

spectral plot of the zero standardize mode data. The peaks between

0-1,000 hz are power line components, 60 hz and harmonics of 60 hz.
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The maximum component at 240 hz is approximately 1 x 10-5 inches/second

squared per hertz (PSD unIts of the transducer). Converting this to

WS units of the transducer using the relationship RM units =

fPSD x BW, a level of .005 inches/second IKS is obtained. This is

the amount of power line component at this frequency (24i0 hz) that is

coupled into the system. In a similar manner the average level of

the system noise throughout the spectrum is about 1.2 x 1i"6 (inches/

second) squared/hertz. Converting this to equivalent RMS transducer

units, a value of .001 inches/second IMS is obtained. This number

represents the. average noise level of the record and playback system

and is the lower limit of signal detection. That is, any signal lower

then .001 inches/second would be effectively mixed in with the system

noise and irretrievable. Comparing the spectral plot of the zero standard-

ize, Figure 6-67 with the 2.5 hz data spectrum, Figure 6-50 it can be

!seen that the system noise level is sufficiently below the level of the

data signals associated with bearing pit frequencies.

In a similar manner, it is possible for magnetic tape recording and

reproducing systems to distort recorded data due to speed variations

'commonly termed as flutter. This concern is especially important when

trying to determine whether low amplitude level signals such as those

observed for bearing pits are valid.

High amplitude signals recorded on tape are effectively modulated by

the flutter and spurious sidebands related to the flutter frequencies

are created. The amount of distortion that is created depends on the

level of the modulated signal and the amount of flutter.
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For example, the spectral analysis plot of Figure 6-51 (1.25 hz bandwidth)

has many high level gearmesh and sideband frequencies in the spectrum.

It is possible, due to poor flutter characteristics in either the tape

recorder or reproducer, to generate new frequendes not associated with

the data. To assess the significance of this effect and as a check on

the record/reproduce system flutter, a spectral analysis was performed

on a full scale standardize tape record.

In the full scale standardize mode, the vibration transducer is

disconnected from the system and a fixed 200 hertz sinusoidal signal of

a precise amplitude is inserted in all recording channels to calibrate

the system.

Figure 6-68 is a spectral plot of a full scale standardize tape record

using an analysis filter bandwidth of 1.25 hertz. The most obvious

and highest level component is the calibration frequency at 203 hertz

at a PSD level of .142 (inches/second)squared/hertz. The second harmonic

cf this calibration signal is also evident at 406 hertz. The amplitude

of the 2nd harmonic is only 2 x 10-6 (inches/second) squared/hertz.

The sideband structure indicated in the bpectral plot is caused by flutter

in the tape. record/reproduce systems modulating the 203 hertz signal.

This signal is recorded at a full scale level and is about 10 times

higher than the highest peak on the data spectrum of Figure 6-51.

Accordingly, the level of the flutter sidebands should be decreased

from 2 x 10-6 PSD units 2 x 10-7 PSD units in relating the

flutter effect to the data spectrum. This level of 2 x 107 PSD units
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is substantially below the overall noise level of the system.

Consequently, flutter effects on the data were discounted.

A final test of the spectral data concerned itself with the random

background vibration evidenced on the spectral plot. This random

data in the spectrum can be most easily seen as the fluctuations

between the major peaks of the gearclash sidebands.

To insure that the low level peaks associated with the bearing pit

frequencies are not caused by random vibration fluctuations, ii-its

must be established for the expected variation of the random data.

It will be recalled from the previous discussion on PSD analysis that

the true PSD value of random data is never obtained. The quality of

the estimate is related to the statistical degrees of freedom of the

data record and the chi-square distribution. Horizontal lines repre-

senting the limits of minimum and maximum excursion of the random data

that would be statistically expected for the analysis in Figure 6-51

are indicated on the spectral plot. For the degrees of freedom of this

analysis, these limits indicate a band, with 98% confidence within which

the amplitude fluctuations associated with the random vibration will

fall. The spectral peaks associated with the bearing pit frequencies

are substantially above these limits.
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6.4. 5 (3)(8) Continued

The amplitudes of these bearing pit frequencies average approximately

.003 inches/second IMS. this can be determined by looking at the

right hand vertical axis of Figure 6-31 where the ccrresponding

transducer units for a particular PSD value are shown. This level

would not be detected by the coarser bandwidth used on the digital

analysis.

b. Engine Bearings

The pit frequencies associated with the engine bearings were easier

to identify than those on the transmission or gearboxes. The test

cell data on engine bearings shows thst the pit frequencies fall very

close to those predicted by calculation. The data also indicates that

the signal levels associated with the engine bearing pit frequencies

are at higher levels then the signals obtained for transmissions and

gearboxes. Fi'rst, the pit frequencies are higher in the frequency

spectrum giving more "gVs for agiven displacemenu. Second, the

centrifugal loading on the rolling elements increases as the square

of rpm. For example. assume that the 420 gearbox and engine bearing

rolling elements are the same distatice from their respective rotating

axes. The approximate six to one saeed difference between these

components indicates that the engine bearing rolling elements are

subjected to 36 times the centrifugal loading of the 420 gearbox

bearing rolling elements.
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Summary of Test Cell Data

Figure 6-69 is a complete suary of the test cell data for one test

condition on the engine. Figures 6-70, 6-71, 6-72 are similar sumaries

for the transmission, 420 and 900 gearbox test cell data. Each summary gives

the part name, part number, and part serial number of each part tested, as

well as the number of each type tested. A description of each defective

part is given along with the serial number of the component in which the

defective part was implanted. The number of bands which exceeded the 4 4

threshold level are listed along with the band numbers of each of these

exceedances. Not all of the sunmary sheets contain the band number information.

For example, in Figure 6-69, there are no band numbers listed for the engine

test cell data. This is due to the fact that the band numbers were not printed

out as such, but instead the frequency information was printed out in an X-Y

plot formnt for this component. This is also true for the defective gear

cases for parameter #61 on the 420 gearbox. These summary sheets are simply

a synopsis of all of the AIDAPS vibration log sheets and comparison summaries

genernted during the program.
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6.5 MOMt Test Program

3.5.1 Vibration Recording fEuilaent

The same equipment as described in Section 6.4.1 was also used during

the flight test phase of the program with some minor modification. The

system as described previously is basically a 12-channel system, but since

additional recording capacity was required for the flight phase, an additional

Tape Junction Unit and Tape Pre-amp Case were added to expand the system

capacity to 24 channels. Since the tape recorder itself has only 14 tracks

available for recording, the signals from each Tape Pre-amp Case were

routed through an automatic switching box which sequentially recorded each

of the TPC outputs for a predetermined time interval once the record mode

was initiated.
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...,.2 Tedt Conditi-ons and Parts lUplanted

"The flight test operating conditions are listed in Table 6-5. These

conditions were chosen as being representative of the higher power steady

state conditions flown during a typical nisaion profile. They wre conditions

which could be readily set-up and held by the pilot for the 30 se-ond re-

cording time.

Figures 6-94, 95, 96, and 97 (Flight Test Smnary of Results) contain

summaries of all defective parts implanted in the engine, transmission,

1,20 gearbox, and 900 gearbox during the flight test phase. Each siry

contdins the part nae, number, and serial number of each part tested as

well as the number tested. A description of the defective part and the

serial number of the component in which the defective part was implanted is

also given.

Engine T i. ion
Test torque-psi N1 speed - speed-rpm

Condition ranges ranges ranges

ground 24 - 26 92 - 94 6550 - 6612

hover 22 - 31 87- 95 6505 - 6622

115 kt level flight 30 - 39 92 - 95 6505 - 6574

Table 6-5 Flight Test Operating Conditions
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i..5.3 Date Analysis - Flight Test

'-.5-3.1 Result of Using Test Cell Wens.

The date that was recorded during the first few flights on ship 66-1011

was analyzed and compared against the cell Lean to determine ubether or not

the test cell mean could be used durirg the flight phase for comparison

swary purposes. The comjarisons of the good flight data against the test

celi mean are illustrated in Figures 6-73, 74, 75, and 76.

When compared against the test cell means, the flight test data indicated

a number of exceedances at the mean plus four standard deviation level, The

900 gearbox showed the greatest number of exceedances with an average of 191.

The engine and 420 gearbox _awed an average of 20 and 23 respectively and

the transmission the least number of exceedances with an average of only 9.

These large number of exceedances at the mean plus four standard deviation

level indicate that "good" parts installed in the aircraft experience higher

vibration levels than the same parts when installed in a test cell. The

following reasons are listed to explain this effect.

1. The mounting configuration is substantially different on the aircraft

from the test cell. In the aircraft the parts are interconnected to

each other and mounted to a rather flexible aircraft structure. In

the aircraft there is intercoupling of vibration frequencies between

components, the 420 and 900 gearboxes interact with each other and

the transmission interacts with the 420 gearbox.

2. There is a general vibration level in the aircraft due to aero-dynamic

effects and various rotating machinery such as pumps, generators,

inverters, etc.
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With the vibratory level of "good" components in the aircraft so much

higher than the test cell components it was apparent that a new baseline

would have to be generated for the aircraft.
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6. 5.3.2 Generation of Flight Test Mean

The initial baseline data gathered for the flight test consisted of six

samples of each of the power train components. The individual transducer means

generated from these six baseline samples did not exhibit the same statistical

variation as the corresponding means generated during the test cell phase. A

typical mean from the test cell exhibited coefficients of variance ranging from

50% to 250% whereas the corresponding flight test mean showed coefficients of

variance ranging from 10% to 100%.

The low coefficients of variance for the flight test were indicative of

very little "scatter" about the mean. This indicated that the flight test

mean comprising six samples was statistically different than the samples that

composed the test cell mean. For this reason six additional baseline runs were

made following the verification testing. A new set of means containing the

twelve baseline samples was then generated and the coefficients of variance for these

means was found to be in the range of 60% to 300% with the exception of the

transmission, reference paragraph 6.5.3.3. The larger coefficients of variance

obtained with the larger baseline sample indicated the flight mean was now

exhibiting statistical variations similar to the test cell means.
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6.5.3.3 Initial Data Findings

Initial att,'mpts to analyze and correlate known bad implants according

to spectral patterns, using the statistical techniques outlined at the 4I level

produced puzzling results. Not only did 4 (exceedances occur on those trans-

ducers on the particiilar defective IMU but also on every other transducer in

the power train system. It was initially concluded that two major factors

were responsible for causing this effect.

The first factor was the transmissibility of vibration signals from one

LRU to another. It was evident from the test cell data that a substantial

amount of transmissibility existed between the two gearboxes in the test cell.

In the flight test, since all the comp,'nents were now intercoupled, it seemed

reasonaile to expect that increased vibration signals due to an implant in one

LRU also could be sensed by transducers on the other LRU's. Some idea as to

the expected degree of transmissibility that exists, or some means to nullify

its effect would be required.

The second factor that could account for so many 4 'exceedances on all

the transducers is related to the sample size of data used to generate the

flight test mean and standard deviation spectra. Initial comparisons between

known bad and good parts were made using a mean spectra for the transmission

in which only two different LRU's were used. In order to expand the sample size

quickly, several runs at similar operating points of a particular IRU were

obtained and these several runs averaged together to form a m~an. Statistically

this procedure is poor. The standard deviation and coefficient of variance

spectra for the above mean spectra bore this out. Coefficients of variance

(ratio of the standard deviation to the mean value for a particular spectral

line or filter) for these mean spectra ranged from about .05 to .35. Statisti-

cally this indicated a very tight dispersion between the various narrow band
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6.5.3.3 Continued

spectra used to establish the mean. Comparing the coefficlente of variance

for the flight test mean with those established in the test cell also indicated

this effect.

There is an inference to be drawn from this limited sample size. In

order to test the flight implants statistically at the same confidence level

as in the test cell, the threshold value of 4(rmust be increased to reflec;

the limited sample size.

Accordingly, next, the analysis technique was tried with the threshold

level adjusted to indicate exceejances at integer multiples of the standard

deviation up to 10. Another problem arose in making comparisons between good

and bad parts at the various threshold values up to 10 q. The nature of this
0

problem is best defined by using a specific example. When a known bhd 142

gehrbox was implanted on a particular flight, the statistical ca,-parison tech-

nique indicated •4exceedances on all .e; the monitored vibratior transducers

on the aircraft. Increasing the thresho. • •alue in steps of4i'up to 10 dtiid
0

cause the number of exceedances on all transducers except those on the 42 gearbox

to drop to zero. At the same time the number of exceedances (say at the i0"d•

level) on the 420 gearbox transducers was reduced1 from perhaps 25 to two or

three. For five known bad gearboxes, these two or three exceedances at the

lo -level were not in the same portion of the frequency spectrum. In other

words, 10 to 15 different frequencies at the 10 Tevel were all indicative of

a gearbox malfunction depending upon the particular gearbox of the five involved.

The same general pattern was observed for known bad implante in the other power

train components. Two or three frequency bands out of a possible 341 which

changed po-ition in the frequency spectrum for malfunctions of a given type on

the same component was questionable for use as a highly reliable criteria to

flag a part as bad.
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AL uhs tiw, it was evident that additic•al vibration zpectra on gooe

ccap=-ents =" be re-ayired to increase the sample size of the -can spectra.

ese addition-l sawmpes were not obtained until after the verification phase

of tbt f•i•ht test vas concluded.

We these additiowal samples of kmown good components were obtained, a

mean en sta•ndard deviation spectrU:j. were generated. Comparisons were then

med between the new asean spectra and those from the unknown bad implants in

the ver-.-f1catics test and the known bad implants. These new attempts at correla-

ting the 0-exceedance DatVsrn to a known bad implant with a high degree of

prcbaS-lty 7ere not encouraging; the same basic problem as described above existed

at --o a lesser degree. Some cases of known bad implants could be readily distin-

gi-ished while others could not be distinguished. The fact that multiple faults

were izalanted in. the gear boxes further complicated matters.

The aean generated for the transmission transducers posed scme special

considerations based on the st,..iatics of the analysis. Adequate sample sizes
0

were obtaineed during thc flight test for the engines, the h2 gearbox, and the

9W gearbox by changing these components as complete LRU's. This was not done

for the transmissions because of the time required to replace transmissions.

The mean for the transmissions was based on interchanging sufficient known good

quantities of input quills, tail rotor quills, and main mast bearings in the

two aircraft transmissions provided for the flight test. Inspection of the

mean and standard deviation sptctra for the various transducers on the flight

transmissions indicated that the dispersion of the various good narrow band

spectra used in calculating these means was still too tight. That is, the

coefficients of variance for the various bands !n the spectrum were too low

(.05 to .5" in the majority of cases). This indicated that in order to
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establish a satisfactory mean spectrum for the various transmission transduce.rs,

vibration spectra on a series of complete good IRU's would be required. The

fact that the tr.2nsmission means were too tightly dispersed manifested itself

by producing significant numbers of 4 Texceedances (75-200) on the transmission

Stransducers even though there were no bad implants within the transmission.

"* It was then decided that study should be made into the vibration phenomenom

and the problems associated with transmissibility in order to'better interpret

the data. These studies will be now covered.
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Thc calcultition of the standard deviati6n is a straightforvard arithmetic

caiculation.1 Further this calculation is independent of any statistical

distribution. Additionally, it will be recalled that an index of dispersion,

called the coefficient of variance (C.V.) is simply the ratio of the standard

deviation to the mean value for a particular filter band output. Since each

mean spectrum covers a 0-5 kHz spectrum and was for our analysis divided into

341 separate filter bands, each mean spectrum involves the calculation of 341

means, 341 standard deviations, and 341 coefficients of variance. Re-examination

of the tabulated C. V. for each of the mean spectra for both the flight test and

test cell indicated a range from ab6ut .1 to 3, indicating a substantial amount

of dispersion within certain frequency bands. For example, a frequency band with.

a C. V. of 3 indicates a substantially wider range of amplitude values for that

same frequency band in the various narrow band vibration spectra used to generate

the mean compared to a filter band with aC.V. of .1 or even 1.0.

Without knowledge of the true amplitude distribution of vibration amplitudes

at a particular frequency bar' output all that can be said regarding the above

observed C.V.'s is that some bands in the mean spectrum have a wider distribution

of amplitude values than others.

If the true amplitude distribution in the various filter bands was known,

then the standard deviation and C.V. could be used to relate the amount of

dispersion between the various filter bands of the mean spectrum. Since the

exact nature of the amplitude distribution at the 341 filter band outputs is

unknown and cannot be accurately determined from the data obtained due to the
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small sample sizes, a normal or Gaussian distribution of amplitudes was

assumed for all the 341 filter frequency bands. For example, take the case

of the 420 gearbox frequency at 1933 hertz which is located in filter band

133 in the 0-5 kHz spectral analysis. If a number of known good gearboxes

were spectrally analyzed, the assumption of a normal distribution at the

output of filter band 133 indicates that the distribution of these vibration

amplitudes associated with the 42o gearmesJA would be Gaussian. The same

reasoning can be extended to all other 340 filter bands in the spectrum.

Due to the small sample size involved (approximately 10) in calculating

the mean spectra, the Cumulative-t-Distribution tables were used to compare

the anticipated amplitude distributions with those actually obtained. The

use of these "t" tables rather than the normal or Gaussian tables takes the

small sample sizes into account in deriving confidence limits for the amplitude

distribution.

As an example of the use of the "t" tables as opposed to the normal or

Gaussian tables consider the following example based on a sample size of 10.

Ten different gearbox vibration amplitudes from 10 different "good" gearboxes

in the same frequency band are averaged and the standard deviation for that

filter band obtained. The Gaussian tables indicate that 99% of all other

good gearboxes compared against the mean generated using 10 samples would

have vibration amplitudes in the particular frequency band under consideration

that do not exceed the mean value plus 2.33 standard deviations. Using the

"t" tables, however, indicates that for the same degree of confidence with a

sample size of 10, the upper limit must be increased to the mean value plus

2.82 standard deviations. In a similar manner, as the sample size used to
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vaticulatt, a mean and standard deviation decreases to two samples, the "t"

Ladbles indicated that the upper limit, for the same degree of confidence,

must be increased to the mean plus 3.18 standard deviations. This example

demonstrates the importance of an adequate sample size for the calculation

of a mean and standard deviation spectrum.

There is a simpler approach to assess the dispersion of each "good"

narrow band spectrum when it is statistically compared to its mean spectrum.

That is to inspect and determine the number of filter bands out of 341 that

exceed the mean spectra at the various testing levels and relate the amount

of these exceedances to the assumed distribution. For example, for a sample

size of ten and again referring to the Cumulative-t-Distribution tables, only

4% of the 341 bands or approxi.tely 13 should exceed the mean plus 2a- thresh-

old value. For convenience the assumed confidence level for the above

example was taken at 96%. In u similar mariner, a6 the same colnfidence level,

only 3 bands out of 341 should exceed the mean plus 30" threshold value. Re-

examination of the mean data for both the test cell and flight test in light

of the above discussion showed that for every calculated mean spectra,

approximately one-half of the "good" narrow band spectra fell substaitially

ouL6iae or the expected distributions. One example of this from the test cell

data for the 420 gearbox will be discussed in detail. Figures 6-77, 6-78, 6-79

ard 6-8u are the tabulated and plotted comparison summaries for the 420 gearbox.

Figure 6-77 lists the number of 420 gearboxes that were used to generate the

mean spectrum at this operating condition. This figure also lists the number

of exceedances each gearbox shows at various levels when it is individually

compared to the calculated mean spectrum. If the number of frequency band

exceedances over 13 at the 2(- level as outlined previously is used as a

statistical dispersion criteria, 5 of the 11 gearboxe6 are non-Gaussian.
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Another indicator of non-Gaussian distribution is the number of gearboxes tha6

vxcevd the mean value in more than 170 frequency bands. Only one gearbox Serial

No. B13-5199 exceeds the mean value in more than 170 frequency bands, whereas 5

or 6 of the gearboxes should. Further, gearbox no. B13-5199 exceedances at the

various testing levels are so great compared to the other gearboxes that it is

clearly not representative of an average good component.

Figure 6-78 is a graphic display of the same information tabulated in

Figure 6-77. Here, all the components (11 gearboxes) are displayed simultaneously

in terms of percent of all gearboxes versus frequency at the various testing

levels. Each test level represents the comparison of 3,751 (341 x 11) individual

data points. At the mean comparison level, for a normal distribution, one

would expect 50% of the gearboxes to exceed the mean in at least one-half (170)

of the total frequency bands in the spectrum. ThaL this is not true is plainly

evident by visual inspection. If straight vertical lines are drawn from frequency

bands exceeding the 3d"level to the same frequency bands at the mean level, it

can be seen that only one gearbox out of 11 exceeds the mean value of that fre-

quency band. This, again, is strongly suggesting that one gearbox, with a high

tevel vioration signal in one band distorts the mean value of that band to such

an extent that the other 10 good gearboxes do not exceed the mean value of that

band.

Figure 6-79 is a tabulation similar to that or Figure 6-77 except that the

geai boxes tabulated in Figure 6-79 have known defective implants (gears in this

case). The tabulation lists only the frequency bands that exceed 45--, the

initial threshold level established as a demarcation point between known good

parts and known defective parts. Figure 6-80 is similar to Figure 6-78 in that

the known bad gearbox spectral band exceedances when compared to their corres-
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S ponding taean spectral bands are simultaneously displayed in terms of per

cent of all bad gearboxes (6 in this case) versus frequency at the test levels

indicated.

The 4 li-bands in the tabulation of Figure 6-79 for each known bad implant

in an individual gearbox can now be correlated against the known frequency

geometry of the 42" gearbox. At the indicated item speed the fundamental

gearmesh frequency should occur at 18&8 hertz with a sideband structure above

and beLow this frequency with each sideband separated by approximately 69 hertz

(the shaft rotation speed in PXS).

The "good" gearboxes whose frequency spectra are not representative or a

normal distribution cause distortion of the mean spectra. This results in

significanL energy changes in certain bands associated with a malfunction to be

overlooked in the statistical comparisons at the 4a-level. The significance of

the frequency bands that show signal levels in excess of whaL is statistically

expected is that they are related to some abnormality in the particular component.

As an example, consider a known good 420 gearbox. This gearbox is determined

good by inspection of the individual components gears, bearings, shafts, and

gearcase by various techniques, i.e. visual inspection, dimensional checks, magna-

fluxing and Zyglo. However, once all the individual parts are assembled into a

complete gearbox it is reasonable to expect that some gearboxes due to a stack-.up

of toleLances, shaft or bearing race eccentricities, or Dinion eccentricities would.

run rougher than others and, consequently, emit vibration signals of increased amplitude.

For the case of a gear, certain frequency bands associated with the gear clash rate, the

side band structure, and shaft rotation would have an increased output amplitudes. If ten

42' gearbox spectra are to be averaged and even one or two of these boxes emits

increased vibration sidebands in a portion of the frequency spectrum where the
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other gearboxes have no sideband energy the nei, effect is a distortion of the

statistics. The amount of distortion is directly related to the amplitude of

the vibrations and the number of frequency components

The first effect of including an abnormal component in the calculation of

an average and standard deviation spectra is an increase in both these quan-

tities which is not representative of the average distribution. There is also

an increase in the coefficient of variance (C.V. - defined earlier as the ratio

or the standard deviation to the mean value for a particular frequency band in

the mean spectrum In terms of PSD quantities). The C.V. is also tabulated for

each frequency band of the mean spectrum. This quantity ranges from approximately

.2 to 2.5 within each mean spectrum. Invariably the data snows the C.V. tends to

be hignest in those frequency bands thaL are associated with a malfunction of a

particular part i.e., side band and gearclash fr-quencies and shaft unbalance

frequencies for a gear. To quantitatively relate the effect of this distortion

on the 4(3-threshold level a relationship is required that allows the absolute

level of the 40-threshold to be calculated preferably in units of the transducer.

Tnis relationship is:

T.L. M [1 + N(C.V.

wnere T.L. = Threshold value at any given standard deviation

M = Mean value of a filter band output in transducer units

N = Standard deviations (1, 2, 3, 4 etc.)

C.V. = Coefficient of variance

Below is a table derived using the above relaLion for various C.V.'s and

stanidard deviation levels
N

Std Deviation Level TL(CV=2.5) TL(CV=2.0) TL(CV=I) TL(CV=.5) TL(CV=.?)
4 3.31 X M 3 X M 2.24 X M 1.73 X M 1.34 X M
3 2.91 X M 2.65 X M 2 X M 1.58 X M 1.26 X M
2 2.45 X M 2.24 X M 1.73 X M 1.41 X M 1.18 X M
1 1.87 X M 1.73 X M l.4l X M 1.22 X M 1.09 X M
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This table vividly demonstrates in a quantitative manner the effects of

statistical distortion on the computed mean spectr-. For example, the k sigma

I •threshold value In terms or transducer units could range from 1.35 mean

to 3-J w ean value for a partii( lar frequency band depending on the C.V. in

Sthat band. The above indicates that if a mean spectra filter band is distorted

statistically so thEt the C.V. in that band is 2.5 when a 0.2 value is more

representative of the vibration amplitude of the average oopulation for that

band, the 4(rthreshold value in absolute terms in raised significantly. The

statistical distortion would also raise the mean value for a filter band with

a C.V. of 2.5 relative to that same 8and with a C.V. of u.2 approximately by a factor of

two. In thli case the vibration amplitude associated with an abnormality

instead of indicating a 4 Qrexceedance at 1.35 mean value for that filter band

would have to rise to an amplitude level of 2 x 3.3 mean value or 5 times- (I.35-

that level statistically expected to be required to flag a part as abnormal.

The above example is admittedly a worst case analysis but it is used to demonstrate

the nature of the problem. The same effect exists in other filter bands to lesser

degrees and is dependent on the amount of sLazistical distortion in these bands.

The distortion discussed above has two major effects on the data. First, it

raises the 4'threshold level in absolute transducer units sufficieuily ifL. the

very rrequency bands that are the best indicat'>rs of a malfunction of a part.

Consequently, even though vibration amplitude levels do rise significantly in

these bands, they do not rise sufficiently to exceed the 4Cthreshold level that

was established. Secondly, since most of these significant frequency bands that

are associated with an abnormality within a given component are not indicated in

the comparison summary, correlation of a known bad part with its frequency spectrum

or signature is made much more difficult.
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6.5.3.5 h Resolved Spectrun Analysis & Transmissibility Evaluation

Test cell data obtained from the 420 gearbox was selected to be used for

initial high resolution spectral analysis for the following reasons:

1. The 420 gearbox is a simple system to analyze in that only one

gearmesh is present. Any significant results obtained from this

gearbox analysis could be extended to a more complex system such

as the transmission which has several gearmeshes.

2. Test cell data was chosen because the engines and transmissions

were run in separate cells during this testing and transmissibility

between these components and the gearboxes was not a factor.

However since both 420 gearboxes and 90 gearboxes were simul-

taneously tested in the test cell rig some idea cf the amount of

transmissibility between these two components could be obtained.

Figures 6-50 and 6-51 are two highly resolved PSD plot of the 420 gear-

box data. Figure 6-50 is a 2.5 hertz analysis and Figure 6-51 is a 1.25 hz

analysis. The transducer from which the vibration spectra were obtained was

#59, a velocity pickup. The 900 gearbox had a bad gear implant and the 42 f

gearbox a bad output ballbearing implant when this data was obtained. Inspection

of these two PSD spectral plots shows the following major spectral responses;

1. The basic 420 gearmesh frequency at 1832 hertz w~th a side-

band structure separated by the input shaft speed of 68 Hertz.

2. The second harmonic of the 420 gearmesh frequency at 3664

hertz with a sideband structure separated by the input shaft

speed of 68 Hertz.
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3. The 90° gearmesh frequency at 1017 hz with a sideband

structure separated by 68 hz and 26 hertz.I,

4. The second harmonic of the 900 gearmesh frequency at

2034 Hertz separated by 68 hz and 26 hertz.

5. Shaft speed components at 68 hz and 26 hertz and harmonic

multiples of the shaft speed.

Since the 420 gearbox has no speed change between inkut and output

shafting the sidebands assoc.f ted with this gearbox are separated by 68 hertz.

The 900 gearbox has a spe-d change, the input shaft rotating at 68 rps in this

case and the output shaft at 26 hertz. This speed change between input and

output on the 900 gearbox accounts for the double side and structur, of the

900 gearmesh. One structure (68 hz) is associated with the Input shafting.

bearing, and drive gear, the other sideband structure (26 hz) is associated

with the output shafting, bearing, and driven gear.

Also evident from Figure 6-51 is the second harmonic of the gearmesh and

sidebands frequencies from the 900 gearbox mingled in with the basic gearclash

frequency and sidebands of the 420 gearbox.

The gearmesh frequencies for the gearboxes are calculated by multiplying

the shaft speed in rps by the number of gear teeth. The sidebands are separ-

ated from the gearmesh frequency by the shaft speed and multiples of the shaft

speed. Since the gears have an integer number of teeth, sidebands of gearmesh

frequencies for gearboxes coupled by shafts rotating at the same speed will fall

in the same frequency bands if the sideband structure is extended far enough.

For example, since the output of the 420 gearbox and the input of the 900
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gearbox are coupled by the same shaft, upper sidebands of the 90 basic gear-

mesh and lower sidebands of the 42? gearmesh will occur at the same freqi,_ncies.

Figure 6-42 shows this effect and it may also be observed on the two spectral

plots of Figures 6-50 and 6-51.

This factor is a source of interference which depends upon the absolute

magnitude of a 900 gearbox sideband component, the transmissibility between

the 900 gearbox and 420 gearbox at that frequency, and the relative magnitude

of a 420 gearbox sideband compared to the transmitted magnitude of the inter-

fering 900 sideband component.

For example, Figure 6-42 shows that the sixth lower sideband of the 42°

basic gearmesh and the sixth upper sideband of the 900 gearmesh occur at the

same frequency. For the example cited this frequency is 1424 hertz. This

interference will occur even though' the input shaft speed changes. Changes in

shaft speed would only change the frequency at which the sixth sidebands occur.
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Assume the true value of the sixth lower sideband of the 420 gearbox

to be 0.5 g rms. If at the same time the true value of the sixth upper

sideband of the 900 gearbox was 10 gM,.and the transmissibility between

the gearboxes was 0.1 at this frequency, 1 g rms (10 x 0.1) of the 900

gearbox response would be sensed by the 420 gearbox transducer. The net

effect in the spectral analysis of the 420 gearbox vibration Jata would be to

increase the apparent response in the 1424 Hz band from 0.5 g rms to

(O.5)2 + (1)2 = 1.12 g rms. Thus the effect of transmissibility is to more than

double the spectral energy for this example. A fairly accurate assessment of

the amount of transmissibility between the gearboxes was obtained using

the following technique: The mean spectra for the 420 gearbox and the

900 gearbox are first compared. The highest response for the 900 gearbox

occurs at its gearmesh frequency. Comparing the magnitude of the response

at this frequency band on the 900 mean spectra with the same frequency

band on the 420 gearbox mean spectra yields significant information

regarding the amount of transmissibility at that frequency. In a similar

manner the highest responses on the 420 gearbox mean spectrum were compar-

ed with the 900 gearbox mean spectrum. Preliminary information indicat-

ed the transmissibility between the gearboxes in the test cell ranged

from about .1 to .2 . Admittedly this information was obtained at a few

selected frequency points in the spectrum and does not account for any

potential structural resonances that might magnify the transmissibility

at some frequencies. The above technique was also extended to the flight

test data with similar results.

The net conclusion is therefore that transmissibil.ty is predominant,

and its value ranges from .1 to .2 . The effect of this transmitced
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ei3ergy is variable depending upon the relative signal strengths of the

interacting components. Its effects must be considered, however, in any

analysis slanted toward fault isolation to the LRU.

6.5.3.6 MODES OF MODULATION

Further inspection of Figure 6-51 indicates that the sideband

structure around the various gearmesh frequencies extends quite far in

the frequency spectrum ( + 10 sidebands). Additionally, the amplitudes

of the sidebands do not drop off rapidly as the frequency separation of

a sideband from the gearmesh frequency increases.

Various researchers have described the sideband generation process for

gears and bearings as related to amplitude modulation. For the case of gear

sideband generation the physical process creating the amplitude modulation

within the gearbox has been related to shaft, bearing race, and gear

eccentricities. It has previously been assumed that these eccentricities add

and create a net shaft unbalance at the shaft rps and harmonic multiples.

This shaft unbalance xnen can cause the driving gearteeth to be driven

into and away from the driven gearteeth resulting in a load fluctuati.n.

This load fluctuation can then cause amplitude modulation ofthe basic

gearmesh frequency which forms a sideband structure. However, shaft

unbalance in the majority of cases manifests itself in vibration

components wnich bre predominant at the shafb speed. The amplitude of

the higher order components diminishes rapidly with frequency. Duc to

the nature of the amplitude modulation process the sideband structure

should show this same trend. Figure 6-51 indicates that this is not the
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In amplitude modulation A is varied in accordance with t he time

variation of the modulating signal. In angle modulation the phase term

0 is varied in accordance with the time variation of the modulating

signal.

Amplitude Modulation

The general expression for amplitude modulation of a carrier with

a single sinusoidal frequency is

(2) f(t) K (1 + m coo wmt) cos wct where K is a system constant
vm is the modulating fre-

quency
wc is the modulated fre-

quency or carrier
m = modulation factor and

denotes the fractional
extent by which the
modulation varies the
carrier amplitude

Figure 6-81 shows a typical modulating signal and the carrier

envelope variation corresponding to this modulation described by the

above equation. Equation 2 can be expanded using trigonometric identities

to the following:

f(t) = K ccs wct+ + cos(WC+WM)t+-Cos(wc WM) t

The sinusoidally modulated carrier is shown to consist of the sum

of three sinusoidal components of different frequencies, the original

carrier plus an upper and lower sideband. This 4s also shown in Figure

6-81. The amplitude of each sideband frequency for a sinusoidally modulat-

ed wave is m/2, which has a maximum value of 1/2 for 100% modulation.

Additional characteristics of the AM process are:
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I) The number of sideband components for a sl±gU modulating signal as

shown does not change if the amount of modulation (m) is increased. For

the case shown, if the modulation was doubled, the amplitude of

upper and lower sidebands about the carrier wc would also double but

the carrier amplitude would remain constant and no additional

frequencies would be generated.'

2) The amplitude of each sideband frequency for a sinusoidally
5 T

modulated wave is m/2 which has a maximum value of 1/2 for 100%

modulaticn. Relative amounts of power in the sidebands are:

Pcarrier ` 1

Plower sideband T T-
SM 2

Pupper sideband =.-

OR 2
P-otal sidebands = x Pcarrier

With 100% modulation the total power in the sidebands for sinusoidal

modulation is one half of the carrier power. However for 10% modulation
it is only .005 x the carrier power x .

2

3) Increased energy in the sidebands is not obtained from the carrier)

the carrier power remains constant regardless of the amount of

modulation.

Frequency ModuJ ation

Figure 6-82 illustrates a carrier frequency mcdulabed by a repetitive

sawtooth wave of period T. As the modulating wave inc::e-ises in

magnitude the carrier oscillates more rapidly or the frequerncy deviation

increases. That is the frequency deviation of the carrier i, proportional
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to the ,-mplitude of the modulating wave. The rate at which the carrier

fri luency changes is the rate of the modulating wave.

The general expression for a frequency modulated carrier is

S(3) f(t) = cos (vet + Psnvt
where wc is the unmodulated carrier

wm is the rate of modulation of the carrier
ais the modulation index and represents the maximum phase

shift of the carrier during a carrier cycle.

is further defined as

* 6f
fm

and is defined as the ratio of the instantaneous frequency deviation-

of the carrier to the modulating frequency.

Bluation 3 may be manipulated and expanded to the following form

(the details of this expansion may be obtained from any text dealing

with modulation theory).

t (4) f(t) = Jo(ý) cos Wct - Ji (•) cos (wc - wm)t - cos (wc + Wm)t

+ J 2 (•) cos(wc-2wm)t + cos (wc+2wm)t

- J 3 (@) cos(wc-3vm)t - cos (we +3wm)t

where Jn (•) denotes a Bessel function of the first kind which occurs

in many physical problems. Tables are available to evaluate the magni-

tude of a Darticular Jn (9).
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Equation 4 indicates a time function consisting of a carrier Jo

( ) cos wct and an infinite number of sidebands spaced at frequencies

+Tfh, +2fm, etc. from the carrier. Note that this is in contrast to the

AM case discussed previously where only the carrier and a single set of

sidebands existed. (Again this assumes sinusoidal modulation for both

the AM and FM cases.)

For the FM case the magnitudes of the carrier and sideband terms

depend on 0 , the modulation index. This dependence is expressed by the

appropriate Bessel function. This also contrasts with the AM case, where

the carrier magnitude is fixed and not affected by the modulation and

the amplitude of the two AM sidebands varies only with the modulation I
factor m. Or, in other words, the value of the carrier term in the FM
case Jo ( ) is always reduced when modulation occurs because Jo ((3 )

is less than one for all values of other than zero.

Anotier important characteristic of the FM process is that the

average power in the modulated wave is not changed by the modulation.

The power in the sidebands is obtained by a reduction in the carrier

power. Mathematically this is expressed

Jo2  ( ) + 2 Jn2  ( =1
n =1

for all values of
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The entire science of gear design emphasizes the importance of

achieving linear angular velocity in order to optimize the transmission

of torque or power. Any one of a great number of factors that can cause

dynamic variations in angular velocity will effectively cause phase or

frequency modulation of the basic gearmesh vibration frequency.

The only factor contributing to variations in angular velocity of

a gear that can be determined statically is the effect of tooth profile

variations. Tooth profile position variation or "position variation" is

defined as the deviation of a gear's tooth profile from true position.

Dynamic or operating variation of the angle (@) shown in Figure 6-83 will

contribute to position variation inaccuracies, The degree of position

variation is determined by the addition of all the factors affecting the

tooth profile positions; some of which are:

1. Rotating variations

a. Radial runout

b. Lateral runout

2. Tooth-tO-tooth variations

a. Profile deviation from true involute

b. Profile spacing

c. Tooth thickness variations

Typical geometric g.par variations are shown in Figure 6-83. It is

important to appreciate that once a gear has been fabricated, it contains

position variations due to manufacturing tolerances which are an inherent

property of that particular gear. The effect of these variations on a
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vibration signature does not become apparent until after the gear is

mated with another gear. Also, when a gear is assembled into a complete

system, additional position variations are encountered due to the

tolerances of the installation. These variations are generally due to

runout of the shaft and/or the bearing races.

When a gear system is transmitting power the dynamic loads on the

gearteeth also cause position variation errors. Some of the dynamic

factors are:

1. Elasticity of the gear i.tteria! and the gear mounting.

2. Torsional deflection and beam bending of the gear shafting.

3. Gear tooth loading and resultand deflections.

24. Dynamic balance of the rotating components.

5. Temperature differentials within the gearbox.

6. The mass of the gear and shafting system.

All of the above factors then contribute to dynamic geartooth profile

position errors and effectively phase of frequency modulate the gearmesh

frequency or carrier.

The physical process which generates frequency modulation is demonstrated

by the example in Figure S-84. In this example, it is assumed that a

gearbox similar to the 22 gearbox with 20 teeth per gear is under consid-

eration. There is no speed change between input and output shafts and

the shaft speed is 100 rps. The top half of Figure 6-84 shows the

theoretically perfect case of no geat tooth profile position errors.
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A vibration transducer monitoring this gearbox would sense only the

vibrations caused by the meshing teeth transmitting power which occurs

at 2,000 Hz (20 teeth x 100 rps). Only the basic gearmesh frequency is

assumed to be of signifivance in this example. The figure shows one

complete revolution of the shaft or gear. Accordingly the unmodilated

wave at the top of Figure 6-84 shows 20 sinusoidal cycles or 20 ,airs of

geartooth mesh. Since the shaft rotates at 100 rps, the time for one

complete shaft rotation is .01 seconds as illustrated. The time between

successive positive peaks on the unmodulated sinusoJdal gearmesh frequency

is .5 x 10-3 seconds (001 and is constant from cycle to cycle. Since

one shaft rotation is equivalent to 360 mechanical degrees of the gear and

there are 20 teeth on the gear, the mechanical angle between successive

tooth profiles is 180 (360/20). In terms of the electrical output waveform

of the transducer which senses gearmesh vibration, one electrical cycle

(3600 electrical) is generated for each fractional turn of the shaft equal

to the mechanical degrees between gear teeth. One mechanical degree is

equal to 20 electrical degrees (1/18 x 360).

The two bottom illustrations in Figure 6-84 show the case fcr a tooth

profile position mechanical error of 1/6 degree peak mechanical. This

error could arise from one of the many factors discussed above and is

assumed to vary sinusoidally as the gear completes one revolution. The net

effect of the position error is to change or modulate the instantaneous fre-

quency of the 2000 Hz gearmesh frequency. This is also shows in Figure 6-82
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The peak mechanical position error of 1/6 degree would cause a peak phase

shift of a carrier cycle of 3.3 electrical degrees ( 1/6 =-1; x 3.30
x 20

ELECTRICAL). Assuming an approximate 3.60 error rather than 3.30 for

convenience, it can be seen that the net effect of the position error is

to cause a peak frequency deviation of the carrir of 3.6/360 x 2,000 or 20

cycles. This frequency deviation is equivalent to the A f.term in the

expression of the FM modulation indes f= .- Since the shaft speed is

100 rps, and the position error is assumed sInasoidal over one gear

revolution, the effective modulatinf, frequency :Om is 100 rps. This gives I

a value of 0.2. If the position ceror variaticn over one gear revolution

is non-sinusoidal, the effective modulating frequencies will occur at

100 hertz and multiples of 100 hertz since the variation pattern is repeated

at a 100 Hz rate. The exact distribution of the harmonics would depend on

the partion variation pattern within the gear system and the

theupaticl positior pw the gear systemnd th

significant amplitude are Jo (.2) and J2 (.2). Substituting the values

of these coefficients into the expression for the FM wave gives:

f (t) = .99 Cos wet + 0.1 Cos (wc - Wm) t + 0.1 cos (wc + Win) t

Jo (.2) = .99 fc= 2000 Hz

Jl (.2) = .1 fc + fm = 2100 Hz

fe - m= 190 Hz
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This is very similar to the expression for the case of amplitude modulation,

i.e., a carrier term of approximately unchanged amplitude and two side-

bands of equal amplitude spaced from the carrier frequency by the modulating

frequency. In fact, if a spectrum analysis of this FM wave were obtained,

it would be impossible to distinguish the resultant frequency structure

from that obtained with amplitude modulation. However, as the FM modulation

index increases, or higher harmonics of the basic gearmesh frequency are

considered, some interesting effects manifest themselves.

Figures 6-85, 86, and 87 show graphically the effect on the FM

sideband structure associated with the carrier or gearmesh frequency as

the modulation index is increased. These figures also illustrate the

second harmonic component of the basic gearmesh frequency scaled to give

an amplitude of twice that of the basic gearmesh frequency. The reason

for selecting two harmonic components at this relative magnitude is that

"this pattern has been consistently observed for the 420 gearbox spectral

analyses (i.e., the second harmonic component is twice the value of the

first).

Figure 6-.85 shows the case for 03= 0; i.e., no phase modulation. At

the top of Figure 6-85 is drawn a gear tooth pattern indicating perfect

meshing conditions; i.e. uooth profile position errors do not exist.

Below the gear tooth pattern is shown the resultant wave which includes

the first and second harmonics of the gearmesh frequency. Below the

resultant wave the individual gearmesh frequencies (first and second

harmonic) are shown with no frequency modulation. And finally at the

bottom of Figure 6-85 is shown the spectrum of the vibration signal for
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the case of no modulation. Oly two frequencies at relative amplitudes

of one and two units are present in the spectru.

Figure 6-86 shows the case when some FM exists due to a sinusoidal

phase modulation or profile position error. Here it is assumed that

S= 0.5 for the first harmonic. If, as in the previous example, the

gearmesh frequency is assumed to be 2000 hertz and the gearshaft rps is
100, A fc of the gearmsh if 50 hertz (LI fc =•xM. Aso for 0.5

the significant Bessel coefficients are nbw:

Jo (.5) = .94

Jz (.5) = .24

J2 (.5) = .03

Referring to the equation describing the FM wave and inserting the above

Bessel coefficients, it can be seen that the sideband structure has

expanded. The spectrum of the FM wave now contains the original carrier

or gearmesh frequency at a reduced amplitude of .95 and two pairs of

sidebands separated from the gearmesh at +100 hertz and + 200 hertz at

relative amplitudes of .24 and .03.

Similarly, Figure 6-87 shows the case when the modulation index

associated with the first harmonic of the gearclash increase to one

(@ = 1). The significant Bessel coefficients are now:

Jo (1) = 0.77

t. . -, J.I,
fJ \ 4'Ni - .1

•2 (i) = 0.11

J 3 (1) = 0.02
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As contrasted to the case of = 5, this case of ~=1 indicates that

the frequency spectrum contains the gearmesh frequency at 2000 Hz but

reduced in amplitude to 0.77 and a sideband structure at +100, +200, +300

heftz from the carrier at relative amplitudes of 0.44, 0.11, and 0.02. The

spectrum is also shown in Figure 6-87.

The point of the above discussion is the fact that a single modulating

frequency related to the shaft speed and a moderate amount of frequency

deviation (ZL fc) which is related to the peak tooth profilL position error

can combine to cause an extended sideband structure around the basic gearmesh

frequency. The greater the frequency deviation (%fc) or effectively, the

greater the modulation index the more extensive is the sideband structure.

Further, and most important to the understanding of vibration specifics, it

can be seen that as increases the energy increase in the sidebands is

accompanied by a corresponding decrease in the energy at the carrier or

gearmesh frequency.

The effect cf frequency modulation on the second harmonic of the gear-

clash is somewhat different than the effect on the fundamental. Recalling

that one of the equations describing the FM wave was

f(t) = cos (wct + sin wmt)

Where wc = carrier or gearmesh frequency (first harmonic)

wm = modulating or shaft rotation frequency.

The equivalent expression for the frequency modulated wave at the second

harmonic of the gearmesh is:

f(t) (2nd harmonic) cos (n wct + n sin wmt)

Where n = 2

fm wm
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This toquation indicates a time function at twice the carrier or gearmesh

Irequency modulated at a rate determined by the shaft rps (fto) with an

effective modulation index n ý which is twice that (n=2) for the case

of the basic gearmesh frequency.

Since the modulation index, is defined as fe =-and fka is thefm

shaft rps the effei-ve modulation index ((3) for the second harmonic of

the gexmesh frequency is twice that of the first harmonic. This is shown

in Figures 6-85, 86, and 87. The effect of this phenomenon is to cause a

more extensive sideband structure at the second and higher harmonics of a

gearmesh frequency. This is also shown in the spectrum plots in Figures

6-50 and 6-51. The appropriate Bessel coefficients for the second harmonic

modulation idexes of 1= and = 2 are listea below.

Jo (1) = 0.77 Jo (2) = 0.22

J1 (1) = o.44 J 1 (2) = 0.58

J2 (1) = 0-11 o 2 (2) = 0.35

J 3 (1) = 0.02 J 3 (2) = 0.13

J 4 (1) = Not Significant J 4 (2) = 0.03

The fact that the modulation index increases in direct proportion to the

harmonic number of a particular gearmesh frequency implies the following:

Even though the modulation information associated with a malfunction

contained in the carrier and sidebands of a gearmesh is the same at the

fundamental gearclash as it is at the higher harmonics, the spectral

distribution of this information will be different depending upon which

harmonic sideband structure is analyzed.
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The significance of the modulation index (1 ) is that the 6f,

term represents the net sum of the many factors previously outlined that

contribute to gear tooth profile position variations on 8 dynamic basis.

The identification of this FM effect and its characteristics also

explains the reaction initially observed in the test cell phase between

a bad bearing implant and the gear and shafting system. (i.e. the bearing

implant manifesting itself by causing a change in the related gear

sideband structure).

The above discussion of FM assumed, in all cases, a sinusoidal modu-

lating wave. However, this assumption does not represent typical gear

tooth profile positiqn variations. Significant harmonics of the sinu-

soidal pattern do exist. The extension of the FM process with a complex

modulating signal or profile variation pattern is considerably more

difficult and cumbersome than the Tase for a single frequency. However,

the general characteAistics outlined above are still applicable. For a

complex modulating signal the energy in the gearmesh sidebands would occur

at known points in the frequency spectrum, i.e. at integer multiples of

the gearshaft rps or fin. The sideband structure would not be symmetrical

about the carrier. This fact has been established by various researchers on

frequency modulation and has been consistently observed in the path.

The modulation index is an extremely important indicator as to the

amount of phase or frequency modulation that exists in a particular gear,

bearing, or shaft syste This index would in general be different for a

particular gear system (i.e. 420 gearbox, 90P gearbox, transmission tail

rotor, transmission input quill, etc.).
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Tt would depend on such factors as

1. The geometry of the gear (no. of teeth, size of gear, etc.)

2. The manufacturing tolerances for a particular gear (input quill,

tall rotor, etc.).

3. The mass of the gear.

4. The rotational speed of the gearshaft

5. The mechanical load

Assume, for example, that gear tooth wear is the only factor under

consideration. If a man spectra representative of all new 420 gearboxes

were obtained, the sideband structure for all samples that were used to

generate the mean spectrum should be similar if the gears were cut by

the same machine. As the gearteeth in these gearboxes wear as a function

of usage, the relative tooth profile position error would increase, causing

f to increase and causing the sideband structure to be altered in some

predictable manner. However, due to the many factors in addition to

wear influencing the tooth profile position error, it can be expected

that the sideband pattern would differ depending on the cause of a

malfunction. At this time it appears that it may be possible to correlate

the sideband structure with a particular malfunction.

The FM effect also tends to substantiate the test results obtained

based on the statistical analysis of the data. It will be recalled that

statistical indicators employed to test the narrowband spectra used to com-

pute a mean spectrum for a part'Icular component indicated that some of the

components were not representative of the mean and caused statistical .

distortion. Invariably the filter bands that were associated with gear-

mesh sidebands indicated the highest coefficients of variance.
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This brings out twe distinct possibilities: first, that

t.hose components that differed statistically from the mean were "bad"

to the extent that they required replacement; or second, that these

components relresentod different degrees of veer relative to the other

components used to establish the mean. The data analyzed tends to

substantiate the latter case. A further extension of this line of

reasoning would indicate that it is distinctly possible, using the

statistical appreach outlined earlier, to segregate "good" components

Into various mean spectra. These mean spectra then would be representa-

tive of various degrees of wear. Perhaps comparison of a suspect component

could be made with the various mean spectra to determine useful operating

hours of life remaining. Additional testing, date analysis, and

correlation would be required to determine if this is in fact possible.

There is one additional significant factor concerning the FM

process. That is the equations describing the modulating process

predict t.hat as the modulation index Sincreses, the energy associated

with the carrier or geermesh vibration frequency decreases. In fact at

some modulat.ion indices the energy associated with the carrier will

disappear completely and all the energy associated with the FM wave is

contained in the sidebands. This effect is not normally noticeable until

the modulation index exceeds approximately 1.5. To ascertain whether

'this effect could be observed "•: the data, Figure 6-88 showing expected'

modulation indices for the various gearmeshes in the power train was
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vA'c'ulaited. The basis of the calculation was that the maximum ifc term

in the modulation index(jD Afc was 1%. This number-was considered

representative of vhat could be expected for the various searmahes.

The modulation index was calculated by taking one percent of the various
I !

gearmesh frequencies and dividing by the respective shaft speeds asso-

cinted with a particular gearmesh. This Vas done for both 'the driving

gear and the driven gear.

•The figure indicates that based on the modultion index only the

upper and lower planetary gearmeshes would be likely candidintes on which'

to check the existence, of thin effect. Vibration spectra from all the

other gearrmeshes indicated that the predominant components are thd Star-

mesh frequencies. !.This would be expected based on the value of their
I II

modulation indexes.*

Figure 6-89 is a narrowband, spectral (2.5 Hz~analysis filter) anaiysis

of the vibration signals from transducer No. 125; a piezo-electric accelero-

meter which was mounted on the transmission input quill. This spectrum is

from flight test data, and the defective implant is an input quill ball bearing.

The spectral analysis extends from 0 to 5,000 Hz. The highest amplitude

response is the input quill gearmesh frequency which for the item speed in

this mnalysis is at 3133 Hz. Sidebands associated with this gearmesh are

identified on the analysis for both the driving gear a.'d the driven gear.

They arý spaced at approximately +108 Hz and +51 Hz fram the gearmesh. These
Si I I

-idebands tire of a relatively low value compared to the geartresh. This is

1.o Ioh expected for two reasons.: The first is that the modulation index
I

issoI'inted with this gearmesh is low( = 0.3). T1e second is that,
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since the defective implanted bearing had minor pits and scratches on

the balls and races, it is not reasonable to expect these defects to

react on the gear with any appreciable mgnitude.

Also identified in the spectral analysis are the other transmitted

gearmesh frequencies associated with the tall rotor drive and accessory

drive. The tail rotor basic gearmesh occurs at approximtely 1830 Hz and

its second harmnic at 3660 Hz. Sidebands of these gearmeihes, though

they exist, are not transmitted with sufficient energy to make them

standout above the background notes at this transducer location.

Therefore no attempt was made to identify these components. The

accessory drive gearmash at 2779 Hz is also identified but the same

reasoning as above applies to its sidebands.

Further observation of this spectral analysis shows significant

responses located throughout the spectrum. They have been identified

and labeled. It is seen that these responses are associated with both

the upper and lover planetary stage gearmesh frequencies, sidebands

of the gearmsh, harmnics of these gearmash frequencies and midebands

associated with the gearmash harmonies. It is again pointed out that the

energy associated with these responses is being sensed by an accelerometer

* on the input quill.

The upper planetary gearmesh at the item speed for this analysis is

628 Hz. This component is missing yet two sidebands spaced about 5 Hz apart

at 633 Hz and 638 Hz are apparent. Based on the modulation index table,

5 Hz spacing of sidebands should be predominant. The responses at 592 Hz

and 683 Hz are also sidebands associated with the 626 Hz gearmesh. The
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second harmonic gearmaesb frequency of the upper planetaries, is evident at about

1255 Sz. However, the amplituae of this gesrmeh relative to itsassociated

sideband structure is quite low. Also notice that the sideband struture is

separated by intervals of about 5 Hz. The sideband structure at the second

harmonic is more extensive than that at the first barmonic. This is to be

expected since the effective 0 at the second harmonic is twice that of the first

harmonic. The dominance of sidebands at 5 Hz is also to be expected because

the modulation Index for the 5 rps shaft is greater than 3 times that for the

17 rpe shaft.

The next significant response occurs around 2000 Hz. The first harmonic

gearmesh of the lover planetarles should occur at 1915 Hz. Anain this response

is missing. However a sldeband structure separated at intervals of about 17

Hz exists around this frequency. Again based on the modulation index this is

understandable.

The next significant response is associated with the 4th harmonic of the

upper planetaries. This should occur at about 2448 Hz. Agan no significant

response exists at this frequency. However, notice the spacing of the side-

band structure around 2"8 Hz. It Is In 17 Hz Increment and multiples of 17 Hz.

This is an effect not observed at the lover harmonics of this gearmesh. However,

since the effective A for the 17 rps shaft on the upper planetaries is now

approximately 1.5, sidebands associated with this shaft now proliferate as

expected. Also notice where the 5 Hz sidebands associated with the upper

planetaries are now located. They are at 2705, 2720, 2730, 2760 Hz. The

effective 0 associated with the 5 rps shaft based on the assumption in Figure

6-86 is nov greater than 5.
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The same reasoning can be extended to the other responses in the spectrum

out to 5KHz. In general, since the modulation index is increasing, sidebands

move further and further away from the harmonic of the gearmesh frequency and

there is a general intermingling of sidebands spaced away from the gearmesh

frequency by 5 Hz and 17 Hz.

The fact that the high level responses associated with the two planetaries

actually exist is shown in Figure 6-90. This figure lists all of the major

spectral responses observed in the mean spectra that were generated for each

transducer on the transmission and gearboxes during the flight test. The table

lists the magnitude of each peak response for each transducer in peak units of

the transducer and the filter band in which it occurred. The center frequency

of each filter band in the spectrum is also listed. The transducers are referred

to by their identification numbers. Since all spectral analyses on the trans-

mission were carried out from 0 - 5,000 Hz with a 14.7 Hz analysis filter, it

will be appreciated that the resolution of this filter is not sufficient to

separate all of the 5 Hz sidebands.

Inspection of Figure 6-90 shows that all the major responses such as tail

rotor quill gearmesh, tail rotor quill second harmonic, the input quill gear-

mesh, the accessory drive gearmesh, the upper and lower planetary gearmeshes

and their sidebands are listed. The table also allows cross-correlation be-

tween the various transducers on the transmission so that transmissibility

effects can be evaluated. The table shows not only that the transducers

closest to a particular excitation source give maximiu response but also that

there is a significant amount of transmissibility of this excitation to the

other transducers. The item speeds in this figure were digitally speed corrected

to a reference of 6600 rpm input quill shaft speed within +1 filter band.
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Figure 6-90 shows that both velocity pickups #47 (axial) and #123

(radial) mounted on the transmission top case are most sensitive to the

planetary gearmesh vibration. It further indicates planetary sideband

components sensed by these transducers at levels of .32, .42, and .57 peak

inches/second in filter bands around 4,000 Hz (second harmonic lower planetary

gearmesh). In terms of acceleration this amounts to 15 to 40 pk g's.

Study of the test data also indicates that the FM process exists in the

case of bearing pit frequencies. It will be recalled that the highly resolved

spectral analysis and discussion of the data on the 42& gearbox from the test

cell phase established the existence of the bearing pit frequencies. Although

these frequencies were at extremely low amplitude levels, the nature of the

spectral distribution of these frequencies follows the same spreading pattern

observed for the gears. This can be explained by the fact that the bearing

elements, be they balls or rollers, are separated from each other by a cage

retainer. Mechanical effects contribute to changes in the relative spacing of

these elements (i.e., toleranes, wear, loading) will effectively cause time

variations between impacts as the elements strike a pit in the bearing races.

This will give rise to frequency or'phase modulation just as vas the case for

gears. Two major distinguishing features for modulated bea'ing frequencies

are present. First, the overall amplitude level associated with a pit frequency

is much lower than is the case for gears) secondly, the frequencies associated

with the bearing are not only a function of the bearing geometry and rotational

speed but also of the contact angle and any element slippage.

In conclusion, it can be shown quite positively that the predominant

modulation process that accounts for extensive sideband structure associated
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with gears and bearings is frequency modulation. This allows a great

deal to be learned about the health of a mechanical system by studying

a detailed spectrum analysis. It also precludes the usage of simple

"amplitude of fundamenta)l" messurement,3 as indicators of the health of

a system.

LI
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(1.5.4 Flight Test Data Documentation

Documentation similar to that for the test cell was also kept for the

flight test phase of the program. Every data run taken was indexed on the

analog tape system test lognbeets, and these test logsheets were referenced to

master data logaheets in the same manner as in the test cell. The special

AIDAPS vibration logaheets were also kept listing the defective parts im-

planted, their serial numbers and the descriptions of the defects.

Analyses similar to those of the test cell were performed on the flight

test data and the computer printout formats were similar to the test cell

printouts with those exceptions detailed below.

Figure 6-91 illustrates the heading information on the flight test

narrow band analysis. The information in the first 3 lines is the same as

that of the test cell except that the speeds listed are corrected speeds.

For the flight test analyses, the actual speeds were corrected to their

equivalent 100% rpm value and che data was shifted in frequency a corresponding

amount. Line 4 contains the corrected 111 and R12 speeds of tbr- engine, the

particular flight condition being analyzed, the aircraft serial number and

the aircraft speed. Line 5 is similar to the test cell and line 6 gives

the actual rpm values before correction. The data printout format is

similar to that of the test cell data.

Except for the mean identification number, the flight test mean and

standard deviation printout is the same as that of the test cell. Figure 6-92

is an example of a flight test mean and standard deviation printout. For the

flight test the mean identification numbers and their corresponding parameters

were as follows.
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Parameter No. Flight Test Mban Identification No.

7 MRA007

8 NNA008

145 MN~0045

47 MNO047

149 M1D049

123 3M023

125 H3*l25

126 MuA26

129 M1129

59 roA059

61 XNAO61

64 hA0o64

66 MA066

Figure. 6-93 is an exmple of the mean plus ten standard deviation

comparison summary for parameter number 66 "output quill bearings" on the

900 gearbox. This figure illustrates part of the defective part testing

during the flight test phase. The flight test comparisons were not sorted

according to type of defect as was done with the test cell data, because of

the small number of defective parts tested. Each run number of Figure. 6-90

therefore, is for a different type of defect. Correlation between run number
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and type of defect can be determined by reference to Figures 6-94, 95,
96, and 97 discussed in Section 6.5.6.

In the flight test comparisons, the individual frequency band numbers

were printed out for the seven highest comparison levels. While the general

format of the flight test comparisons is the same as that of the ground test,

the large number of levels which had the "bands greater than" printed out,

necessitated simplifying this portion of the printout. For the fligh• test,

only those bands which exceeded one level but dropped out before the next

highest level were printed. To determine the frequency bands that exceeded

a specific level, look at that level and all levels greater than that level.

Referring to Figure 6-93, run 167 for a moment, the comparison summary indicates

that three individual freqsney bands exceeded the mean plus five ctandard

deviation level. Under ý'bands greater than" the mean plus five standard

dev iations there are tw.-o band numb-ers listed: 83 and 422; unddr the nedn plus

six standard deviation one band num=ber 47. This means that band numbers 83,

4-22 exceeded Ithe nean +5S but dromed out before tbhe mean -S !evel; band

number 47 exceeded tbe mean +6 S evel and dromwed out beforee the mean 4-7S

level.
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6.5.5 Summary of Flight Test Analysis

6.5.5.1 Genera

As has been indicated, analysis of flight test data was compliceted

compared to analysis of test cell data because of various causes. These

may be summarized as follows:

1. Small sample size for determination of LRU baselines (i.e., only two

transmissions established the baseline).

2. Method of speed compensation left undesirable granularity in band

p2.acement, and difficult correlation between M1 and N2 effects,

3. Transmissibility in aircraft made isolation of "cause-effect" relation-

ship more difficult than anticipated.

4. The degree of "badness" was in general unknown.

The net result of the first two problems was that the coefficient of

variance for the different bands was significantly higher than desirable.

Therefore, many significant changes in the vibration signature might not

ceuse 4 1- exceed3nces.

The result of the third problem is to increase the number of 4 6-

exceedances for a varticular L-RU due to coumling of energy between !MRL's.

Tie result of the fourIth problem is a diffizulty in distinguishing

be-"-eer, g týxod and bad asirts.

-,esuizjig thesee problezs cxist ard also realizing that a. decision had to

be =e- despzle tise prd-D2-, twhe scp-o- .- al~fcltcnqeFe

IJ uelfrtsc3-aayU*a wea.A otyt teee
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6.5.5.2 Problem Analysis Technique

Nothing could be done in an analysis technique to cope with problem (W)

which was clearly a question of an insufficient statistical base.

The data could not be reprocessed in time to fully compensate for

problem (2). In order to partially compensate, however, a + 1 band

inaccuracy was assumed in the Fourier bands.

The fact that fewer than hoped for 4 T- exceedances resulted from

problems (1) and (2) could not ressonrbiy be adjusted for without extensive

data re-analysis; therefore, this was simply recognized as a problem which

would limit the effectiveness of flagging a bad unit.

The transmissibility effect was corrected by the following procedure:

a. The expected bands due to gear mesh and side bands of each mesh were

calculated for pertinent sensor location.

b. The expected bands due to rotational speed and harmonics were calcu-

lated for each sensor location.

c. The bands were then compared to determine what bands were common between

sensors, and what bands were unique.

d. Comparison srnarries were then prepared for each known bad parts flight.

A co-aiarision suar ry lists all band exceedances for each transducer which

exceeds the mean plus I4 6f, where the mean and a-for t1e various bands

is as determined from the knorwn good parts flihts.

e. Trh e, (1 exceedsrces for each sensor -*-ere t'en stu•ied to see if they

coxresponieci to an expeeted boand of interzes. if tUey did;, tbey were

Aif-ted 2 or 1, depending unpon vmhezr they Pere uni-e or c=• bando

re~~t~3..If tlbey did. not;, t-he ezea. is rated az zero. ~h
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concept of utilizing a weighting factor was utilized in order to

provide a better means of separating good and bad parts. In order

to demonstrate the usefulness'of weighting the bands, the above-

mentioned rating factors were chosen. Later the weighting

factors were expanded.in an effort to further improve the "good,

bad" part discriminations. This is elaborated upon in Section 10,
I Paragraph 10.4.4.1. The effectiveness of weighting factors was

clearly demonstrated in the improved ability to separate good and

bard parts (i.e., make their spread in ratings greater, reference

Paragraph 30.4.4.1), The next step would be to provide a computer

with all the data (i.e., 4- exceedances for good and bad parts

plus the good-bad parts definition) and allow it to optimize the
weighting factors for the different bands. The comriater program

was, however, beyon% +he scope of the program.

f. All sensor exceedan re similariy computed ane 1.1 sensor

outputs on an IRU were summed.

Problem (4) then became evident; i.e., the degree of badness in

the parts installed. The spread on the answers due to the above

approach made choice of a good/bad level difficult. it should be

emphasized, however, that had pr•oblems (1) and (2) not existed, more

4a- e-exceedaaies w•emId be expeeed in the bands of Interest for the

bad pa•,ts and, dh--iefore, =tph i-.rove tbe sensitivity of our analysis

t••o discriminate bet-sz good emd bad paixr•s 1 -. E U-Z-ol ;s tuj the

X!c#' a b y xesolving :problm (2).
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6.5.5.3 Derived Evaluation Criteria from Known Bad Parts Tests

From the known bad parts testing, the following levels were

chosen as bet fits to detect the known bad parts:

Engine 7

420 Gearbox 4

90 C Gearbox 12

Transmission 22

Sensors 45 and 49 on the transmission were not analyzed nor was

sensor 55 on the 42" gearbox. At the time these were felt redundant.

The engine rating of 7 was correct in 15 out of 20 cases, with

2 being borderline cases (i.e., an engine called good with a rating

of 6, and bad with a rating of 9).

The 420 gearbox rating of 4 was right in 17 out of 20 cases.

The 900 gearbox rating of 12 was right in 14 out of 20 cases.

The transmission rating of 22 was right in 13 out of 19 cases

(in one case sensors 47 and 129 were not functioning, so the case was

thrown out) with 3 borderline cases.

Wlile it is recognized that the score is not perfect, it is

strongly felt that considerabJ- improvement is possible by employing

data processing and technique refinement (Reference Section 10,

Paragraph 10.4.4.1) which are now evident.
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0,.-.). Summary Flight Test Data

Figure 6-94, 95, 96, and 97 contain a summary of the flight test

data for the level flight test condit'on on the engine, tranmission,

420 and 900 gearbox, respectively. The information contained in these

figures is piesente- in the same format as that for the test cell data

described earlier in paragraph 6.4.6.
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Y.0 VERIFICATION TEST ANALYSIS

""7.1 Gas Path Data Analysis

The AIDAPS Test Bed Program included a series of technique verification

tests. The objective of the verification tests was to identify degraded

parts which were implanted in six engines without prior kciozledge as to what

part had been changed. This section covers the application of the gas path

technique to the six unknown engines in diagnosing possible degraded gas

producer (compressor, N1 and N2 turbine and nozzles, etcu faults.

7.1.1 General Comments

The six verification engines had not been previously encountered in

the Test Bed Program and therefore baseline flights were required on each

engine to demonstrate the unique Hamilton Standard gas path analytical

technique. (Refer to Section 6.2). The data resulting from these tests is

displayed in bar chart form in Figures 7-2 through 7-13. These charts depict

the change of the measured parameters from a baseline (Figures 7-8 through

7-13) and the engine variations which produced these changes (Figures 7-2

through 7-7). The actual baseline characteristics which were used for the

analysis (Figure 7-1) are:

1. The flight of the specific engine in a "good" configuration;

2. The average flight data from the (4) Phase D and (6) verification

engines; and

3. A typical engine characteristic extracted from the data provided

by Lycoming Model Specification No. 104.33.

A fourth bar is included for two engines, LE l4819 and LE 17376 (Figures

7-4, 7-5, 7-10, and 7-11), which demonstrates the results of an analysis
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based on data tabulated by ARAIEAC personnel during the test cel2. engine

checks. This bar illustrates the difference between degraded and rebuilt

runs in the test cell. These e.re the only two engines for which a complete

data set is currently available,

The data has been compared to the three separate engine characteristics

or baselines listed above in order to demonstrate the potential Jeopardy

inherent in using the improper baseline. The correct result is the first

bar in each parameter group which comparos the test and baseline flights for

the specific engine. The second bar illustrates the results which would be

obtained from an average cha~racteristic based on a small engine sampling.

The third bar approximates the results which could be obtained from an

average of many engines. Conclusions from this comparison will be sinmarized

following a discussion of the inidividual results.

A final comment involves the limits of degradation which must be

encountered before engine maintenance is required. The proper definition of

these limits inherently remains the responsibility of the engine manufacturer.

The definition of malfunction limits based on the small sampling used in this

Test Bed Program would probably prove to be too restrictive for a production

system. However, it is proper to define detection limits for the Test Bed

Program to distinguish between normal variations and implanted changes.

Exceedance of the detection thresholds listed below in terms of percent change

allowable indicates a malfunction.

TT5 +5%

WA -6%
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A5  +5%J7 T +3%

An +5%

7.1.2 Verification 1 - LE 18270, Figures 7-2 and 7-8 (July 16, 1971)

The data presented for this engine i.ll,Utrates that different answers

may be obtained from the three analytical approaches*. Application of the

limits of detection to the second and third bars (average baselines) results

in the diagnostic of No Gas Path Fault. The custom baseline indicates that

both the N1 turbine area ( 4 A5 ) and the power turblue area (& An) have

changed by 6% and are thus the probable implants. However, as was mentioned,

the baseline flight for this engine experienced a shorc circuit in the

exhaust gas temperature harness. A reduction of the base temperature by

14 degree3 (1%) would produce a 2% area reduction for both nozzles a-d a

2 1/2% airflow reduction. This engine is thus in the gray area in that no

change is a definite possibility. The Army Aviation Systems Command,

AAVSCOM, confirms that no degraded component had been implanted in this

engine.

°7.1.3 Veiification 2 - LE 20791, Figures 7-3 and 7-9 (July 19, 1971)

This set of engine data 1-dicates that the turbine nozzle areas (A A5 and

An) have probably not been changed since all variations are within thtc

limits of detection. This data does illustrate the uncertainty which results

from the baseline definition in that the third bar for A A5 is very near a

* An additional complication for this engine was present since for the
baseline flight the EGT (T9 ) harness had malfunctioned. An extra-
polation of ARADMAC test data was used for this parameter.
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detection limit and a slight additional coking would produce an incorrect

diagnostic. However, the diagnostic derived for this engine is that compressor

airflow (,A W,) has deteriorated. Data obtained from AAVSCOM indicates that

no deteriorated component had been implanted. Subsequent analysis of the

flight data and study of the engine operation capabilities indicates that a

change of only 5% in the engine bleed air extraction woull chanr the airflow

from -7.2 to -5.2% and result in the diagnostic of No Gas Path Fault.

7.1.li %Terification 3 - LE 14819. Figures 7-4 and 7-10 (July 23, 1971)

This data clearly indicates that a degraded compressor has been implanted

in the engine since A WA and A c have exceeded their detection limits.

This conclusion is confirmed by AAVSCOM. The fourth bt.r of each parameter

group which resulted from an analysis of the data on ,,]M4AC test -,ell log-

sheets also confirms this conclusion. The 4% deteri,._ !,,ion in power turbine

nozzle area (A An) might well be reduced. significcvt.!y had inter-turbine

pressure measurements been included in the mathemai;ical model. The & An change

did not, however, produca an ,indesired diagnostic message.

7.1.5 Verification 4 - LE 17376. Figures 7-5 and 7-1,. (July 26, 1971)

This data indicar;es that no degraded pa-t was implanted in the engine.

-* The ARA1)MAC test cell logsheet data (fourth bar) confirms this conclusion.

However, AAVSCOM has indicated that the N1 nozzles were changed for this

flight. Subsequent da.scussions with AAVSCOM and Bell Helicopter representa-

tives have indicated that it is difficult to match the turbine stator (nozzles)

and rotor and the apparent disagreement between the data arn desired implant

could be attributed to this problem. It should be noted that the baseline

7-h
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flights occurred after the degraded part flight and the match for this

baseline flight may not have been sufficient to permit detection of the

implanted component. This test result is thus in the gray area.

7.1.6 Verification 5 - LE 18301. Figures - (July 30, 1971)

This test indicates that changes have been implanted in the N! turbine

nozzles and N-, turbine nozzles because both & A5 and AAn exceeded limits

of detection. AAVSCOM has confirmed that the N2 turbine nozzles were

changed and thus the diagnostic approach correctly isolated the fault to tLe

turbines. The variation in N1 nozzle area ( & A5 ) may again be caused by the

matching problems on rebuild and compounded by the lack of an inter-turbineIpressure measurement. The ARAIEAC logsheets for this engine were not avail-

able for analysis at publishing time.

7.1.7 Verification 6 - LE 16W6, Figures 7-7 and 7-13 (August 12, 1971)

The flight data indicates that no degraded component was implanted for

this test because no parameters exceeded their limits. This conclusion was

confirmed by AAVSCOM. It is interest:Lng to note that the data for a 10

engine average baseline (second bar) indicates an N1 nozzle area change

( d A5 ) which is not confirmed by any other data. This deviation again

demonstrates that the best confidence can be obtained from the Hamilton

Standard approach of comparing a deteriorated engine with the same engine

in a "good" configuration.

7.1.8 Summary of Analytical Techniques

The verification test data has been presented for three baseline

definitions. In general, the conclusions obtained by comparing the flight
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data to either a 10 engine average baseline or the engine model baseline

is not in good agreement with the specific engine results. Further study

also indicates that some of the variations, notably in the turbine areas,

illustrate opposite signs. This result is quite possible because the de-

graded flight data Pan exist between a multi-engine average and the

specific "good" engine data. This then confirms the Hamilton Standard

approach of only comparing data on a specific engine as yielding the

most reliable results.

The gas producer and power turbine areas ( A A5 and A An, respective-

ly) are actually effective flow areas which are determined by the stator

vane and rotor configuration. A positive area change is indicative of

either an eroded or worn nozzle or that the angle of attack between stator

and rotor is too shallow. A negative area change indicates either a coked

or clogged nozzle or a steep angle of attack. Thus it is quite possible

for the turbine area changes to be of opDosite sign in any given

installation.

7
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1. 1.9 (kxs Path Analysis Restrictions

The above described test results have been successfully formulated in

spite of three basic assumptions which tended to restrict the conclusions.

First, it must be assumed that the engine characteristics will not change

during two disassemblies and reassemblies. The validity of this assumption

has not been tested. Second, it must be assumed that the "degraded" parts

are significantly different from the original parts. The small variations

which were encountered in some instances would indicate that this assumption

may not be universally valid. Finally, the "degraded parts tests" utilized

two helicopters while the baseline tests used only one helicopter. The effect

of this variation has been minimized as much as possible by attempting to

retain the sensors with the engine. However, normal wear and attrition has

occurred which introduces a degree of uncertainty into the final conclusions.

Considerable improvement of the diagnostic confidence will be obtained

in a prodvction AIDAPS system by eliminating the aforementioned restrictions.

The initial fLiJghts will estfeblish the actual engine baseline characteristics
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7.1.9 Continued

for the remainder of the engine life. Component degradation will then be

firmly 6;.t.blished as wear occurs and the uncertain artificial variations

between "good" and "bad" parts will be eliminated. The use of a completely

consistent equipment set will eliminate the need to estimate performance

differences between helicopter installations, wiring, and sensors. Finally,

the effect of the continual ergine disassembly and rebuilding process will

be eliminated as a potential variation becatse this process would not occur

in a normal application. Any overhaul which is required would result in a

new engine baseline characteristic being established concurrent with engine

re-installation.

7.2 Mechanical Diagnostic Summary

The entire subject of mechanical diagnostics was discussed in detail in

Section 6.3. The conclusion reached was that the degraded parts did not

establish a malfunction signature during the flight test phase. This same

conclusion is generally applicable to the verification test flights. Those

parts installed in aircraft 61011 did not exhibit any significant limit

exceedances or diagnostics.

The same conclusion is true of the parts installed in aircraft 17223

with only two exceptions. These involve the bearing temperature rises on

the second and sixth engines, LE 20791 and -0 16886, resr-ctively. The oil

temperature rises in bearing 2 and bearings 3 and 4 exceeded preset limits

for a large percentage of both flights and resulted in) the diagnostic to

inspect the lubrication system. A further isolation of the actual problem

cannot be obtained because this condition was not encountered dudLng the
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7.a • Continued

r flight test. An attempt to understand this condition involved additional

reviews of the data flights on helicopter 17223 as outlined below.

The data flights on AC 17223 during the flight phase all exhibited

high bearing temperatures for both bearings with respect to the equivalent

temperatures on AC 61011. The bearing 2 temperature rise was consistently

near or above the diagnostic limit but no other malfunction indication was

present and bearings 3 and 4 temperatures were 40 to 50 degrees below the

limit. The verification flights produced bearings 3 and 4 temperature rises

which averaged above the limit and bearing 2 had also become higher. This

leads to the conclusion that the cooling system on AC 17223 was less efficient

than that of AC 61011 and that some change had been incorporated for the

demonstration flights of LE 20791 and LE 16886.
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"7.3 Verification Testing - Vibration

7.3.1 General

The criterion generated in paragraph 6.5.5 was next applied to the

verification test results. In these cases, however, sensors 45 and 49 on

the transmission and 59 on the 420 gearbox were analyzed. Therefore, good-

bad levels had to be established for these components. Based on two sensors

being used on the 420 gearbox instead of one, this LRU level was doubled to 8.

The transmission sensors 45 and 49 proved to generate a disproportionate

number of exceedances, and the limit was, therefore, raised to 100. The

verification good-bad levels are summarized below:

Engine 7

420 Gear Box 8

900 Gear Bo- 12

Transmisblon 100

The weighted 4 6* analysis described in paragraph 6.5.5 was then calcu-

lated , the following numerical rating resulting.

Engine 420 900 Transmission
Weighted Weigited Weighted Weighted

Date Run No. 4 <r 4 r7" 4 e 4

16 July 170 6 7 0 145

19 July 173 12 No Data 4 169

23 July 176 13 10 0 47

26 July 179 13 1 5 106

30 July 182 0 10 31 25

2 August 185 16 1 6 183
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7. 1.' Iurtlher Conpiderations of Transmissibility Between LRU's

Vrom l.he results of our known bad parts tests, reference 6.5.5, it was

evident that our score could have been significantly improved if certain

borderline cases had their decisions reversed. A further look was then

taken into the problems associated with transmissibility to see if borderline

cases could be swayed one way or the other. Of particular interest is

coupling between the engine and the transmission as well as between the 42°

and 900 gearboxes.

7.3.2.1 Transmission to Engine

In the case of the engines, run No. 179 and 185 were thought borderline.

In these two cases, the transmission had high 40f exceedances. The eleven

bands were studied to see if they could be eliminated because higher energy

was present in that band at the transmission than at the engine; this is an

indicator of the transmission being the source of this energy rather than the

engine. This reduced the weighted 4 0 exceedances by 6 and 5 for Runs 179

and 185, respectively. To assure that this approach wLs indeed improving our

overall ability to discriminate between good and bad parts, similar analysis

were made for the other "'•.rification flights. The results showed an average

reduction of less than 3 for tne other runs; therefore, producing a net im-

pruvement in discrimination. Interaction in the other direction between

en•gine and transmission was not considered for two reasons:

1. High ratio of 4 _7', transmission exceedance to eng,-n 4 a- exceedances.

2. Relatively few overlap bands (less than 8%) between the transmission

and engine compared to the total number of transmission bands consid-

ered.
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7.3.2.2 900.and 420 Gearboxes

.The other interactions'considered in the final choice involved the 900-

420 gearbox transmissibility. If Runs 170 and 182 are considered marginal

on the 420 gearbox, interaction with the 900 gearbox should be considered.

Since there were no'900  4cyexceedances for Run 170, the corresponding 420

rating of 9 was not altered. However, there were 31 90' 4 <CTexceedances in

the .case of Run 182. These were then studied to determine what the weighted

4 O" would be if the interactive bands were totally dropped, rather than

rating them 1. This gave a new weighted 4 e" of 6.

None of the 900 boxes were considered'marginal, therefore, thece were

not studied further.

As a result of the above judgment, decisions, the final weighted 4 a-

summary of the verification tests is presented.

Engine 420 90 Transmission
Weighted Weighted Weighted Weighted

Run No. 4 _ J- 40_ 4 15-,

170 5 7 0 145

173 8 0 4 169

176 10 10 0 45'

179 7 1 5 1o6

182 0 6 31 25

185 ii 1 6 183

7.3.3 Scoring System

A rating technique was devised ab follows to account for the degree of

wrongness in the answer, while not accentuating the degree of rightness.

The rules adhered to were as follows:
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1. If answer was right - score 1o.

2. If answaerwas wrong - score rating over threshold level times 10 for

numbers less than the threshold, and the threshold divided by the rating

times 10 for numbers greater than the threshold.

3. The total was divided by 230. (No•te 23 X 10 is maximm score, since

on Run 173 sensor 61 was not functional; therefore, it was felt unfair

to call answer either right or wrong to obtain percent ratio.)

4. Finally, the answer was modified in the case where the gas path correctly

called an engine bad if the vibration called it good. In-this case the

answer was scored 10.

5. G = Good B = Bad

The case of the engine will be worked out in detail as a sample clcu.-

lation.

Engine
Weighted HSD AVSCOM

Run No. 4 o- Threshold Answer Answer Score

170 5 7 G B 5/7 x 10

173 8 7 B B 10

176 10 7 B B 10

179 7 7 B B 10

182 0 7 G B 0/7 x 10

185 11 7 B B 10
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Th•e net effect of inclusion of the gas path is shown below:

HSD AV"M 4
Run No. Corposite Answer Awder Score

170 B B 10

173 B B 10

176 B B 10

179 B B 10

282 B B 10

185 B B 10

The same procedure is worked out for the remaining LRU's, with the

results as tabulated.

Engine Scores Engine Scores
Flight Without Gaspath With Gaspath 420 900 Transmission

170 5/7 X 10 10 7/8 10 100/145 X 10

173 10 10 Delete 10 10

176 10 10 10 10 10

179 10 10 1/8 X io 10 100o/106 x 1o

182 0 10 10 10 10

185 10 10 1/8 X 10 10 100/183 X 10

TOTPL 47 60 31 60 52

Grand Total (Without Gaspath) 190/230 = 83%

Grand Total (With Gaspath) 203/230 = 88%
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1. Statistical techniques can be used to sort good-bad parts for isolated

IXU testing. A mean spectrum could be generated, and therefore alloo

a sorting of units in terms of deviation from the mean.

2. Significant amounts of transmissibility have been observed between

the various transducers on the transmission and between the 420 gearbox

and 900 gearmox. This causes the purely statistical approach to have

questionable application unless transmissibility is accounted for.

3. Frequencies associated with pits on bearings have been identified on the

420 gearbox, but the amplitude levels seen to date have been small. A

better means of detecting faulty bearings appears to be in the variation

they generate in the gear mesh frequency spectrum. In the case of the

engine bearings, however, the bearing frequency components associated

with pits are nmuch higher in level, ard detection is feasible with

reasonable analysis techniques.

4. All measurements should be speed corrected, in the case of the eigine

for example, two outputs should be generated, one speed corrected with

respect to Nl, one with respect to N2 zo allow good discrimination

between close gear mesh ratios, bearing frequencies and sideband

structure. Also a finer analysis bandwidth would allow more accurate

isolation of frequencies associated with a malfunction.
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5. The modulation process that accounts for the extensive sideband

structures associated with gears and bearings is predominantly

frequency modulation. This has several imortant ramifications

concerning the extension and refinement of the diagnostic techniques

developed on this program, and which are still being investigated.

6. Trensducer location is critical. In general, transducers on the power

train LRU's were located as close to the expected source of vibration

as possible. However, the engine transducers were less optimally

located. While it is recognized that it is characteristically difficult

to mount accelerometers close to actual engine bearings, this is highly

desirable. Additionally, care should be taken that no structural

resonances are present in the surface the accelerometer is mounted

upon. In the case of the AIDAPS installation, some comprovisn had to

be made in both of the above requirements to provide expedient

installation of the accelerometers.

7. A statistical approach modified by weighting factors has rculted in

the ability to detect unknown implants with a success in excess of 80%.

Further refinements are expected to improve this number. The ap- oach

utilized would lend itself to in flight implementai ion wAth reasonable

hardware.
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* 7.4 Standardized Scoring Su=wry

This section 'viU present the results of Phase D verification tests

according to the foll.wing restrictions as set domn by AVSCCQ

1) Any '-xapoent which was in fact a marginal part must be considered to be

bad for scoring purposes.

2) The score for each camponent must be expressed in straight percentage

form; i.e., the nmiber of correct answers out of six.

3) The agregate score for all ccmponent runs must be expressed in straight

percentage form; i.e., the number of correct answers out of 24.

In addition, a general conentary on this scoring technique will be included.

7..1 .Sngines

Out of six rims Mamiltan Standard diagnosed the condition of four engines

correctly for a score of 67%.

7.4.2 Transmissions

Out of six runs Hamilton Standard diagnosed the condition of four trans-

missions correctly for a score of 67%1.

7.4.3 42?' Gearboxes

Out of six runs, Hamilton Standard diagnosed the condition of three gear-

boxes correctly for a score of 501.

7.4.4 90  Gearboxes

Out of six runs, Hamilton Standard diagnosed the condition of four gear-

boxes correctly for a score of 67%.

7.4.5 Composite Score

Out of the 24 combinational component-runs Hamilton Standard diagnosed

the condition of 15 components correctly, for a composite score of 61%.
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7.5 C=etr

As has been previously stated, the technique of implanting bad pr ts

in cc:ponents has some sigaicant drawacka associated vith it which

causes such an experiment to suffer from a lack of control. Specifically,,

the degree of badness of the parts zwkes absolute diagnosis narginal. In

addition, the effect it &dis r4eb:y and reassebly to accomplish implanta-

tion puts an abnoartal strain on the gas path technique of continuous com-

parison to a customized baself;:. Further, the statistical sample size for

vibration evaliation was small. (Two units in the case of tra-m-asions.)

if in fact the scoring is re-examined in a mannex which deletes the

parts %rhich are marginal, the scares will alter as fcllows:

Examine only thode components which were good. (i.e., transmissions

from Runs 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6; 427 gearbox from Run 5; 90' gearbox from Runs

2, 3, 4, and 5) Out of a total of 10 good comlpbnents, 7 were identified

correctly by Hemilton Standard as good for a score of 70%,

Examine only those components which were truly bad (i.e., 42W gearboxes

from Runs 1, 2 and 3; 90f gearbox from Run 5; and Engines from Runs 1, 2, and 3.)

Out of a total of 7 bad components Hamilton Standard correctly iidentiiae

6 as being bad for a score of 86%.

Tha total combinational score considering no marginal parts but only

Ugood or oad components is 13 out of 17 or a score of 76%.

Seven of the parts used in the test were adjudged by AVSCOM as marginal.

Instead of arbitrarily calling these marginal parts bad, assume that these

fall into a "gray area" of the good-bad demarcation. That is, allow C

tolerance around the criteria judgement as to good or bad parts. Considering

this, then Hamilton Standard correctly identified 20 out of the 24 component

runs for a score of 83%.
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8.0 ciCUCUSIOUs

The conclusions list-ed in this section are all extracted frcu the

results detailed in Secttions 5-7 and Section L). These conclusionr are

listed below together with appropriate section source references.

8.1 General

W AIMPS state-of-the-art ecui~ment functioned success•b1lly in the

Army helicopter environment. (6.0, 7.0, 10.o)

W Mhere was no interference in helicopter system functioning due to

the instrumentation and on-board electronics equipment. Conversely, there

was no adverse effect on AIDIPS from the helicopter systems. (3.8.4, 3.8.5)

The degree of component operational badness was found to vary from

very slightly worn to field replaceable bad in Phases B and D. This implies

that parts judged to be mechanically bad by conventional standarda can still

operate properly.

"V Components selected for Phase E worse parts testing were deliverately

chosen to display further degradation. This result was indicated quite

positively by AIDAPS (10.4).

SAnalysis of the Bell Helicopter Company rotor tracking and balance

technique shows it is quite feasible for implementation within AIDAPS.

(10.3.3)

SDiagnostic software did require some modification to effectively

utilize hover data as contrasted with level flight. Modifications involved

determination of stable gas path operating points for engine analysis and

adjustment of vibration thresholds to recognize hover conditions.

(10.4.4.1, 10.4.2.3)
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* Using the combined methods of mechanical, Gas Path, and

vibration diagnostics resulted in isol-t!on to LI_. effectivity of

approximately 8% for Phase D verification tests. Score is not

knoawn for Phase E veriPicatton. (7.3.3)

• nsmpection capabilities of AIDAPS were demonstrated by the

lack of non-existeat problems flagged. Although the parameter limit

checking was not deliberately exercised, results were consistent with

actual aircraft inspections and performance. (6.3, 7.2)

. Trending was carried out for approximately 250 hours on

numerous parameters. This was nc, large enough to generate any extreme

trends but did sbow some definite patterns. (5.3.5, 6.2.3.3.2, 6.2.3.3.3)

8.2 Engine Diagnostics

Hamilton Standard Gas Path Analysis was readily implemented

!or the existing T53-LI3 engine. Sensors were all conventional and

mainly consisted of standard engine instrumentation. (6.2)

Meaningful engine operating thermodynamic information was acquired

from only five engine parameter measurements. (6.2)

Gas Path Analysis was successfull in fault isolation not only

to the LRU bu4 also to the component level. (7e.12-7.1.7)

Lycominr "hut end" analysis technique was studied but not

implemented within AIDAPS because of the relatively few exposures

experienced compared to those required to achieve the threshold indices.

(5.3.3.3)
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8. .. ubt~fJ ba.belir.eis shoutd de-fnit1tuiy be uatilizied Lo ei..In:ce

Gras Rai.t -Accuracy becaiuse, o1' tie ;vuriaitioy~s Leýtve~s. e:gikes'. "Gas

Pith Ax~alysis sij~mturei, were- eorauiimea oetwLe&, test -,vl1'atd' f~gat

teat witri knwr.o bad r.irts. Giis r-ath analysis tj63esholA'ibwere

succe~sfully iimpleme~z.ted to distit~gist, tjetv!eci giod 2,J V~d prs

(6.2.-3.2.'+i, 7. .1 1)

.nare dino~istlcs utillzea. cai;;b-Irj1tioi. of' ris Path Axial~sis

vi de~tection of troi &s paitt probie~as throuoi vibration ai'd fueci1ida~Cal

dli w.o~tics * Vi oration amplitudes were reauxily distinguishalule for

engi.tie bearings be~,,ause of- t.e .higg'i rotationtil. speedG anid centrifugal

forces, but nieerlea -orzrecti~.Jt Iror extraneous otuer beariaig frequencies11 arad opeed. There were no .ielu~erute mech;inic-.L driawo.-it implants

out qiechunric~tl diagnostics aiid pierform properly. (7.2'. 6.4-.5 5.3.3.1)

3.3 Ge-,Yoox and Transnmissioi, Diagnostics

*The principle techn~ique utilized -was staTAztica. vioration

.'tnalysIs. Mlechaniical limit che-king was also utilizeu through tests

such~ as, cnIp leteetion, oil temperature, LAd oil p'ressurc but wcre no t
sensitive enou,7 to detect artii'iciialj Pimplahted problems diiring
flipnt test times. (6.0~)

*A very tnorough aiialysiG of vibratioi. detectiofn in t~he

helicopter environrne~t. wzs perfoluea during Phases C ~at R ana isI

com~pletely du,-umented in 5e'.Aions 16.3 through 6.5. (6.'4-3-3)
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8.3 Continued "

0 The vibration analysis technique established, is based upon digitiz-

ing the analog data and perforxiing a Fast Fourier Transform (FET). A

statistical comparison of the spectral energy levels as compared to good

parts signatures enables statistical discrimination of bad parts (6.4.3.4).

o This method was extensively tested during Phase B and was completely

successful in differentiating good L0U's from bad LRU's.(6.4.5).

o Flight testing indicated refinements of the vibration technique

where necessary to correct for tranasmissability effects, aerodyjnamic noise,

and the structural mounting of LRU's (6.5.3).

W Adjustment for the above effects involved evaluation of the statistical

• ~distribution utilized, the spectrum width (the namber of power spectral

Slines computed) transmissability (amount of energy transfer between LRU's)

modulation effects (the effects of faults on power spectral distribution)

reactions (the effects of bearing faults on gear mesh energy) and mechanical

properties of gears, bearings, and shafts (6.5.3.4 - 6.5.3.6).

SVibration analysis technique was successfully implemented for flight

tests as a result of the above studies. Niin factors involved an under-

standing of the geex clast.. sidebands and harmonics together with the

frequency modulation (FMI) process resulting from the interaction of faulty

bearings, shaft eccentricity, and gear mating abnormizlities,(6.5.3.6, 6.5.5).
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Gear clash frequency bands .are~most predominant iin energy level.

Pearings are directly observable for tr-asmissioas and gearboxes but

are of a lower energy level. Successful diagnostics to the LRU level

are feAzibly accomplishes by analysis of the extensive gear mesh

frequency spectrum. (7.3.4)

. FM effects zxre a very sensitive indicator of shaft gear or

bearing problems including tolerances, wear, and dyn~amic loading.

Ahalysis of the extent of the sideband structure and energy distributiou

can isolate problems to the coxtponent level. (6.5.3.6)

* Second and third harmonic energy distritutions are different

from thw• fundamental. (6.5.3.6)

• Transmission testing to aestruction at Bell Helicopter Company

resulted in a failure pattern for a bad part which detected operational

foilure 40 hours in advance. (10.5.3)

* 1here are strong indications that viLbration trending can be

accomplished by repeated spectrual analysis to ascertain shifts in

mechanical operation. (6.5.3.6)

. Statistical analysis tecnmiiques were sensitive enough to isolate

degrees of badness of parts ii! terms of supvosedly e.ood pqrts used for

reference versus the judged bad parts. This leads to a re-evaluation

of the operating capability of parts co:.ventionally judged degraded

iby comnoin inspection means. (6.5.3.6)
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8.3 Continued

. Significant amounts of transmissibility were observed Detween

the various transducers on she transmission and the 420 gearbox and

the 900 gearbox. The purely statistical approach must be corrected

for this effect. The modulation process accounting for the extensive

sideband structures associated with gears and bearings is predominantly

frequency modulation. The vibration technique developed has been

refined and verified through the Test Bed Program. The approach utilized

is feasible for in-flight implementation. (7.3.4, 10.4.4.1)
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19.0 18COEU MoI

- Engineering service test should be performd for a suitable

length of time with enough aircraft to generate a good trend data base

and to expand the data base used for vibration threshold determination.

This test will also enable evaluation of the Impact of ADM in the

norma aircraft operational environment. It Is strongly felt that

AWDAPS will show its real potential effectivity under these conditions

because of the expanded data base, consistency of baselines, and

avoidance of undue AIDAPS equipment chmages.

Work should be done on torque and fiel flow sensors to improve

repeatability. Consideration should be given to develoiment of a real-

time oil analysi- transducer for use with AIDAPS.

Vibration measurements should be speed corrected to allora

discrimination between close gear mesh ratios, bearing frequencies

and sideband structures. Transducer vibration locations should be

as close to the expected .source of vibration as possible. In particular,

engine transducers should be more optimally located. The engine

gearbox should be instrumented with vlbration transducers for further

engine vibration testing.

• Rotor tracking and balance calculations should be included

within AIDAPS.

. Service test data should be utilized in the vibration analysis

program to further refine generation of means and confirm fault isolation

to the component level.
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9.0 Coati•nde

- ne vibration techniam develoed is feasible for air•b•me

2mpleontation.

o The airborme AIDS my wall be utilizea with a tme sbered

ground computer to form a JEbrid System where the ground calpater serwes

such functions as hard copy printouts, extended trend predictions, and

generation of logistics records.

SBad parts testing during AIDAPS should be supplemented by

further tests to establesh na range for degrees of badness between

marginally bad aid =n . safe for operation.
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20.0 _M zP9ML2

210.1 _________*-

BSS" UP them~~ reSMI-ts of ZPh:ases P D, tte A cs

t: ex= th 21AMSpq =t se ectarxely ;cr-,e, ce=C eS of

speciall I-te-rest.. Tese areas -Jee di-Wide ?,to f ree t*AS. 1 aZrrat

(VE-IH) main zrat=ana~ tanl =to,, OCetOf-TbaI~c, ,Ma =t-Of-track diosa3is,

(ii a~tioaldegrae ~cmpmt rl-let testing, O-Ce (fi)az3,sis of

Ieaz!1=6s Ir finai faiure mms~- Testing w~ as re cew at pwý Aewrvý,vtical

2De*Ot ~itac !tr(ARLW) ML~r~ risti, Texas =nd tne Be1-1

ECe'icRPerU CO~a=Y in FOrt; Wzrth-, Texas..

PaeE cc~ze-ced 0-2 Cctobier ,191 foiiod~ng the =C-~ettion of

Phase D -551it-IonAL1 base]line flig~ts. Tesiing we-s SubSt=antia2-a cow pleted

by January 1972- Phase E and' the present IE-a Tes CM] ?:rLii~

01n AFPr*Xizatelyr Maren 30z 191.2, Twith the cop~1etiIon- of a!-; data srnalysis,

'report prep'-aratlion, =nd contract, data itcm sixaissioans Tbe JfI:flIor;Ing Pgavaravms

con-stituting Section 10 deetaill Baziton Standards p:as -2 seiit s ee

to the lthree (3) tasks listeed abo-re.

20.2 Scope of W(ork

10.2.2 Task I. Aircraft (IJB-li) M~ain Rotor and Tail RAOtr Out-of-Balance and out-

of-Tracek Diagnosis.

VerY little data was gathered during the Phase D. flight Portion of the

Test Bed Progran regarding the out-of-track1 (OC~T) or ou.t,-of-balance (OOB)

conditions of the main and tail rotors. The limited data base together with

the lack of adequate time during Phase D to pr.:penly establish the characteristics

of OOT and OOB rotors preventel formulation of a rotor nonitoring technique.

Thus, it vas a Phase E objedeive to determine if field adjustments can

be predicted based on "as is" measurements to minimize one-per-revolution main
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szi tail rotor vibraims. Te IMPS was empcqed to nease and recod

W2 kMUM, *bsti•m S!o.3 fes =a ite a*]~z awiq VU't M fug

coadIitiow with Ire-aijnwte kmaxot=~ ebarcterlisti~cs. Fr= tbis 60A,

3Wbox 6-maced an sandyis Mrcgrm to predict ptfzum ratw a4Justwt

*i~fe bus be evuamted hb7 ffwatm stanaed for fe-blt - f Integr~ation

izto LIMMM. SWUMi 10.3 discusses the Emilto s Btanar data, ptheing

10.2.2 Task 11. Aditleo-_a peua gd .esti.

At the c3ose of Phase D, it w aeted tat sme of the ]=•nr -cod

Izplwted degraded cwpzent were ctm--12y only '=zra b-d in te"Z. of

~zting capabulit-y. This --e-. not desirable since It c=pL-Ic tea the psitivre

eve-Imation of AMI EFS effectivity -t-hro-.ga contr-olled erper_;ment-s.
CMO-secenUly, d•-ung •hase -., the sae AI1LS prevai-or.sy ur.tiized -as

tested as to effectiveness in detecting, fault Isolating, Pnd predicting

nolfmuctions in the I-_- aircraft using degraded comionents (engine, trans-

zission, 420 and 900 geaboxes) whinch woere judged in worse cozdition thean those

previously tested In Phasez B and D. The same Haziton Standard developed

diagnostic techniques were exployed with results as described in Section 10.4.

10.2.3 Task III. Analysis of Bearings in Final Failure Modes.

The purpose of this task -was to gain additional diagnostic insight into

the failure mechanism of transmission bearings through identifying progressive

failure rates for known initial degraded conditions and evaluating these rates

for feasibility of detection and prediction. A transr-Ission test cell at BHC,
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20.3.2 Test Cbd~

Sbe lE-1E-1 beliccote~r was i~rt.to _re=ord pWixm ti~asin arA 1rt

=2C-Per-rev Vira_-ticrS and r, ta_- Bzgt. t was recardr- at a giwen buselime

codtio7126mt data, w1as r-ecorde"M Cc fo= main zrotcxs and three taill rators.

For eacch -- in zrator, th-ee ste~uIse ad~jusfzents were made c* fc= panerteri:

roll. (Vdtc:bL 191-~ 1en-gr-h), trZb (IMP d tab a=gle) sweep (drag brace), =.d balance

(spaMn vise). ?or eaeh tal rotor, t1hree steF.-ise sdajustneats were nade O'n

three parae=-ters: =0111 (Pitch 3ikA 1eng9'2) cho-rd balance, and span balance.

Fo2loA=g each a&justzrent, a specified standarrd nfigAgh profile was

flowMn to collect a -inizem of ten secon~ of stabi-lizeed data at eaeh fligh2t

condeition :in the Profile. Ehe data -was for-warded to B3C for develolment, of

a suitable adjustment p~rediiction progran. This analysis was forwarded by BBZC

to Hamil~ton Standard where a concept z-:r i~plezentation within the on-board

diagnostic system (AMIDAS) was evolved as discussed below.

10.3.2 Rotor Unbalance Test IReasurzenzent.

The test's conducted were desir-e-d to ronitor and record the once per revolu-

tion vibrations of the main and tail rotor so ass to gain the knowledge necessary

for developing a suitable analysis technique which will Permit field adjust-

ments to be =ade to mininize the once rer revolution vibrations. Figure 10-1
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is a 21st of the o tail rotor parmeters measured, tbef- oce per re-

lutiom fre"encY, an their expected rmie of amplitudes. IF-•4e 10-2 2ists

the tjfe 5rs~r used to askeTeus et, the Irms -ce man-

lecturer, the =e l er, the serial ner, the calibrated sensitivity,

ma the tape track a vhich the o .nsduce sigal vas r:c,: de..

Yn aMdition, Figure 20-2 also lists the type of signal cmT-Itiober and

amplfier used Vith emeb transducer and the equivalen -7=1 Scsle Standardize

quantity in transducer nnits. Since the =W3 Ifer attenuator settings are

autimtical1 set to Xl in the Fall Scale Standardize V-e, the equivalent

Al scale quantity dwring data acquisition is obtained •b ultiplyIng the

Full Scale Standardize quantity y the particular amplifier attenuator setting

used. during data acqui-,ition as -ndicated by ilgure 10-2.

Figure 10-3 is a sigma Ibocok diagram of the data acquf sition and recording

system e~kloyed on the rotor unblmance test program. Transducer signals are

routed to a signal conditioner, these to an amplifier, and finally to &an AYMEX

AR-200 magnetic talpe recorder.

Mhe signal conditioner used on the rotor unbalance program rovided three

functions.

(1) Routed the proper excitation voltages to those transdacers requiring

excitation.

(2) Housed a band pass filter which allowed only the once per revolution

component of the total transducer signal to be recorded. The center

frequencies of the bana pass filters used were 5.4 Hz and 27.6 Hz.
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7he 5.4~ Hz finter -,s a _sawr mv= 5719-P32xn-5_*o and the 2T.6 Hiz

filter urns a Burr Hown 5Tl_9-3P2M-27R6.

3. Allowe al sigals t6 be routed to the Inpat of the band

pass filters. The calibration sig=as vc-e sy•werical square

vawes of precise aplituie at frequencies of 5.AI Hz and 2T.6 Sz.

The calibration signals were derived frm precision stable

oscillators and associated circ-its built into the recording system

for these tests. The amplitude of the square wave calibration

sigmals was adjusted so that when the Pul Scale Standardize made

of the recording system was selected the cutput, of the signal condi-

tioner vould be a sine wave of 10 peak mitLivolts amplitude. This

signal vas then routed to an amplifier.

The amplifiers used to increase the transducer signal levels had frequency

response frmc DC to 20 KHz. This wide bandwidth avoided consideration of any

phase shift the transducer signals might experience in passing through the

amplifier circuitry. The amplifier specifications are listed below:

1. Input Impedance 10 megohms (differential)

2. Output Impedance 0.1 ohm

3. Gain 47 db (250) (Full scale input is +10 mv at an

attenuator getting XI)

4. Gain is adjustable by attenuator ir, steps of 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50.

The attenuator is automatically set to Xl during the standardize

modes.
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5. Frequency Esponse DC to 20 M +10%

6. Dynamic Range 50 db over full bandwidth

T. Linearity t-01%

8. Comn Mbde Reje•,*I.on 11o db DC to 6o Hz

9. Zero Dtift +.02% Full Scale in 200 hrs.

+_.001% Full Scalei°C change

The signals frM the DC 19ZAplifiers were then routed to an AR-200 tape

recording system. The signals Were recorded using an FM record technique at

15 IPS. The recording head as ,blies used on this program were configured

to Ampex Standard specifications. Figure 10-4 indicates the two seven track

head assemblies and the location %f the various tracks with respect to the

magnetic tape. Analysis of the recorded rotor unbalance data was performed

by the Bell Helicopter Company.

10.3.3 Rotor Unbalance Integration Concept

10,3.3.1 General Comments

As a result of the testing at Bell Helicopter Company, it has been con-

cluded that a rotor balance system can be implemented with a pilot's seat

vertical accelerometer, arwash plate forward/aft accelerometer, and a pulse

pickup for azimuth reference. The output of the first accelerometer will

allow aerodynamic balance while the second will allow dynamic balance.

The following paragraphs outline the recommended hardware and software

implementation of the system.
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210.3.3.2 Hardware Implementation

In order to imilement the system, (which will be further elaborated upon

in Section 10.3.3.3) X and Y resolved, components of the pilot's seat vertical

acceleration and swash plate forward/eft acceleration are required where the

X and Y coordinates are based on a phase reference derived from an azimuth

pulse pickoff. Figure 10-5 displays in block diagrams form the conditioning

of the sensor inputs.

Each accelerometer will be first preconditioned by a buffer amplifier

to convert the acceleration into a voltage signal. This signal will then

be passed through a 5.4 Hz pass band filter to attenuate signals other than

the one per rotor rev. signal. The azimuth pulse pickup is first pulse shaped,

t and then fed directly tb two balanced modulators as well as a 900 phase shifter.

The quadrature output of this phase shifter will also feed two balanced modu-

lators. 'The modulators are fed, as shown in Figure 10-5, from the output of

the two above mentioned 5.4 Hz filters. Each balanced modulator is followed

by a low pass filter to attenuate the 5.4 Hz ripple. The outputs achieved at

X1 , X2 , X3 , X4 are thus as summarized below:

XI = pilots seat vert.0 accel X sin 9,

X2 = pilots seat vert accel X cos 9,

X3 = swash plate forward/aft acceleration X sin 9,

X4 = swash plate forward/aft acceleration X cos 9.

X5 is simply a DC voltage proportional to the rotor speed so that phase

error introduced into the system due to the rotor frequency being not exactly

at 5.4 Hz can be compensated for if desired. At the present time, this correction

10-7
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10.3.3.2 Continued

is not felt necessary. The five inputs_ X through X5 are then fed to a

multiplexer and from there into the A/D multiplexer all steps being under bi

computer control so that the data can be properly digitized and read into the

computer.

Hardware will also be provided to drive various MAAP indicators, under

computer control, to indicate adjustments required to aerodynamically and

dynamically balance the rotor system.

10.3.3.3 Software Implementation

Balancing or "sweetening" of the rotor involves an aerodynamic as well

as a dynamic balance adjustment. Two adjustments, known as roll and tab, are

utilized for aerodynamic balance. Similarly, two adjustments, balance cnd

sweep, are used for dynamic balance. Pilot's seat vertical acceleration is

used to detect aerodynamic balance, while dynamic balance is determined by

forward/aft acceleration of the swash plat.e.

It has been found, by testing incremental changes of these four parameters,

that the following facts appear to be true in general.

1. Balance and sweep adjustments leave little effect on aerodynamic

balance (as monitored by pilot seal vertical g).

2. Roll and tab effect aerodynamic as well as dynamic balance.

3. The pilot's seat g vectors introduced by roll and tab adjustments

are roughly at the same azimuth angle and vary linearly (or nearly so)

with adjustment increment.

4. Tab adjustments seem to be useful in compensating for velocity sensitive

aerodynamic unbalance, while roll adjustments are better to compensate

for non-velocity sensitive aerodynamic unbalance.

10-8
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5. The swash plate acceleration vector introduced by balancetadjustments

"is approximately in quadrature to the swash plate acceleration vector

introduced by sweep adjustments.

Based on prelixinary investigation, it is estimated that 6 plus and 6

minus adjustments for each of the four variables (roll, tab, balance, and

sweep-) i;wuld allow the majority of rotors to be sweetened. (Note plus and
minus denote in phase and 1800 out o? phase vector,, respectively. From the

above information, the following implementation of the software program is

suggested.

Resolved components (X and Y) for the pilot's seat vertical acceleration

and swash plate forward/aft acceleration would be stored for 6 positive and

6 negative increments of roll and tab adjustments based on average flight test

baselines. Storing the resolved components allows the ability to easily store

both magnitude and phase of these vectors. Similarly resolved components

of swash plate forward/aft acceleration would be stored for 6 positive and

6 negative increments of balance and sweep. The following data, acquired from

flight test, would then be utilized:

1. Resolved pilot's seat vertical acceleration at 80 and .120 knots,

2. Resolved swash plate forward/aft acceleration at 80 and 120 knots.

The resolved pilot's seat accelera•tion at 80 knots would be used in con-

junction with the roll adjustment table mentioned before to minimize the force

vector. This would be accomplished by solving the following equation:

" ~Yl - Y2
arc tan I

1 - x2

S~10-9
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(where xI and yl are unbalance rotor components, and x2 and y2 are force

vector components for a given roll adjustment). Repeated comparison of

this 91 value against a stored 9 value for that particular roll adjustment

in an iterative manner enables A 0 error to be minimized.

The roll adjustment would then be added to the pilot seat input at 120

knots. Next the tab adjustment table would be utiized by again solving the

above equation for Q21 comparing this 02 agednst a stored value, and repeating

at various tab table entries until.02 is minimized.

This would complete the aerodynamic balance phase. The final step would

be to provide dynamic balance. This would be done by modifying the swash" plate

forward/aft acceleration at 80 knots per the roll 'and tab adjustments made,

using the stored average flight test baselines mentioned previously. The

X and Y components of tkis new vector would then be reduced to as near zero

as possible by the iterative addition of balance and sweep adjustment vectors

per the stored average flight test baselines. This is possible since the balance

and sweep vector are nearly in quadcrature, therefore, the X and Y vectors can

both be minimized.

10.3-3.4 Impact on AIDAPS by Addition of Rotor Balance Capability

It is estimated that the above software capability, including table storage,

can be implemented in less than 250 words of memory. Hardware required to

interface with the computer and MAAP should represent approximately 3, 1/2 ATR

size-printed circuit boards of circuitry.

10-10
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10.l 4 Worse Degraded Sonent Flight Tests

10.4.1 Test Conduct

Unknown worse degraded parts were implanted in the UH-iH aircraft for

fligh' testing, analysis, and evaluation by the Hamilton Standard AIDAS.

Two flights each were made with eight sets of possible multiple faults in the

engine, transmission, and 420 and 900 gearboxes. A pair of flights with a

single set of faults was performed on each of the dates:

FLIGHT DATE ENGINE

1. November 19, 1971 LE 18270
2. November 24, 1971 LE 17376
3. December 3, 1971 LE 14819
4. December 7, 1971 LE 14819
5. December 9, 197. LE 14819
6. December 10, 1971 LE 14819
7. December 14, 1971 LE 14819
8. December 16, 190.l LE 14819

In each case, the aircraft flight profile was limited to flight idle (on

"the gtound), intermediate power (light on skids), and hover (within ground

effects). The same mechanical analysis, Gas Path Analysis, and vibration analysis

diagnostic techniques previouasly implemented and explained were employed. Again,

both Gas Path Analysis and vibration methods were used together to establish

engine condition. Results as evaluated by Hamilton Standard were quite positive

indicating that the worse degreaded ccmponents did, indeed, yield more pre-

dominant diagnostic signatures. Some revisions to the software were necessary

to properly analyze data acquired under hover conditions. Thev following sections

fully explain the data analysis and results. Figure 10-6 tabulates the component
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health results submitted to the Arkq by Hamilton Standard after the completion

of flight testing.

10.4.2 Engine Analytical Conclusions

Ihe available data included three engines in eight configuration . Two

hover runs were condcted for each configuration. A detailed analysis was

completed for at least one data tape on each of the indicated dates.

10.4.2.1 Mechanical Parameters

No significant. limit exceedances were encountered during the Phase E

tests. This result was anticipated since these tests were concentrated on

the gas path and vibration areas.

10.4.2.2 Gas Path Diagnostics

The data for each engine is presented as bar charts in Figures 10-7

through 10-14 of this report. Figures 10-7 and 10-8 present a su~mary of the

average result (on which the following conclusions &re based), and the results

obtained from several steady state tests (as outlined later in this report)

are presented in Figures 10-9 through 10-14 for the individual engines.

Engine LE 18270 exhibits the characteristics of degraded nozzles for both

turbines. The gas producer nozzle area (A A5 ) is degraded open by 11% and

the power turbine nozzle area (A An) is degraded open by 9.5%. The compressor

parameters (AWa and4?7c) have varied only a slight amount which indicates

that the compressor was probably not changed.

Engine LE 17376 exhibits the characteristics of degraded gas producer

turbine and nozzle. The gas producer nozzle area (A A5 ) is degraded closed

by 4.9% and the turbine efficiency (A17T) has decreased by 4.9%. The other

10-12
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parameters Zo not exhibit a sizi~ficant variation.

Hiapim LE l'89 is essentially an enagine with no ~sps, h W% fots.

Minor variations were encountered in aill parameters but ncue wee sufficient

to exceed a detection limit.

10.4.2.3 Egging SteasdY State Tests

The original steady state tests vbich were used in the other AIMMP

data analysis were found to be too restrictive for the short bover runs of

Phase E. The steady state data obtained from the hover cruidition was not

considered to be sufficientl~y reliable and additionial. data conditioning

and smoothing tests were incorporated in order to prroperly isolate steady

state operation. These new tests., as outlined below, yielded good correla.-

tion with the original tests on a n~viwl AIMPS flight test. The titles of

the six revised steady state tests are:

1. EGT A;
2. EGT B;
3. FLOW A;
if. FLOWB;
5. IAG: and
6. SnonE.

EGT A: This test is essentially the same as the original steady state test.

EGT B: This test is similr to EGT A with wider tolerances.

FLOW A: This test considers the fuel flow scatter in a frame as ran

K ~indication of steady state operation.
IAG: This test approximmtes the thermal conditions of the engine. Each

parameter is modified by an exponential decay function and steady

state is defined when the difference between the lag output and

the instantaneous frame value for all parameters is with-in the

specified limits.
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SI . A liereuatfo sus callaei for 20 frmes of data (s;Pxz r IM8 eIl

20 somads) for ea~h Wa path prmnter- usig a 2esst-sqare-*rr= -,It.

Steadgr state va th~ defirned vbe- the cb& Im slope between &"* blcckE

for &I'- parmnters is within the speaified-liultz. ?be ?Zw!331 manue fzr-

the current data b1ock was used in -Me gas: WwTt an&a3ysis.

10. Ji3 Worse Degraded Parts VibmtiUa Aaarysis

10.4-3-21 Phase E Vibratimu TegtngM

Durinig Phase 3 additional vibration data vas getherec& tbroiugh flight

testing. The vibration sensors and recording system ~re Identical to that

used during Phase D. Ybase 2 discrepant parts were installed on the aircraft

vitbout any knowledge of the particular faulty Implant by the contractor'.

The objectives of this phase were:

1) Toobtain vibration signatures on power train bearing components

that represented: ýa fa-Ult- condition worse than that observed during

Phase D,

2) To identify -In which 1t'Rt the faulty bearings were izplwted by comparing

vibration spectra.

10.14-3.2 Vibration Data Analysis

Al~l vibr~ation data comparisons of Phase E data were made with the

helicopter in the hover mode. The data analysis of Phase E used the same

statistical approach outlined during Phase D testing. A new nean and

attsndard deviation spectrum was generated for the flight hover condition.
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Daft cc elsht Veeriadicmo rM with Mmnwfealty parts were Obtalnd

darlzzg Pbee Z. J, pwe 20-15 is a tesbultim of the vmdcsm fllglts by

'm mer versus the =er of 7 U eceedmes by filter band umU.

for ewh of the trmsducers ou the belic.pter. Mrmnrteer No. 66as ot

10.4.4 YitUctIon MlQsis EuliatUc Technue

IO.~. keffiuinnts In !galysis Tebniu 3sned an Furthcr §L% of flawe D D"t

Prior to analysin the Phase B data, Ppase D data was re-andlysed to

try to proiae a u straaIItorard numerical tecanique (i.e.,, noupst

decisims re•i•red, reference paragrap 7.3.2) and a better uatoh betmen

the mubaicul r-stinp and the final AVSCOSI answers. Mae analysis tocknique

outlined in 6.5.5.2 was taken as the basis, and various iterations were

tried. The tecbnique that evolved as the best of those tried basicaly

altered sections a and e of paragrah 6.5.5.2. Section a was altered to

include the =econd harmonics of the gear mesh frequency and itr sideband

structure whenever these bends fell within the analysis region. Section e

was altered to place more emphasis on certain bands. The gear clash

frequency and thb first two upper and lower sidebands were given a X2

rating factor. Also the fundamental and first two harmonics of rotational

frequency were similarly rated X2. Band interference was considered as

before, even with the added bands, by weighting them 2 or 1, depending upon

whether they were unique or common bands respectively. Four sigma exceedances

could not therefore be rated either 0, 1, 2, or 4 as indicated in the

table below.
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Pertimemr bead -ut with interfereac band elscewere cm the

aircraft but bo is fumulmtl or Gme of first 3 sidebm&as

or P=rILiznemt bad izth wo Interference benad but bmad is not

_ or one of first 3 sieAnmds 2

Pertnent bma, no Interference •band, and bad Is

Sfiz •a or ore of first three sidebands_.... L

7he inproved tecbniqrae provides s gaificant3, better separation

between the good nd lad parts. -hase D results on the 420 gerboox are

presented below to fllustrate this point.

a) Phase D KnMwn

Bad Parts Based on Thresbold of 5, 19 Out of 20 vere Right

b) Phase D

Verification:

Original Original
Flight Analysis Analysis Original Revised Revised AYSC(M

Date No. Technique With Judgment Threshold Technicue Threshold Answers

16 July 170 7 7 8 26 10 B

19 ,ulY 173 No Data No Data 8 No Data 10

23 July 176 10 10 8 31 10 B

26 july 179 1 1 8 1 10 G

30 July 182 10 6 8 16 10 G

2Aug. 185 1 1 8 8 10 G
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j-8et ISI i e Ist areqirdes of a fiOal t&*SbO

leve ws also revie& tis is felt to be a Vrbx th could be

eliakatea with a larger deta be. A level of 10 was chooes as & CcF]lse

betwee the Phase ID knm bed pats flits sa the Phase D Verification.

A s ilar aalysis as made far the sad t ission, ad 0? sew-

boxes. In the cae of the trhaIadon, the tansducers tbat vere Utiuz.•

in PMase D verIVication were not all available during the ?-'Ee D know

bed parts testing. la ordor to try to Inprove the dKta base for eterz on

of the threshold level, Phase D data was re-onalyzed using the nev technique,

ant also using only those senar outputs that were available during Phase D

known bad parts flights. The net result was that if -. thresbold of 38 was

set, toe Phase D score imroved frca 3 out of 6 to 4 out of 6, and the

Phase D known bad parts fIr 13 out of 19 to 16 out of 19 correctly

identified. It is felt that if a larger data base for the knovn good

transmissions were established, the score vould further improve.

In sunmary, the followiz•g threchold levels were established, based on

the re-analysis, for appLication to Phase E _erification.

Engine 7 (based on using sensors 4, 7, and 8)

Transmission 38 (based on using sensors 125, 123, 126, and 129)

900 Gearbox 8 (based on using sensor 64 only)

42o Gearbox 10 (based on using sensors 59 and 61)
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20.,.4.2 Pbme E Veriftiemcst, Vi m• m Results

Applying the revised analy'sis technique m descibed In 20.4.2. to

the Phase E veriettict defa Wve the fo1louiu; results:

Enidgne 9& Trazniission
Weigted Weigbte Weighted ikighted

Dhate am NO. ___ or__ heU __or__or

19 Nov. 205 5 1 0 7
24 Nov. 207 0 0 0 13

3-Dec. 209 0 i5 67 40
7 Dec. 21.1 0 23 54 51
9 Dec. 243 0 21 .2 19

10 Dec. 215 1 19 53
14 Dec. 217 0 lB1 8
16 Dec. 219 0 0 0 6

Based on the new timtshold levels (reference 1O.41i) the fo..oring

conclusions are drawn with regard to vibeetion faults:

Run NO. Ktne 420 Transmission

205 Good Good. Good Good
207 Good Good Gco. Good
209 Good Bad Bad Bad
m1 Good Bad Bad Bad

2..3 Good Bad Bad Good
215 Good Bad Bad Good
217 Good Good Bad Good
219 Good Good Good Good
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10.5; Transaission Test Cell - Teosts to Destro3ction (TanUsiMIzt.l.

-10.5.1. ist conduct

During• hese E, a test roqrpm was conducted at the Bell HJ-copter

Ccmqm traasaission test facility. Mhe purpose of t;As zest program was

twofold:

1. To obtain vibration signatures on tranassion input quill bearings

that represented worse wear conditions than those tested at the

ARAVW- test cells during Phase B,

2. To obtain vibration signatures on one cr two degraded transmission

input quill bearing assemblieb as these bearinge were run to

destruction.

The magnetic tape data acquisition system, transducers, and transducer

locations were essentailly identical to those used during the Phase B

testing at the ARADNAC test cells.

Only the vibration data associated with the test to destruction of

cne input quill bearing assemly was analyzed by Hamilton Standard. The

bearing assembly selected for testing had an incipient spalling failure

judged to be typical of the characteristic failure mode observed in this

type of bearing. After installation an initial vibration record was

taken. Additional vibration records at the same RD1 and power settings

were then taken in five-hour irncrements until complete functional failure

of the bearing was obtained.

The results of the testing to destruction of one input quill bearing

assembly are shown in Figures 10-16, 10-17, and 10-18. These figures are

power spectral density analyses of the vibration data and were generated
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.=ing a narrvoband (2.5 hertz) constant b8anvidth analog speetrm analyzer.

Vibration date from transducer No. 125 an acceleroeter mounted on the

tranmission input quill V`s used to generate the spectral analyses. The

transmission operating speed and power conditions are indicated on the

respect;ive spectral analyses. Figure 10-16 illustrates the initial

vibration spectrum obtained for zero operating hours; Figure 10-17 illustrates

the vibration spectrum after- the bearing assembly had been run for 20 hours;

and Figure 10-18 illustrates the vibration spectrum after 40 operating hours.

Functional failure of this bearing assembly occurred at approximately

hi2 operating hours.

10.5.2 Data Analysis

The spectrum is displayed in terms of PSD units (g2/hertz) versus

frequency (hertz). The PSD values are indicated on the left vertical axis

of the spectral plot. Numbers in powers of 10 listed above some of the

major spectral responses on these spectral analyses indicate a change of

attenuation setting in a segment of the frequency spectrum. These changes

in attenuator setting a)-e necessitated to acccmmodate the wide dynamic

range of the vibration signals.

As an example in interpreting these attenuator changes, reference is

made to Figure 10-16. The full scale PSD value for the frequency range

from 0 to 1000 Hz is indicated as 0.1 g2 /hertz. The value of the spectral

peak at 715 hertz would be read from the chart aF 0.058 g2 /hertz. The

frequency segment from 1000 hertz to 2000 hertz indicates two major spectral
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peaks at frequencies of 1268 hertz and 1338 hertz. The number 10 above

each of these spectral peaks indicates that a change in spectrum analyzer

attenuator setting was made and that the full scale PSD value for these

peaks is 10 g2/hertz, On this basis the peak value of the response at

1268 hertz is read as .18 g 2/hertz and the peak value of the response at

1338 hertz is read as 1.25 g2 /hertz. All three spectral analyses should

be interpreted in a similar manner.

Table 10.1 is a listing of the significant bearing frequencies, then

sidebands, the input quill gearnesh and its sidebands. A code was adapted

to label the significant spectral responses on the graphs and is also in-

dicated in Table 10.1. For example, Bl refers to the fundamental frequency

associated with a pit on the bearing outer race, (Fo), B2 is the second

harmonic of this frequency, (2 Fo), etc., +lB1 refers to the first upper

sideband of F or F. + Fr; -2B1 refers to the second lower sideband of F.

or Fo - 2Fr, etc. In a similar manner Al refers to the fundamental fre-

quency associated with a pit on the bearing inner race (Fi); and GM refers

to the input quill gearmesh frequency. The frequency values listed in the

table are more exact for Figures 10-17 and 10-18. These frequency values

are somewhat low for Figure 10-16 since the operating speed for this spectral

analysis is somewhat higher than that of Figure 10-17 and 10-18 as indicated.

Figure 10-16, the vibration spectrum for the input quill bearing

assembly at zero operating hours (TO) has the major spectral responses

labeled according to Table 10.1. The frequencies associated with a pit

on the inner and outer bearing races are clearly defined. In addition
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other spectral peaks associated with the upper and lower planetary gear

meshes are also in evidence. These frequencies are transmitted through

the transmission case and sensed by the input quill transducer as indicated

previously in Section 6.5.3.6.

Figure 10-17 shows the vibration spectrum for the bearing after twenty

operating hours (T20). The bearing pit frequencies (Fo and Fi) and their

harmonics are still the dominant responses in the spectru. In addition

sideband frequencies separated by the shaft rotation speed (Fr) are now

more clearly evident. These sidebands are arrayed around the pit frequencies

and their harmonics (Fo ± n Fr, 2Fo ± n Fr, etc.).

Figure 10-18 shows the vibration spectrum of the bý,riing assemvly

after forty operating hours (T40). The sid,•)and structure associated with

the pit frequencies is now considerably more nzctensive and spectral peaks

are located throughout the spectrum. Additionally, the level of vibration

Pos r4sen sifficiently to require an attenuator change from 0.1 to 1.0.

The extensive sideband structure has been labeled and reference to

TPPbe 10.1 allows the great majority of the spectral peaks to be identified.

Reference to this table indicates that the frequencies associated with a

V4t pn the inner and outer races, harmonics of these frequencies, and

pJ~e~pds associated with these frequencies are the clominant responses in

the spectrum.

Calculations of the bearing frequencies Fo and Fi at the operating

ppeeo shown in Figure 10-18 (5640 rpm) indicate that the basic repetion

rate of the Fo and Fi frequencies should occur at 589 hertz and 820 hertz,
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other spectral peaks associated with the upper and lower planetary gear

meshes are also in evidence: These frequencies are transmitted through

the transmission case and sensed by the input quill transducer as indicated

previously in Section 6.5.3.6.

Fi. re 10-17 shows the vibration spectrum for the bearing after twenty

operating hours (T20). The bearing pit frequencies (Fo and Fi) and their

harmonics are still the dominant responses in the spectru. In addition

sideband frequenci5es separated by the shaft rotation speed (Fr) are now

more clearly evident. These sidebands are arrayed around the pit frequencies

and their harmonics (Fo ± n Fr, 2Fo + n Fr, etc.).

Figure 10-18 shows the vibration spectrum of the bearing assembly

after forty operating hours (Tko). The sideband structure associated with

the pit frequencies is now considerably more extensive and spectral peaks

are locaited throughout the spectrum. Additionally, the level of vibration

pais risen sufficiently to require an attenuator change from 0.1 to 1.0.

The extensive sideband structure has been labeled and reference to

Toble 10.1 allows the great majority of the spectral peaks to be identified.

Reference to this table indicates that the frequencies associated with a

pit on the inner and outer races, harmonics of these frequencies, and

pideqnds associated with these frequencies are the dnminant responses in

the spectrum.

Calculations of the bearing frequencies Fo and Fi at the operating

speed shown in Figure 10-18 (5640 rpm) indicate that the basic repetion

rate of the Fo and Fi frequencies should occur at 589 hertz and 820 hertz,
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respectively. The spectral data indicates F0 occurs at 660 hertz and Fi

occurs at 705 hertz. It is suspected that slippage of the rolling elements

is occurring to account for this discrepancy. Any slippage of the bearing

elements with respect to the races would cause Fp the train passage fre-

quency to increase. An increase of Fp relative to Fr would have the effect

of lowering Fi and increasing Fo proportionally. This is exactly the

effect observed in the data, i.e., Fi decreases from 820 IFz to 705 Hz and.

Fo increases from 589 Hz to 660 Hz. Bearing contact angle variations,

though they exist are not sufficiently large to account for such a large

change in the basic frequency.

Frequency modulation is responsible for the generation of the extensive

sideband structure indicated in Figure 10-18. The FM process has been

treated in detail in Section 6.5.3.6. Relating the iJnformation in the

three vibration spectra to mechanical events in the bearing is done as

follows. Initially at TO the spectrum in Figure 10-16 is indicating that

the bearing inner and outer races have a major fatigue pit or spall. These

large pits one on the outer race and the other on the inner race cause a

mechanical impact each time one of the rolling elements passes them. These

impacts manifest themselves as the frequencies Fo, 2Fo, etc,, and Fi, 2Fi,

etc., in the vibration spectrum. The initial sideband structu~re is not

very predominant because the FM effect is small. As indicated previously

in Section 6.5.3.6 FM in a bearing would be caused by a general deterioration

of the mechanical tolerances; the amount of the FM depending directly on

the degree of deterioration.
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In Figure 10-17 after twenty nperating hours, the pits have become

larger. This is indicated by a increase in the vibration level at the FO

and Fi frequencies. In addition thi spectrum shows that the sideband

structure attributable to the FM process is a bit more extensive than

that of Figure 10-16. This fact indicates that the mechanical tolerances

associated with the rolling elements have increased. This variation from

ball center to ball center as the balls strike the pitted area causes the

phase or frequency modulation process and the generation of additional

sidebands separated from each other by the shaft rotational speed Fr

(94 hert,. in this case).

Finally, in Figure 10-18, the pitted area is larger still and mechanical

deterioration cf the bearing is setting in quite rapidly as evidenced by

the general rise in the overall vibration level and the number of FM

generated sidebands. Ball center to ball center variations are now much

greater than inFigure 10-17. The spectrum shows that bearing failure is

eminent and in fact functional failure of this bearing assembly occurred

approximately two operating hours after this vibration signal was recorded.

Another interesting aspect to these vibration spectra is the reaction

of the deteriorating bearing on the input quill gears and gearmesh

frequency (FGM). At the operating speeds for which these vibration signals

were recorded, the input quill gearmesh frequency should occur at approx-

imately 2730 hertz and should be the major response. However, even though

there is a vibration component at 2730 Hz, it is not the major one. Most
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of the vibration energy associated with the input quill gearnesh is located

* -in the first and second upper sidebands (+161, +261, see Figure 10-18).

This effect is observed in all three spectral plots. As Table 10.1 indicates

the frequency geometry of the sideband structure, it shows that the gearmesh

and its sidebands fall very close to that of the fourth harmonic of Fi and

its sidebands. This makes it very difficult to separate the bearing

frequencies of 4Fi and its sidebands from the gearmesh. However, the fact

that the gearmesh sidebands are higher in value than the gearmesh frequency

itself indicates that the FM effect is also present in this gearmesh. That

is the bearing assembly because of its high wear and relatively loose

mechanical tolerances is reacting upon the gear/shafting system causing

the gearmesh frequency to be frequency modulated at the shaft rps (94

hertz), Not only then are the bearing frequencies indicators of mal-

function but also the gearmesh frequencies.

Table 10.1 was generated by carryirg the sideband structure associated

with the various bearing and gear frequencies out to +10 sidebands. Close

inspection of this table indicates that mary sidebands associated with the

bear'ing and gear frequencies are extremely close to one another making

resolution of the separate frequencies difficult and in some cases im-

possible. For example, the sideband tabulation at the bottom of Table 10.1

lists the interfering sidebands associated with F, and its harmonics.
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The effect of this interference and its existence in a spectral

analyses can be seen in the spectrum plot of Figure 10-18. Spectral

peaks associated with the higher harmonics and sidebands of Fo and F. are

in many cases very irregular or jagged and wider than others. The spectral

peaks associated with the fundamntal frequencies of Fo and Fr (Bi and A-)

and their sidebands are relatively interference free and as a result are

narrower and monotonic.

10.5.3 Conclusions

The conclusions drawn from the vibration data on the inlpat quill

bearing tests to destruction are:

1) Vibration analysis would have flagged the bearing assembly as bad

at least 40 hours before functional failure occurred.

2) Conclusive proof that the FM effect exists for both gears and bearings.
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